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INTRODUCTION

Women and Work
by Peter Havholm

e thought we had a theme as
this magazine came together:
women and work. But after
the articles were in and it was
time to write the summative statements that
usually mark this space, there was nothing
to say. Well. The last three sentences prove
that there is never nothing to say, but while
our feature stories are all about work and
are all written by women, that’s about it in
the unity department.
As is often the case in a big family like
Wooster’s, this particular group came
together serendipitously. On the Internet,
on campus, on the telephone, and by mail,
chance meetings led to my extending invi
tations to a dozen or more alums: “Please
write a story for Wooster about how you got
from here to where you are now. And tell us
a bit about where you are now, too.”

W

How did you get from here to where
you are now?
Nearly everyone I asked sent me
something, but the stories that arrived first
were from women, so the men went into the
Future Issues folder and I thought, “A
women and work issue.”
Incorrect.
I had the fantasy that the stories could
be put together in chronological order, from
job search to settled career. For example,
Lydia Amerson’s (’93) meditation on the
intersections of thought and work begin
ning on page four preceeds work — it’s
about a summer job, and she’s in graduate
school now. But her story also comes from
the still center where we decide how to give
our lives; it could as easily have come at the
end as at the beginning. And of course,
Traci Wagner’s (’94) story about her work at
Wooster to help students find work is clear
ly preliminary — but it ends i n . . . well,
turn to page seven to find out.
Emily Silverman ’93 has a real job, so
we are on firm ground beginning on page
eleven. It has long been our opinion that the
old should not have a monopoly on advice
because the young see so clearly everything
starkly highlighted by novelty. Moreover,
the world is so rich in possibility that they
can be amused by circumstances right now
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wrinkling mature brows across the country.
Unemployment, for example, is a
deadly serious problem. But the annual
spring hand-wringing among journalists
about liberal arts graduates’ tough time in
getting that first job seems just a little over
wrought. You’ve seen these stories. They
come out of the battered file cabinet where
editors also keep the spring photo of older
people catching the May sun in City Park.
In three vignettes and six quotes, one learns
that, if only these poor young people had
had the sense to major in aeronautical engi
neering or computer programming in Algol
or environmental studies (whoops, sorry
— that’s what they were supposed to study
last decade — well, you can substitute),
heartbreak might have been avoided.
But think a moment. The chances that
the reporter who wrote the story majored in
journalism are not good (ask any editor).
The chances that the guidance counselors
quoted majored in career counseling are no
better than the chances that their college
and university presidents majored in man
agement. And the chances that any fiftyyear-old deeply engaged in complex profes
sional work was sufficiently prescient at
twenty to study the specifics of the job are,
on the face of it, not great. When society
changes its mind and its needs so often,
individuals must develop over time. The
really smart people know how to learn on
the job.
And the best way to learn how to
learn is to study something you love. Like
Tanya Blaich ’94, who writes about getting
that first job beginning on page fourteen,
liberal arts students usually end up study
ing what most intrigues them. She chose
business economics for the same kinds of
reasons Lydia Amerson chose political sci
ence or Traci Wagner chose psychology: she
thought it would be deeply engaging.
One strongly suspects that Debora
Glaefke Gilbert ’78 had no choice about
becoming a poet. At Wooster, George Bruce
and Deborah Hilty (English) did not single
her out because she looked like a poet;
poetry had already caught her, and it holds
her still — tightly, no matter what, for the
long haul — as you’ll find in her story,
beginning on page sixteen.

It could be objected, in the face of all
this happy choosing, that some American
businesses are cutting back on training pro
grams because it seems cheaper to hire
workers who already have it. But surely the
international market will prove this a shortsighted practice. Which company will suc
ceed better: the one that hires good people
and trains them to its needs or the one that
hires trained people? One has the sense that
certain countries doing well in our markets
have already answered this question to their
satisfaction and our discomfort.
At any rate, our last two working
women writers, Mary Ann Wells Bowman
’61 on page twenty and Tracey Dils ’80 on
page twenty-three, circle back to the kind
of moment that took Lydia Amerson by
surprise at the inner-city swimming pool. In
those moments, one can see the wit, the
intellectual space, the sheer thoughtfulness
— which never come free and must always
be held firmly above dailiness — they bring
to their work. It is a thoughtfulness their
work rewards with insight and pleasure and
satisfaction and more challenge, along with
decent pay.

These writers do not march together
under any banner.
But that is not our theme. These writ
ers do not march together under any ban
ner. They’re too busy.
Work and thought and life do have a
habit of intertwining at Wooster. Julia
Hodson of our News Services department
noticed, for example, that there are more
pairs of siblings here than one might expect
given the size of the College and our certain
knowledge of how siblings often feel about
one another. She explores the matter begin
ning on page twenty-six.
And on page sixty-four, we are most
pleased to be able to share with you Bill
McHenry’s (Director of Athletics) evocation
of old-fashioned values. In an important
sense, it’s exactly the sort of thing one might
expect from Wooster, the last bastion of ide
alism: an essay urging support of traditional
virtues, flying in the face of vogue cyni
cisms. No one should be surprised that it
elicited an outpouring of support.
It’s almost as if most people really
want to believe in the ideals that motivate
places like Wooster but are embarassed to
say so. Perhaps they fear they’d appear
behind the times. After all, note the way
journalists treat the liberal arts graduate.
Poor thing. She’s chosen to think deeply
about a lifetime’s work rather than to shave
the edges of her personality to fit a box in
some reporter’s life-organization chart. ™
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in an otherwise stuffy and closed religious
environment and his faith might — tem
porarily at least — become enlivened.
Furthermore, he might find more
than this. He might find a calm and strong
spiritual resolve to share joy and faith, and a
love for life, and perhaps more than any
thing, for other people. This student’s spirit
might be renewed, his stride lengthened,
and his courage once again set on its right
course.
I knew Dr. Baird as a friend, a teacher,
a close family friend, a mentor, and some
one to look up to and admire. I still look up
to him, and I will always remember his pas
sion for life and for faith. I seek to emulate it
and to honor the best that was so well
exemplified in his life.
Andrew Loess ’83
Massillon, Ohio

A Difficult Transition
Managed with Grace
ditor:
I was pleased to read about
the history and progress of the
Black Studies program at Wooster
[in the Winter 1994 issue].
Those who developed and participated in the program have made a crucial con
tribution. As a member of the class of 1944
and a resident of Wooster until that date, I
remember how few black people there were
'n the town and College before the Black
Studies program was established. It was a
8reat achievement to bring a new orienta
tion to the College and town. For that we
tiust thank all those who made the pro
gram possible and especially the Black faculty and the Black students who managed
what must have been a difficult transition
|rith such grace and skill. It could not have
oeen easy. I wish to applaud those who
entered Wooster and broadened its scope
and enriched the College and community.
Betty Newman ’44
Newtonville, Massachusetts

J*Arthur Baird, Friend and
Teacher
Arthur Baird performed an invaluable
service to the scholarly religious world. As
ln all academic disciplines, there has been
c°ntroversy in the field of religion over the
Past generation. The debate has stirred over
whether or not there is a God. This is not a

new debate, but the form has become crys
tallized.
The central question has been: “Can
the Christian scriptures be relied upon as a
basis for one’s faith in God?” Since many
people’s faith has been supported, main
tained, and strengthened through this
source, the question becomes critical. For
those who maintain there is not a God, ero
sion of scriptural support has become criti
cal as well.
Dr. Baird’s work will prove increasing
ly valuable over time as seminary students
search libraries for supporting literature for
their faith, when their faith is being under
mined by teachers who claim there is no
God, and that the scriptures cannot be
relied upon for belief. The resulting crises of
faith for these students whose initial desire
was to proclaim their faith through the
ministry will not be new. What will be new
is the number of books supporting the
claim that the scriptures are dubious and
must be rejected as a valuable religious
resource.
In the midst of this quandary, some
student may stumble upon one of Dr.
Baird’s books and find some ray of light in
an otherwise darkening world. This student
will find the most sophisticated techniques
applied to an historical analysis of the scrip
tures and particularly to the four gospels —
the same techniques being used to under
mine any historical basis for faith in God.
He may very well breath a deep sigh of relief

Let’s Try to Get the Conference
Right, OK?
Greetings from the already summery
South!
In looking through the Winter 1994
Wooster last night, Gayle (nee Saunders
’72) and I noticed the mention of Florida
State in Matt Dilyard’s photo essay on the
Scot swim teams. It is nice to be recognized
as the national champions in football. (We’d
love it ifFSU were equally well known for
some of its other claims to fame, too, of
course — such as its being rated one of the
top research institutions in the nation, or
for having beaten MIT in the competition
for the site of the National High Magnetics
Research Lab, or for its ranking as one of
the top three among state university schools
of music — but the public seems less
impressed by those sorts of things.)
What leaped from the page for us,
however, was the implication that The
Florida State University belongs to the
Southeastern Conference. As it happens,
Florida State is in the Atlantic Coast
Conference — a choice that had a great deal
to do with the relative academic standards
of the ACC vs. the SEC. The ACC includes
Duke University, the University of Virginia
(or, as they like to say, “Mr. Jefferson’s
school”), the University of North Carolina,
Wake Forest, Georgia Tech, etc. The SEC
really does include Alabama, as well as the
University of Florida (in Gainesville).
Hope you will excuse our nitpicking.
Thanks for producing such a fine alumni
magazine — we always look forward to it!
Douglass and Gayle ’72 Seaton ’71
Professor of Music
The Florida State University
Tallahassee, Florida
™
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Photo by Lydia Amerson '93

Then You Must Act
by Lydia Amerson ’93

Now in graduate school studying public
policy ; Lydia Amerson remembers the shock o f
working at her sum m er job following graduation:
“W hat had I done fo r four years at Wooster? I felt
as if I had walked across the stage in front o f
Kauke, received my diploma, shaken President
Copelands hand, and then walked offstage right
into The Twilight Zoned
Dominique (thirteen) is sad because his mother
dropped him off early, and he has to wait several min
utes before he can get in while the lifeguards put out the
safety equipment. Mentally disabled, Dominique can
only say “Hi”and “Jill,” his sister’s name. His mother
walks him to the pool so that he does not get teased or
bullied. The dollar entrance fee provides the cheapest
all-day child care in town. In the background is a ware
house which huge semi trucks visit all day, though chil
dren and sta ff hardly notice the noise and smoke.
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< ^ -w - want you to go over to the pool rule
m sign, find which rule you just
■ broke, and then come tell me what
M number it is,”I said forcefully to
Lewis, who had just dived into the shallow
end of the pool for the second time that day.
Although Lewis was a good kid, he had a
knack for breaking the rules.
Slowly he climbed out of the water,
approached the sign and squinted at the
words in the sunlight. After I watched Lewis
stare blankly at the list of rules for a few
minutes, I went over to him.
Putting a hand on his shoulder, I
asked, “What’s wrong, Lewis?”For the
younger children who came to the pool, I
usually read the rules out loud or helped
them make out the words, but Lewis was at
least twelve or thirteen.
“I don’t feel very good.. . . I think I’m
going home___I have a headache,”he
replied.
“O.K., but before you go I want you to
find the rule about not diving in the shallow
end. Just look for the word ‘diving.’”
Lewis turned back to the board and
stared again. Finally, he turned back to me
with tears welling up in his eyes and nearly
whispered, “I can’t.”
*****
My summer job as manager of an
inner-city pool in Indianapolis shouldn’t
have been so shocking to me. After all, I
had grown up in the inner city, gone to an
inner-city public school, and was not igno
rant in the ways of urban life. In fact, I’m
quite sure that I graduated from high school
with people who could barely read.
But working at the pool immediately
after graduating from Wooster in May,
1993, brought a flood of surprising emo
tions: guilt, shock, anger, dismay. What had
I done for four years at Wooster? It felt as if I
had walked across the stage in front of
Kauke, received my diploma, shaken
President Copeland’s hand, and then
walked off stage right into The Twilight
Zone. Wooster and the small inner-city
pool were worlds apart.
Willard Pool is located in a small park
on the east side of the city, twenty blocks
from the downtown skyscrapers. While it
serves one of the poorest neighborhoods in
the city, the park’s rolling landscape is
deceivingly picturesque. Perhaps it is the
swing sets that belie the fact that it is a
major hangout for prostitutes and drug
dealers — so close to downtown, business
men come from their offices to circle the
parking lot in Mercedes and BMW sedans
in search of a little lunch “date.”
The thick wooded grove at the
Eastern end of the park appears at first to
be just an ordinary grouping of trees, but a

closer look reveals that it is home for more
than fifty homeless men. Everyone in the
neighborhood refers to the place as “Hobo
Forest.” Aside from sparse graffiti on the
pool bathhouses and basketball courts,
there are few visible indications that the
area is between two gang territories — “the
Disciples” and “2-1” — and that bloody
gang wars are waged there, some ending in
death.
Indeed, college seemed a million
miles away from this place, and the differ
ences were overwhelming. At Wooster I
learned about statistical regressions and
post modern political theories; at the pool I
learned the art of making homemade tat
toos and the coded signals behind a base
ball hat tilt. (A hat tilted to the left means
that you associate with one gang; cocked to
the right means another; and brim to the
back, yet another.)
At Wooster, the language which sur
rounded me included words like “imple
mentation,” “agenda setting,” and “disestablishmentarianism”; at the pool, terms such
as “wigger,” “bum rush,” and “hip hop”
were part of the everyday rhetoric. At
Wooster I studied Michel Foucault; at the
pool — Dr. Dre. Which world was the “real
world”? I spent the summer integrating
these two realities I knew.
* * * * *
“Excuse me, Miss,”a voice with a
slight Spanish accent calledfrom outside the
fence. As I walked over to two children
standing there, I saw a boy probably no
more than ten years old and a girl who
looked around seven. Both children wore
dirty faces, tattered clothing, and sad, darkbrown eyes.
“We were wondering. Well. . . um, we
wanted to ask y o u . . . well,” the boy stam
mered. “We wanted to know if it would be
all right if ourfather could take a shower in
your building,”the boy said as he pointed
behind him to a beat-up van in the parking
lot.
“My family’s been staying in the van
for a little while, and it’s been a long time
since my father’s been able to take a shower,
h would really help us out a lot.”
Apparently, the children’s family was
living in the van. While the father needed to
take a shower, perhaps to look for work, I
knew that he was too proud to ask, so he
had sent his children.
“Sure, that wouldn’t be a problem at
all”I told them. “I can certainly understand
wanting to take a shower. It sure is hot out
today. Don’t you two want to go swim
ming?”
“Yeah, but we don’t got no money, and
'we don’t even got no swimming suits,” the
little girl replied.

From my years on the swim team at
Wooster I had plenty of old suits, in addition
to the many I acquired from trips to
Goodwill shops. I never wanted to look at
children standing outside the fence not able
to swim because they couldn’t afford a suit.
“I tell you what, you go tell your dad
he can use the bathhouse, and I will find a
couple o f swimming suits and some work for
you to do in exchange for the entrance fee so
you can both go swimming.”
The children’s faces lit up, and they
started running as fast as they could for the
van. It looked like Christmas Day in August.
* * * * *

The most important understanding I
gained in my years at Wooster is that people
in the inner-city don’t speak or understand
the language of those who have the power
in society. And likewise, decision-makers
and people in power don’t speak or under
stand the language of the inner city. My
greatest desire is to be a translator for those
two languages.
I tried to do a lot of translating last
summer. For example, the Parks
Department wanted to keep all city pools
open until 9 p.m. on Thursday evenings for
“Family Night” and offer a discount rate to
all the families who came. While this pro
gram might have been a great attraction in
some other neighborhoods, I explained that
it would not provide a needed service to
families living in our surrounding neigh
borhoods. In fact, all that it would do for
my pool was to keep children out after dark.
They would then have to cross gang lines in
the dark instead of being able to head home
safely from the pool at 7:30 or 8:00 p.m.
Our pool tried one “Family Night” and then
discontinued the program, recognizing
that it was not good public policy in our
neighborhood.
In fairness to the Indy Parks
Department, I know that they were trying
Front and center is
Marjonny (eleven), with a
whistle around his neck,
working at being a junior
lifeguard. He has an unusu
al technique: he likes guard
ing from the water. He
prefers to come up behind
two children who are dunk
ing each other (thinking the
guards high up in the chairs
aren’t watching) and blow
his whistle as loud as he

to be equitable. I understand that the
Department believed that if it provided a
service to one pool in the city, it should pro
vide it for every pool. While this does
indeed seem equitable, I think the Parks
Department doesn’t fully understand (or
care to understand) the way an inner-city
neighborhood operates. As a translator I
tried to show the Parks officials that my
pool did not need lap swim sessions or aqua
aerobics, but programs such as subsidized
swim lessons and lifeguard certification
courses.
It is ironic that the city has trouble
staffing inner-city pools such as mine. For
me the answer to staffing problems is sim
ple. Suburban kids usually get their lifeguarding certification through their high
school, country club or local YMCA and
don’t particularly want to work at inner-city
pools. Inner-city teens have no access to
certification.
A number of kids in the neighbor
hood around Willard pool are fairly decent
swimmers, and I know that they could pass
the course to become a lifeguard. But
besides costing between $35 and $50, the
course is not offered anywhere near them.
Lifeguarding jobs at $6 per hour, which is
certainly a lot better than working inside a
burger place for the summer, are available
in inner-city neighborhoods, but inner-city
teens can’t get them.
During the summer I had five kids a
week from the neighborhood ask me how
they could get a job, and I always had posi
tions open. I know that it is not a job with a
major corporation that will offer the kids
future advancement. But nevertheless,
neighborhood children would benefit great
ly from the work experience, and they
would be acting as positive role models for
the children who spend all day at the pool
with them.
* * *- * *

“Could I speak with Lydia please?” the
voice asked over the phone. It was early in
the morning — some time before seven.
Still half asleep, I was barely able to
get out, “Yes. This is she.”
“Hi Lydia, this is Ellery. I’m sorry to
call you so early, but I received a call about
2:30 this morning and your pool was broken
into last night. The person I talked with on
the phone told me the pool was pretty
trashed, so I thought that you might need an
early start this morning to go down and
check it out!’
“Oh no”was the only response I could
make. I was still trying to make sure I was
really awake and not dreaming.
“Make sure that you fill out a depart
ment report and get a copy o f the police
report and case number,”he added.
When I arrived at the pool, it looked
more like a landfill than a swimming pool.
It was a sea o f clutter — desks, chairs,
papers, wooden benches, the small refriger
ator from the office, and even the cash regis
ter in the deep end. The people who had
ransacked the place had obviously gotten in
through the sky lights. I had always thought
that the sky lights in the roof, along with the
poor lighting of the facility, were an open
invitation to the kids in the neighborhood to
come after hours.
The bottom of the pool was completely
buried; literally, everything that was not
bolted down in the guard room, bathhouses
and office was now in the pool. I wondered
how in the world I was going to fill out an
incident report when they were all, along
with my pens and pencils, in the bottom of
the deep end.
* * * * *
Wooster taught me the language and
operation of the formal political process. In
class, I learned about working the “seams of
government” which I attempted to do at my
pool. For example, our bathhouses were
disgusting; no human would want to
change clothes in them, much less take a
shower. They needed to be painted; two toi
lets didn’t work; one sink wouldn’t run;
three showers wouldn’t turn on; and two
other showers wouldn’t stop running.
After numerous memos written to my
supervisors, hundreds of work orders and
calls made to maintenance to come and fix
the bathrooms, I decided I should put a call
in to the Board of Health. The very next day
maintenance crews were out at the pool in
droves. I am certain that my supervisors
did not think for a minute that I had called
in to complain and nearly have my own
pool shut down.
So I bent the unwritten rules a little.
But I saw my job as serving the community
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and those children the best way I knew how.
I hope I made a place where the children in
the neighborhood could come and feel safe.
A place where they could come and know
someone cared about them that day. A place
where they could come and actually be chil
dren for a while.
And every day they waited for me.
No matter what time of day I arrived
at work, children waited, even though the
pool didn’t open until one o’clock. At nine
o’clock, they waited. At eight o’clock, they
waited. I feel certain that if I’d ever had the
inclination to go to work at five a.m., chil
dren would have been waiting, there to ask,
“Is there any work I can do around the pool
today so I can go swimming?”
The children who came to the pool
showed experience beyond their years.
They hardly had time to be children at all.
By the time children were six or seven in the
neighborhood they were the sole supervi
sors of their younger brothers and sisters.
By eleven or twelve years of age, the boys
and even some girls were being sucked into
gang life.
The environment was too inviting.
While gang life surely made them more vul
nerable to the violence of the streets, from
their point of view joining a gang provided
some security, as paradoxical as that may
appear. Gang life provided a sense of family
and some steady income, the two entities
most lacking in the children’s lives. All of
the children had seen violent acts, many in
their own homes. Nearly every child knew
someone personally who had been killed
and understood the likelihood of being
caught in the path of violence in the future.
Many, many children told me,stories of wit
nessing their brother or sister, or auntie or
uncle being stabbed or shot. Most of the
children were bright and intelligent —
much sharper than I remember being at
their age.
* * * * *
“There go Miss Lydia,”I heard
Marjonny say to another little boy over near
the shallow end. “She owns the pool. Ain’t
that right, Miss Lydia? Ain’t this your pool?”
“Well Marjonny, actually the City
owns the pool. I just manage the pool for the
City”
He thought to himselffor a moment.
“Then who owns the City?”he asked.
“Well, in a way you own a part of it.
See that candy bar you just bought from the
Village Pantry? (These are Indianapolis’
Circle Ks or 7-1 Is.) When you bought it,
you paid extra money for it called a sales
tax, and some of that money went to the
City to help run this pool.”
“So, if I own part of the City, does that
in-a-way make me your boss?”

Seven-year-old Sabrina stands at the pool entrance
window explaining how she is in charge o f her brother
Charlie (I, age four) for the day and wants him to be
able to go swimming with her. To no avail, she tries to
persuade the cashier: “I promise I watch out for him in
the pool.” He is too young to swim without a parent.

“Yeah, in-a-way, Marjonny.”
“Then what are you doing standing
around talking? Why don’t you get to work!”
* * * * *
Maybe I’ve been somewhat successful
in reaching out to the children. I saw many
ways the children were claiming their
power. I am sure that their potential has
been there all along, unrecognized and
undervalued.
Today, I understand better why work
ing at the pool after graduating from
Wooster was difficult and painful for me. It
made me acutely aware of how fortunate I
am. The odds are that none of the children
who visited the pool each day will ever be
lucky enough to go to a school as excellent
as Wooster. It is unlikely they will ever get
the chance as I did to sit under a tree near
Kauke and spend the afternoon reading
Plato. No yelling, no gunfire — just a book
and a blue sky.
Many nights 1 have been unable to
sleep thinking of the uncertain future my
children at the pool face. I know that I can’t
transport these children to Wooster, but my
hope is that I brought a little of Wooster to
them. And now, with these words, perhaps I
have served as a translator of their lan
guage, laughter, and lamentations for the
Wooster community.
The “real world” is at Wooster and at
Willard Pool. The key is recognizing that in
both places you must learn, experience, and
respect difference.
Then you must act.
£3

Silverman’s Tips for
the Newly Employed
by Emily Silverman ’93

hen Peter Havholm, editor of
the fine publication you
hold In your hands,
asked me to make an
attempt at creating a “sequel” to
“Silverman’s Tips for Seniors,” ^ I was
nothing short of thrilled. I was in
the midst of a grueling job hunt in
Austin, where I did not know a
soul; the Texas temperature was
creeping perilously towards the
century mark; and I was liv
ing, for the love of God,
with my mother something I had
sworn to myself I
would not be
doing at my
age. So all in _____________
all, I guess
I needed some
thing to lift my spirits,
and this was certainly a start.
I’d be paid to do something I enjoy
(lately, nobody even seemed to want to pay
me to do something I didn’t enjoy), and I
was still at the point where — and I know
1m not supposed to admit this — I some
times got a little wistful about those four
8reat years in Ohio. Having a piece appear
In Wooster the magazine would be, well, a
little taste of Wooster the College again.
After all, only months before, I’d been
a senior, lounging like a lizard on the front
lawn of Luce, l.S. way behind me and grad
a tio n not so close in front that it was scary
Vet. But Havholm’s letter found me donning
Pumps and pantyhose, applying — it
seemed — to every firm in town (Austin is
a high tech” city, and I am not an engineer) and making tons of “follow up” calls,
lust the way they told us to do it at the
C.D.&R
I think I should pause for a moment,
ecause this is starting to sound like a

W

' An article which appeared in The
ooster Voice in the spring of 1993. The topic
|Vas surviving the pre-graduation nightmares
°orning large at press time.

depressing litany on job
i hunting. It’s not. I’ve
already trudged down
that path, and 1 sure
don’t want to rehash it.
It’s also in no way
meant to be a repeti
tion of Eric
Pfeffinger’s (’92)
wonderful piece on
“Casting About” in the Summer 1993
issue. That would be too hard an act to
follow. I did not know Eric, but his per
spective on the Class o f’92’s first year out
captured quite accurately my first few
months off the Luce lawn and onto the
pavement.
Nonetheless, somehow, somewhere,
some way — after four months spent “cast
ing about” in temporary jobs, some worse
than any Eric could imagine — I did man
age to find a “regular job” within a year’s
time. And guess what? My firm wanted
someone with a broad education and a
degree in something like English. Fancy
that!
Anyway, I would now like to offer
“Silverman’s Tips for the Newly Employed.”
And since ’93 was the best class in
Wooster’s history, I’m willing to bet that
those class members who did not leave the
country — and some of those who did —
are facing these challenges and annoyances
with bravery and gusto. But hints never
hurt, so let’s begin.

b

tip /
Calling Mom When 9n Crisis
In College, you may have felt that life
had done you wrong when Happy Hour got
canceled one Friday for no good reason, or
when Brenda and Dylan broke up, also for

no good reason.^ Such events rocked my
world, I kid you not. But you will know,
absolutely and for sure, what a crisis really
is when something horrid happens to you
and you don’t feel you must call your par
ents because you understand that there’s
nothing they can do anyway.
I know this because, when my poor
little Mazda, Francis, was hit from behind
and shoved into another car, my first
instinct was, “I want my mommy!” But
since nobody was hurt, this thought was
replaced by the more mature “Actually, I
really just want this car not to be an ash
tray,” followed by the totally adult “Gosh,
my premium had better not skyrocket.”
So the cop took our information,
declared the woman who hit me responsible
for all three cars, made sure nobody had
whiplash (my neck pains waited until the
next day to manifest themselves) and sent
us on our way.
And then I went home and cried to
my mommy.

b

Tip 2
(grocery Shopping: No More
Broccolini
Here are some helpful hints-within-ahint on grocery shopping because it’s some
thing that must be done occasionally, like it
or not. There will be no more broccolini or
beef stroganoff waiting for you at 5:30 in
Lowry Center, folks, so I suggest you:
Park very close to the store. If your
mother always insisted — when you had
the pleasure of living with her — on park
ing ten miles away because “It’s good exer
cise,” you will be pleased to know that this
no longer has to be a problem, and you may
park wherever you like.
Once inside, grab a cart (not a
“wagon” but a cart) and begin in produce.
Buy a few items, just enough to ease guilt.
For example, I once bought some lettuce,
one tomato, and a kiwi fruit.
This way, when a parent calls and asks
if you are buying fruits and vegetables, you
will not be lying when you say “yes.” If said
parent asks whether or not you are consum
ing these items, you’re in trouble.
z For the over-thirty set: these are charac
ters from Beverly Hills 90210. It’s a television
show, one that, after graduation, people pretend
not to watch, even though we all know full well
that they are glued to the TV every Wednesday
night. The oldest person I know who watches
this is twenty-seven, so everyone can stop pre
tending.
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— ^ _________ T I P S _________ |
After produce, anything goes. But the
point is to get out of there as soon as possi
ble, or you’ll spend more money (at three or
four bucks a box, cereal does tend to get
pricey). To help you formulate some ideas
as to what you might need to buy once
you’re done in produce, I’ve jotted down the
items I recently spotted in the respective
shopping carts of a young woman and a
young man, both of whom looked about my
age:
Young woman: lettuce, dishwasher soap
Young man:
beer
Once home, you can bask in the
knowledge that you will not need to grocery
shop again for quite some time, until a par
ent calls or the fruit rots.
Whichever comes first.

on those occasions when they’re so shocked
to find themselves still at the office by noon
that they get really hungry for Taco Cabana.
But don’t feel too bad, because you know •
where you can get a hot meal for the price of
a two-dollar drink? Well, hold on and I’ll
tell y o u ___

faTip 4

There 9s Also Such a Thing as
a •f ree Dinner.

Tihere 9 s Such a Thing as
a free Lunch.
Sometimes I feel as if I’m in
high school again, packing my f
lunch at night and grabbing
f
it out of the fridge in the
f
morning, if I remember
f ^
it. But I’m not about to f ^
spend five bucks a
f
^
day to dine lavishly f ^
on Taco Cabana
(a more costly f
andstom m K.
J

v
^
^

f
f

Py

Some readers may already know
about this little secret, straight out of
“Lifestyles of the Poor Yet Tired of Eating
Special-K for Dinner”: go to any yuppie bar,
order one beer or “wine spritzer” (imagine the look on the bartender’s face if
"Jv
you ordered one of those at
Wooster’s Towne Hall) and
nurse it for two hours as
you fill your plate
repeatedly at the
free Happy
Hour
buf
fet.
Voila!
Dinner.
We’re talk
ing raw veg
gies, lasagna,
mozzarella sticks,
Buffalo wings. Just
don’t let your glass get
too low, or the waitress
will catch on. (She’ll proby ably catch on anyway, but
<■ that’s a chance I’ve thus far
been willing to take.)

9AA m eans 9 Rent
an Apartment.
I’m not so sure we

i recent grads should panic
about Major Money Matters. Rent, car
insurance, dry cleaning and Valium will
consume a big chunk of the entry-level
salaries of those who don’t work for one of
their parents. We all wondered how we’d cut
through the mess of taxes, insurance, mort
gages and stocks that our parents always
handled. I still wonder about that some
times, but then I look back and see that I’ve
already handled half that stuff, and I didn’t
even know it. These things are important,
but ignore, for the time being, mothers who
urge their 22-year-old children to open
IRAs.

fatip 6

A Aoommate Who Does AH the
Cleaning?

Gatti’s
pizza, Hunan
Manor, or whatev
er, and neither should
you. I may sound cheap (and
indeed I am), but that’s twenty-five
bucks a week, one hundred a month. Forget
it!
Suffer and bring your own lunch
when you’re an entry-level peon. Real
lunches are for bosses, who eat such lunches
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Speaking of apartments, if your build
ing allows it and doesn’t charge too hefty a
“pet deposit” (leasing agents are really just
pirates without the patches and the par
rots), consider stopping by the local animal
shelter and adopting a cat or a small dog.
Why? Good company. Why else? Dogs
will eat the leftovers created when you
overestimate because you’ve never cooked
for one and you poured too big a bowl of
cereal. Even better, cats will eat stuff out of
the crevices in the kitchen floor tiles.
Sure beats mopping.

Tip 7
Parental Pity.
For a while, I was too
proud to take money or “just
starting out” gifts from my
parents, and too pressed
for time — and lazy —
to go buy them. This
was until I

j

because my boss pretty much leaves me
alone to do what I have to do and allows
me to take a great deal of initiative.
But that may not be the case for
everyone. So do what your boss asks of
you; don’t bolt for the door at 5:00 if he or
she leaves at 5:15 (or 11:15 if Boss
Departure is at 11:30) and never, ever say
anything bad about the Aggies (or
Buckeyes, Wolverines, Gerbils...).
f* .

Tip 9
Office Scandals.

woke up, couldn’t even “smell the
coffee” because I had nothing to boil
water in and realized it would simply not
do to have two forks, one plate from my
mother’s house, and one coffee mug in my
kitchen cabinets. 1 didn’t even have a bowl
and spoon with which to eat my evening
cereal.
At this point, my father took pity and
stepped in by sending me three large boxes
containing a new toaster, kitchen utensils,
shiny pots and pans, a waffle iron he didn’t
want anymore and that I don’t either, a
fancy set of knives with which I will fend off
mtruders, and a neat spice rack, complete
with such mixtures as “Roma blend,” “Santa
Fe,> and “sea salt crystals” (this last one is
VerYsalty). I have sprinkled several of these
°n my cereal.
I don’t know how to use a lot of these
things yet, but my kitchen sure looks great,
hly point? Take the gifts. You never know
when you might need a waffle iron.

tip 8
Don't Trash the Aggies.
Bosses are strange creatures. It’s
tjnny, but they don’t seem to do very much,
j lne Plays with his computer and leaves at
-30 a.m. on any given Friday to trek to
ollegg Station to watch his beloved Aggies
ow do you get a one-armed Aggie out of
a tree? Wave to him!) cream their helpless
'cjims. Maybe someday I too will leave
^ar y to watch the Fighting Scots. . . well,
ever mind. In any event, I think I’m lucky,

You’ve heard this before, but keep
your mouth shut and your ears open at
work, only not for the most obvious rea
sons. I thought I had to be very careful
about every word I uttered, but when I
heard the PR rep talking to our boss about
her love life, another co-worker telling me
that the meeting-planner hit on her at last
year’s state convention, and the receptionist
blatantly dating some guy in the mailroom,
I knew I could relax a wee bit.
No, the reason you want to keep your
mouth shut and your ears open is so you
can take in all the juicy tidbits. And if your
workplace isn’t as laid back as mine and you
know you should keep your trap shut any
way, you might as well sit back and absorb
all the dirt.
Oh. And resist sending raunchy jokes
on the e-mail.
b .

Tip 10
Office Attire.
Women, in this day and age it’s okay
to wear pants and longer skirts to most
offices. These are especially attractive
wardrobe options when you have no time to
buy razors, let alone to use them. Men, you
can wear pants, too, and, as far as long
skirts are concerned, that’s your call.

tip 11
Home furnishings Without the
Use of Prown or Orange.
I almost forgot to mention the
daunting task of furnishing your place,
although I’m not sure how I could for
get that, since I lived for the first two
months without any furniture. None.
I slept in a sleeping bag on my bed
room floor. This is because I
refused to allow the twin bed I
used as a child anywhere near my

apartment. Yes, my mother has tried to
unload on me all the ugly furniture she
doesn’t want anymore. She wants beautiful
new pieces, but she can’t bear the thought of
discarding “perfectly good” furniture. I
don’t consider brown and orange plaid to be
“perfectly good,” do you? Probably not.
I know they’re only trying to help you
get started, since money is tight and all. But
being laughed at by guests is no help, so
accept from your parents only what you can
bear to look at when you come home every
day. For me, that rules out brown and
orange plaid.

Meeting Life's Challenges.
And that concludes this installment of
Silverman’s Tips. It is my sincere hope that I
have in some way assisted, inspired, or at
least entertained a few recent Wooster
grads. I don’t pretend that everyone’s post
graduate situation is exactly the same.
There may be some grad students who’re
still eating broccolini, or something resem
bling it. In addition, I myself do not have a
cat to clean my floor. I was too cheap to give
the loot to the pirates. But I think we’ve all
had our successes, failures, and painful,
gut-wrenching decisions to make.
Like whether to sit on the floor or just
take that brown and orange sofa.
ES

F

A Day at the Office
by Traci Wagner ’94

Traci Wagner ’94 spent two years in “the
best job on campus” urging fellow students to use
Wooster’s Career Services. Here’s a day in her life
on that job and some reflections on job searching
in 1994. No one should be surprised that the story
ends ironically.

Every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday this past
semester and the three semesters before that, Traci
Wagner '94 raced to her job at Career Services in the
Rubbermaid Student Development Center (nee the
TUB, nee the observatory).

riday, 1:54 p.m.

I’m in Prof. Nancy Grace’s
Journalism class in Kauke 105 and
I’m about to be late for work. Don’t
get me wrong though. I love the class. It’s
just that I’ve got to be at work by 2:00 p.m.
Not that it really matters, I guess. I
can always make up my time by staying a
few minutes over, but still.
Okay, that’s it: we have our assign
ment for Monday, and I’ve picked up the
handouts to read over for the group pre
senting on Wednesday.
Here’s where I make my mad dash
across campus. I cut down through the yard
in front of Kauke, whisk around the corner
of Frick and onto the University Street side
walk. I stop only for the light on Beall near
the library and the occasional “Hi” to some
one I know which I guess I actually never
do stop for, but usually utter while doing
my version of speed walking. I try to see if I
really can still make it there by two o’clock
anyway.

2:03 p.m.
I near the back side of Holden, hop up
the steps leading to the Rubbermaid
Student Development Center, bolt through
the outside set of doors, and halt in the
entryway in front of the Career
Development and Placement Center’s secre
tary’s desk.
I’ve made it!
“Hi Diana!” (The secretary is Diana
Grice.)
Well, close enough.
Turning in the direction of a voice
behind me, I say “Hi” to Pat Richard at the
Learning Center front desk.

2:05 p.m.
The phone rings, and Diana leans
over to answer it. I pass by her desk and
venture farther into the office, taking a right
into the copier room. Hanging up my coat
and plopping my purple backpack down at
the coat rack near the copier, I figure out
what I’ve got to work on today.
Let’s see. Friday. I need to write a
Potpourri ad. I make my way back into the
career library room and into Tom Benchea’s
(’93 — C.D. & P. intern) office to check my
in basket and grab my Macintosh computer
disk.
One of the things I’ve had fun with
over the last two years is the C.D. & P. ads
for the Pot. [See “Tuesdays & Thursdays” in
the Winter 1992 issue, p. 64.] My job was to
type announcements about recruiters and
other job information in, and I began to
add headers to the ads, usually trying to
make them humorous so students would
get in the habit of reading them. I don’t
always put a large header on; sometimes

there is a lot of other information, so I skip
it. The response hasn’t always been favor
able, either. In fact, a Voice commentary last
year [Emily Silverman’s “Tips for Seniors,”
in fact; see page seven] talked about how
annoying some of them were because they
sort of had a panic-inducing effect
sometimes.
Anyone who read the ads last year
would find that this year’s ads have focused
much less on IS, mainly because this year I
am a senior and discovered that they truly
do provoke anxiety. Hillary Sayer ’93 was an
office assistant last year, and she tried to
make me understand that a senior’s every
waking moment becomes consumed with
work on, thoughts about, or anxiety pro
voked by IS during a large chunk of the
senior year. I now believe. My apologies to
the class o f ’93.
Today, I decide to write something on
how many weeks are left. I figure now that
IS is finished, seniors will finally all be look
ing toward after-graduation plans. Let’s
count how many weeks we’ve really got.
I’m counting on the calendar by
Diana’s desk — Five! Geez, that applies to
me too!
After collecting myself, I type in the
ad, emphasizing the five weeks. Okay, not
Vei7 humorous I’ll admit, but it does get the
Point across. Besides, no one can really be
angry at me because I’m in exactly the same
boat.

Hoyte Wilhelm looks over
some materials with
^ agner. Wilhelm has been
Director o f Career Services
at Wooster since 1990.

2:15 p.m.
I m still working on typing in the rest
of the Pot ad information, putting in the
dates of when the last on-campus recruiters
for this year will be here. I’m working at
Diana Grice’s desk on her computer, since
she’s off working on something else and
Lisa Ostermueller ’94 is using the computer
in the copier room that our office supplies
for students’ career correspondence. She’s
using it today to print out yet more resumes
and cover letters on the office laser printer
(with enveloping capabilities). She says
she’s “networking” by following up with
someone she was introduced to by a friend’s
parents.

2:17p.m.
The phone rings and I answer it:
“Career Development & Placement, may I
help you?” The person asks if this is Career
Services. I now remember. “Yes” I say. “It
is.” I had forgotten that after June 1, 1994,
we will become known as Career Services.
This is mainly because we don’t actually
place anybody. We just offer career guid
ance and related services.
Anyway, for the past two years I’ve
been used to calling it “C.D. & P.” and we’re
trying to change some before June 1, but it
won’t be official until then. You get used to
doing something and it’s hard to change. I
was putting the finishing touches on IS at
home one day over spring break, and the
phone rang and I answered it “Career
Development & Placement, may I help

Seniors!
(Thus did the Career Services [then C.D. &
P.[ ads in the Potpourri begin every Tuesday
and Thursday for the last two years. Traci
Wagner wrote them, and here is a sampling.)
Parents’ weekend has come and gone.
(“Ahhhhh,” right?) Well, it could be worse.
Picture this: The end of the year comes and
you have no job or even an idea about what
you want to do in the future. So you, a col
lege graduate, end up having to move back in
with the parentals. No more Lucky Charms
for dinner; the return of the ten-o’clock cur
few; and they’ll find out how big your phone
bill really is. However, this can be avoided.
Get to the C.D. 8c P. now!!!
Hear that? (Ifyou prepare, you will be
hired.) Wait. . . . there it is again. (Ifyou pre
pare, you will be hired.) No, really. Listen close
ly. (Ifyou prepare, you will be hired.) You mean
you don t hear it? OK, then, how about this?
fhats the sound you’ll be making
come May if you don’t start making some
career plans at C.D. & P.
Thanksgiving is coming up with rapid
speed. (I know, and so are the deadlines on
all those end-of-semester papers.) Oh, and
in case you have forgotten how stressful the
whole family gathering thing may be, stop
and remember back to last year. OK, now
here’s something else you might not have
considered: this year you are a senior. What
that means is not only will everybody make
you explain (in detail) what your IS is about,
but they’ll also all want to know what your
career plans are for next year. Imagine, you
trying to make your IS sound like quantum
mechanics and convince all your relatives
that you’re “responsible” and have “direction
in your life” and all the time suppressing the
reality that you really have neither career nor
an IS topic. Come into C.D. 8c P. (Soon.) We
can at least help you with your career plans.
Hey, look, we’re not going to beg you. If
you want to come in and line something up
for after graduation that’s great. We’ll help
you But . . . (Sigh.) I guess if you don’t want
our help, and want to wait to the last minute,
probably find nothing, ruin your life
(BiS f rJ ‘gh)
then, I suppose that’s OK
too. (Well, we figured maybe guilt would
work. Works for Mom, right? Besides, just
like her, we mean well.)
I understand; you have a great deal of
work to do already, this semester. What? OK,
I m sorry. I didn’t mean to understate things.
IS. Yes, I know about IS. Now let go of me.
Hey, hey, hey! Stop choking me. Look. All I’m
saying is that C.D. 8c P. has quite a few oncampus recruiters, programs, and things
coming up that if you wait until later in the
semester to check out, it might be too late for
any of them to help you all that much. Ouch'
Hey! Was that necessary?

Photo by Matt Dilyard

3:24 p.m.

From left, Learning Center Staff Royana Schultz
(Tutorial Consultant), Pamela Rose (Director), Pat
Richard (Secretary/Receptionist), Linda Marion
(Tutorial Consultant), and Donna Walls (Tutorial
Consultant). Tutorial Consultant Linda Mattison was
unable to be there on picture-taking day.

you?” I had my mind on something else. My
mom was calling from work, and she jok
ingly asked me the hours we were open,
while I realized where I was.
O.K. “Career Services” from now on
in this story.

2:36 p.m.
I’m done with the Pot ad, and I’ve
begun work on summarizing the job and
internship opportunities blurbs that go into
every edition of Career Connections, the
newsletter we publish twice each month.
The position of office assistant has its
perks. For instance, I see many of the job
advertisements we publicize first, because
I’m often the one who does the publicizing.
Not that this has helped me all that much
yet (still being unemployed and all), but I
have seen things that I applied for or looked
into that I might not have come across oth
erwise.

2:51 p.m.
The phone rings again. Are we open
on Saturday? I say, “We aren’t, but we are on
Sunday from 1 to 3:00 p.m.”. How late are
we open today? I say “until 5:00 p.m.”
Nothing unusual, but then, “Where are you
located?” Hmmm. I hope this isn’t a senior.
I answer, “Career Services is located in the
Rubbermaid Student Development Center.
It’s behind Holden Annex in a Taco-Bellish
tan brick building. It’s sort of across the
street from Hider House. If you get to the
Stadium, then you’ve gone too far.”
The first time I ever thought of
describing it that way was last year during a
staff meeting. We had a lunch meeting,
because that was the only time everybody
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could make it. We ordered pizza, and half
way through the meeting I noticed the little
slip on the box that they write the address
on. “Taco-Bellish building,” it said. I never
thought of it like that before. I wanted to
laugh, but I didn’t think it would be in my
best interest, because Hoyte Wilhelm,
Director of Career Services and my boss,
was talking about the career library at the
time.

3:01 p.m.
Tom Benchea ’93, the staff intern, and
Laura Bey, the new assistant director, are
each with student appointments. Diana and
Hoyte are in a meeting, wrapping up stuff
for a resume mailing I think.
Things start to get busy. A couple of
sophomores come in looking for informa
tion on summer internships. I show them
where the internship books and binders are.
As I’m doing that, the phone rings. It’s a
student wanting to set up an appointment
for next week to go over her cover letter and
do a mock interview. That was a junior. It’s
for her summer job search. We really are
seeing more underclassmen this year.

3:16p.m .
It’s still busy. I guess it’s because we’re
completing the final days of the semester,
and job search desperation and post-gradu
ation anxiety have firmly taken hold. The
phone keeps ringing; students are coming
up to me to check out the career library
books for overnight; and I’m still working
on my part of the next edition of Career
Connections. Here comes a Crandall* drag
ging an enormous cello case. She’s looking
for Hider House.

A male international student politely
asks to use the phone. He makes his call,
promptly gets put on hold, and hands the
phone to me, saying “Tell her it’s okay.
They’re here.” At this point I have no idea
whom he has called, so I just sit there on
hold still trying to work on Career
Connections stuff.
It turns out to be AAA. He was calling
to see what was taking the tow truck so long
to arrive, but it got here right after they put
him on hold.
Oh, well. I’m not surprised. I should
have been clued in this morning, in the
shower. Do you ever have days when you
just zone out in the shower? And when you
finally become coherent, you’re just stand
ing there holding the soap? You can’t
remember exactly how long you’ve been in
there, but you have a suspicion that it’s
probably been a while. Then, you aren’t
really sure whether you’ve already sham
pooed or not, so you do and re-soap and
everything.
Does anybody else do this? I do this a
lot, more than I’d like to admit. I think it
has something to do with sleep deprivation,
but I can’t be sure. It sort of sets the tone for
the day.

3:32 p.m.
Here comes Pam Rose’s next student
appointment. There are two other offices in
the building: Cameron Maneese’s (Program
Assistant, Vice President for Academic
Affairs) and the Learning Center. The
Learning Center’s front desk is directly
across from Diana’s.
The student doesn’t have a coat on
and it’s cold and rainy out (this is Wooster
remember). Pat Richard at the desk is talk
ing to Cameron, who is on her way down to
her office. They both ask him where his coat
is, pointing out that it is cold and wet and
that you need a coat or umbrella for a day
like today. Pam then comes out to meet him
and asks him the same thing and gives the
same explanation. It’s funny. They are all
moms, you can tell.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays, I staff
the office over the lunch hour. Even if there
isn’t much going on in the way of student
traffic in Career Services, it’s still interesting
because I’m usually sitting at Diana’s desk
to do my work on her computer. The
Learning Center staff (occasionally joined
by Cameron) talk while on lunch or waiting
for their next student appointment to show
*Wooster shorthand for a member of
Crandall House, a co-ed Section named after the
building that once stood on the Northwest cor
ner of College and Pearl.

up. It’s great. I learn all sorts of interesting
bits of information and gain new insight
into topics. They can make any topic inter
esting.
For example, yesterday’s topic was ice
packs. I learned that bags of frozen vegeta
bles make good ice packs. I inquired if it
mattered what kind you used. They assured
me that peas worked the best. Really. They
freeze quickly, shift down around the area
you’re trying to ice pretty well, and may be
refrozen. Most importantly, however, they
do not leak or drip.

3:43 p.m.
Looks like there is just inventorying
of the career library books for me to work
on for the last fifteen minutes or so. 1 said
that my job was always interesting. OK,
maybe 1 did stretch that a bit.

4:01 p.m.
Time to fill out my time card and take
the Pot ad to Lowry to put in the submis
sion drop box. On the way there 1 check my
mail box. (Why is it that I’ve had the same
box with the same combination for two
years, and if I actually think about the com
bination while I’m doing it, I always have
trouble?)
There’s information in it on a compa
ny that 1 called from a classified ad. 1 knew
*t was a sales position, but it looks like it
involves selling vitamins door-to door
‘Avon” style. Well, whatever 1 end up doing
*iext year, it probably won’t be as enjoyable
as the job I’ve had for the past two years. I’ll
argue with anybody that I’ve got one of the
best campus jobs available to students.
My roommate from last year, Andrea
Kibby ’95, was convinced, at any rate. 1
talked her into applying last year, and now
she is an office assistant at Career Services,
too.
Why do I like my job so much? It’s a
nice break from class work. Some days it’s
actually the high point. The rest of the offict
staff is upbeat but professional. Career
'Services’ director, Hoyte Wilhelm, values
student input. At the monthly staff meetu'gs he often asks for feedback from me anc
the rest of the student staff: Andrea, Rohit
Unnan ’95, and Abdul Rashid ’94. In fact,
at the beginning of the school year when 1
suid that I might want to take on more
jesponsibility, the result was that I got to
e P Laura and Tom give a presentation on
UUi Sei vices to a group of first year students
111 Aagner’s main lounge
In addition, I learn a lot about job
Scaich resume, cover letter and interview
techniques. Not that evei y College of
°oster student doesn’t get the same treat
lleiU> but I’m in there daily. Often, I ask
questions when Laura, Tom, or Hoyte has a

few moments free, so I get my questions
answered without waiting a couple of days
for an appointment. Just ask Laura, who 1
think wants me to get a job and get out of
her hair more than I do.
Speaking of which . . . . Graduate
school isn’t on the horizon for the near
future. I’m sure that I’ll end up there even
tually, but I guess I’m not ready to go just
yet. I’ve been job searching most of the year.
This is a little complicated because I
eventually want to relocate to Portland,
Oregon. And there are other complications,
not necessarily things that I have had con
trol over or even much to say about.
I subscribed to a second paper from
Oregon last week to supplement the one
that I’ve already been answering ads from.
Of course, everyone says “Call me
after you get out here,” or “Call me in May.”
The best offer I’ve had from out there yet
(aside from the vitamin thing) was to
demonstrate vacuum cleaners in people’s
homes. (No, I’m not making this up.) Long
distance job -searching has been a sti uggle;
maybe I should shift focus back to Ohio for
a while.
All year I try to convince students to
come into Career Services to get started on
the job or graduate school search, and 1
may actually be unemployed at graduation.
(Gasp! Horror! Scandal! The truth
revealed!)
I feel less discouraged, though, than it
I were just starting my search now Besides
what I’ve learned about job application
here, I also know how to find information
on companies and career search questions
quickly using a variety of different souices
that I wasn’t aware existed befoie working
here.
I’ll eventually get to where I’m going,
though. I’m sure What is it? I think about
One o f the Office Assistant's
jobs is to field incoming calls
while Career Services
Secretary Diana Grice (I.) is
busy with other projects.
Wagner demonstrates at
right.
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82 percent of Wooster students find a full
time position by six months after gradua
tion? There’s hope. I feel pretty confident
that my Wooster education, what I’ve
learned from my Career Services experi
ence, and my determination will eventually
get me to where I’m going.
It’s amazing, though, what runs
through your mind when the feeling of des
peration sets in. I was getting gas down at
the Clark station on Beall last week when I
noticed a sign on top of the pump saying
they were hiring. I thought, “Hmmm . . . . I
wonder if I’d have to work the late shift?”
Or last Sunday when my mom was up
for the day and she wanted to go out to the
Wal-Mart plaza up by big Buehler’s. She
dragged me into Payless Shoes, and I
noticed a sign on the door that they were
looking for help. I asked the sales woman if
that was for a full-time position.
Or, in my journalism class last week
when we had a guest speaker, David Lange,
who is an editor of three weekly Ohio news
papers. He was giving an interesting talk to
my class in Lowry 119, during which he
passed out current copies of his papers to
everyone. There weren’t enough seats, and I
was sitting on the floor along with a bunch
of my classmates. We all started to read the
papers while he talked as he had encour
aged us to do. The woman next to me
glanced over and asked why I was reading
the classifieds.
1 replied, “I’m a senior.”
This summer, Wagner is working for
the College’s summer conferences office while
she continues the quest. She remains confi
dent that she will be among the 82 percent.
So do we.
Ed.
E2
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oth my parents, H. Walter Blaich
’65 and Brenda Saule Blaich ’63,
were Wooster alums. I grew up
witnessing the quality of a
Wooster education, and because my father
was a small business owner, and I had seen
the rewarding feelings of this type of career,
I decided to major in business economics.
My decision was further encouraged
by my guardian, Jeff Jenks, with whom I
have lived since my parents died in 1986
and 1989, who also owns his own business.
In fact, I was able this year to combine fam
ily academic work, and practical business
when my Independent Study analyzed an
expansion project that my guardian is inter
ested in pursuing. As a result, he was able to
attend my oral; Dr. William Baird, my advi
sor, said this was only the second time in
twenty-seven years that that had taken
place.
After my sophomore year, there was
no doubt in my mind that graduate school
was a far-off — maybe never — option. I
had had the opportunity to work summers
at Lubrizol, a Fortune 500 company in
Wickliffe, Ohio, and I thought I might like a
change from the academic pace after col
lege. I enjoyed seeing a company in
operation.
During the summer before my senior
year and part of my senior year, I took part
in the internship program at Wooster.
Applying for positions was my first experi
ence with interviewing, resumes and cover
letters. It proved to be a great opportunity
and another step in my career search.
I was able to work in the tax depart
ment of Rubbermaid Incorporated, an
incredible company, where I learned from
some amazing people: Bruce Altieri, Kathy
Kehres, Sue Mohr-Baker, Kelly Taff, Harry
Karrenbauer, John Reed, Bruce Fee, Robbyn
Redding, and Janice Anderson.
But also, to my surprise, I was in a
twilight zone somewhere between the life of
a college student clad in denim and sweat
shirts and the life of a businesswoman
wearing suits and pantyhose.
My friends at school were staying up
late, taking naps in the afternoon, taking
exams and playing frisbee. My colleagues at
Rubbermaid were discussing due dates and
day care and refinancing their homes. They
were going to Little League games and get
ting up at five in the morning before work
to get the kids ready to go to the sitters.
I floated somewhere between these
two worlds. I stayed up late and got up
early. I discussed class with my friends from
school, and parenting with my friends from
work.
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My First Job
by Tanya Blaich ’94

Questions about m y plans from those
people who are interested in my well-being started
me on the “W hat am I going to do with m y life?”
crisis. It hits each senior at different times. Some
feel it first semester;some second , and some during
finals week as they begin to pack fo r home.

Partly because she had won an internship at
Rubbermaid Incorporated and partly because the
“What am I doing to do with m y life?” crisis hit her a
little early, Tanya Blaich spent much o f her non-study
time senior year on the job-hunting process.
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It was also about this time that those
people who are interested in my well-being
started asking me what I was going to do
with myself after leaving The College of
Wooster.
The twilight zone and this sudden
rash of questioning started me on the
“What am I going to do with my life?” cri
sis. It hits each senior at different times.
Some feel it first semester, some second,
and some during finals week as they begin
to pack for home. I’d have to say in retro
spect that I’m glad my panic set in early in
the year. It propelled me to attend all the
career center’s orientations, fine-tune my
resume, and start signing up for on-campus
interviews.
I realized, however, that I was making
these career moves without having decided
anything about what I wanted to do or
where I would live. I had not decided where
I should look for a job.
This lack of direction was challenged
in October when Rubbermaid offered me a
position in the tax department upon gradu
ating from Wooster. It suddenly became
necessary to address fundamental ques
tions: was the kind of work I was doing
something that really interested me? Was
this a company I felt I had a fit with? Would
I want to stay in this area?
It became the biggest decision I had
had to make in my college career. I was flat
tered to have the opportunity to make it,
and it was the turning point that made me
realize all of those orientations and resumes
were not in vain. I was really going to need
a job, and others perceived me to be capable
of having one.
I decided not to accept the offer. If the
decision had been based on the immeasur
able respect I had for the people I worked
with and Rubbermaid’s impeccable reputa
tion and philosophies, I would have accept
ed immediately. But I needed as well to be
eertain I could commit the next four or five
years to being in a very specialized field
that, while it had been a tremendous learnlng experience, really wasn’t an area I felt
Very compatible with. I knew I was leaving
behind the opportunity to join an amazing
company and work with intelligent and
enjoyable people, but for my sake and the
company’s, I needed to do something that
naore suited my interests.
After making the decision to continue
jyy job search, the interviewing phase
began. My first one, which I got through
Career Services, turned out to be rather
conversational and relaxed. I thought, if
they are all like this, then this may not be so
bad.
I realized in my next interview, and
Several following, that they aren’t all like

that. The next interview was a great deal
more serious. The questions were direct,
and the interviewer asked me to cite specif
ic personal experiences in support of my
general answers.
He asked me questions about per
suading others and being persuaded and
difficult decisions I had had to make and
how I went about making them. It was the
personal experience portion of the answers
I found myself struggling with. Suddenly, in
a matter of twenty seconds I was supposed
to produce a wonderful tale that perfectly
depicted my behavior and feelings in vary
ing situations. It was then that I realized
why the woman who had been interviewed
before me had come out of the room look
ing rather flushed and dazed.
I never did interview with any compa
nies that I sent resumes and cover letters to.
I don’t think I followed up aggressively
enough in my pursuit of interviews in this
fashion; several friends were able not only
to get interviews in this way, but to get job
offers as well.
Two of the companies I interviewed
with on campus invited me to a second
interview at their offices, and my first fullday interview was one of the most exhaust
ing things I had been through. I was a little
leery going into it because the job wasn’t
something I really saw myself doing. The
office visit had been attained through that
first interview, the relaxed one.
I arrived at 11:00 a.m., and they gave
me a quick tour and took me to lunch at a
very nice restaurant. Throughout, I was told
at least ten times that if I had any questions
I should feel free to ask them. After several
more interviews with different people in the
office, the day was over. I was exhausted. I
couldn’t think of any more questions to ask,
and I knew that this probably wasn’t a good
job match for me.
The follow-up thank-you letters, each
personalized, are nearly as challenging. I
sent them to the two people who had taken
me to lunch, to the woman in human
resources who had set up the day, and to
each of the people who had interviewed me.
Two weeks later, I received the news.
They, too, had felt that I wasn’t the right one
for the job. A rejection is always a little
rough, but in this case, I wasn’t that upset
since it wasn’t a job I had had my heart set
on.
The second full-day interview
stemmed from an on campus interview as
well. This was a bit different, but I wasn’t
quite as nervous because of my previous
experience. They asked ten of the potential
employees to arrive at 11:00 a.m. After
lunch and a general information session, we
spent the afternoon meeting with five peo

ple for a half an hour each. This time some
thing was different. I felt really comfortable,
and I felt that Bank One was a place I could
see myself working.
Suddenly, I really wanted to know
why the other company had rejected me; I
did not want to make the same mistake
here. If I were to receive a rejection letter
from this company, I’d be heartbroken.
Bank One was hiring for its two-year
General Banking Development Program.
During the first year the new employee
rotates through their five divisions, spend
ing ten weeks in each. The second year
Bank One matches the employee’s interests
with a division’s interests in the employee.
This was perfect for me — someone still
unsure about exactly what her calling in life
was.
Despite the exhausting day, I made
sure to ask questions and stay alert. I again
followed up with seven thank-you letters
telling how adamantly I wanted this job and
explaining that I could offer hard work and
other benefits to the company.
I tried not to get my hopes up and to
keep working on the other channels in my
job search, but I knew it would be a hard
blow to get a negative response this time.
Luckily for me, about two and half weeks
after the interview, I received a message to
call the woman who had arranged every
thing. Nervously, I called back, and it was
confirmed. They were offering me a posi
tion that would start sometime in the sum
mer.
I had a week to decide. Not sure what
to do, I called home for advice. I knew I
wanted the job, but accepting it would com
mit the next two to five years of my life. I
waited that full week. Then, with shaking
hands, I dialed the number and said “yes”
to the General Banking Program. I wrote
my official acceptance letter, filled out my
employment form, took my mandatory
drug test and selected a start date. I
received a book about Columbus and possi
ble living arrangements. With each of these
things, the reality of my decision came clos
er to the surface.
1 did not do this without help. Career
Services was overwhelmingly instrumental
in helping me attain this job. They read and
critiqued my resume. They were my link to
the initial interview, and they provided
numerous informational sessions and
newsletters on jobs and job-finding hints.
Because of their help, my internship experi
ence, support from my family and friends,
and a little hard work, I was able to relax
and enjoy my last month with my friends in
the protective bubble of The College of
Wooster because I knew where I was going
after graduation.
E™

_______
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he walls between the worlds get a
whole lot thinner sometime
around the Spring Equinox. All of
those carefully constructed barri
ers (between private and public, professor
al and poetic, onstage and offstage, poetry
and po-biz) get blurry. We’re talking about
the cutting edge of weirdness here.
Cleveland State is very generous
about the occasional three-day weekends,
and I do my best to make sure there are few
of them. Conference season begins, and I
start spending half of my weekends living
out of suitcases in hotels (Ohio: the Road
Crew State) and wearing a Who Am I
Today? button because somebody’s bound
to know the answer.
The person who writes the poems was
separated from the po-biz person (the pub
lic performer) a long time ago. It’s simply
too risky to identify with the person at the
microphone. It’s an image thing that has
very little to do with who I am. I’m far too
self-conscious and asocial to handle book
ings any other way. Besides, I’ve learned
that audiences don’t really want to know the
person behind the poems. People have their
own notions of what poets should be like,
and working myself out of that narrow
frame is enough of a complication.
Interesting side effects of the po-biz
image can — and do— occur. Take, for
example, the January, 1990, edition of my
monthly Pavilion Mall Booksellers gig. A
young woman in the audience was staring
at me in a way I couldn’t even remotely
interpret. (Abject terror comes to mind; the
woman seemed to be in some state of sus
tained horror.)
Now, I’m used to being stared at —
it’s an occupational hazard. It was the lack
of category that concerned me. The most
obvious theory was that the sequins both
ered her. 1 hate when that happens. I wasn’t
in the mood for yet another “Thank you for
not raising my political consciousness” con
versation.There’s simply no point explain
ing to people that the wardrobe, designed
and selected by Mia Knerly-Kosicke (my
glamour consultant and camera crew)
emphasizes the theatrical, not-me element.
I have a rule that people who try to mind
my business don’t deserve straight answers
anyway.
When the young woman raced up to
me at the end of my reading, I was armed
with stock sarcasms. One of my yet unful
filled goals is to receive an honorary doctor
ate in unprovoked sarcasm. I deserve it.
Besides, I’m not qualified to receive the
standard honorary degree. I don’t think 1
know any humane letters; if I did, I’m fairly
sure I wouldn’t use them.

Photo by Mia Knerly-Kosicki
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Process, Product,
Poetry, and Po-Biz
by Deborah Glaefke Gilbert ’78

Poet, teacher (Writing Specialist at
Cleveland State University), editor, and Expert in
Unprovoked Sarcasm Deborah Gilbert ’78 was
asked to write about life as a poet Then we
jum ped back.

At the Pavilion Mall Booksellers before a reading Deb
Gilbert talks with "the Groupies1': Milt Blumenfeld (I.)
and George Solomonoff. who haven’t missed one o f her
Cleveland area readings in the last ten years She thinks
it wouldn't be a reading without them, they think it
wouldn't be poetry without her
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So I was prepared, but she wasn’t
coming at me with conversion attempts.
Not a chance. That would have been too
easy. Instead, she said, “Don’t leave! Please!
It’s my first reading, and they said I
wouldn’t have an audience if you left.”
According to my husband [T.W.
Gilbert ’73], the look on my face was price
less. Apparently, she’d been talking to the
Groupies (specifically, to Milt Blumenfeld
and George Solomonoff, who haven’t
missed a reading of mine — around
Cleveland, at least — since 1985.1 recently
told them that it wouldn’t be a reading if
they weren’t there. Milt said, “It wouldn’t be
poetry unless you were reading.” You’ve just
got to love the guy).
As if all of that weren’t enough — first
readings belong in Dante’s inferno some
where — the young woman was currently a
graduate student in Creative Writing at
Cleveland State, and her advisor had made
my thesis collection, A Fit Like the Piltdown
law (currently being considered by Yale
University Press), required reading. When
he heard that she was following me at her
first reading, her advisor warned her that I
Would never be what she expected from
having read the poems, that I was never
what anybody expected.
All of that must have been a real con
fidence booster for her.
I stayed, of course. What else could I
do? She was right; the audience would probab,y have left with me. I wasn’t aware of that
Possibility until I filled in for a last-minute
cancellation and started off with no audi
ence at all. Before then, it would never have
eyen crossed my mind that people were
coming just to hear me. I assumed that
8^eat clots of people always showed up for
hose Tuesday night poetry readings, mainy because I’m categorically incapable of
minking any other way.
I don’t consider arrogance to be a safe
^tate of mind. Nobody’s all that special.
esides, if you see yourself as exceptional,
y°u miss too many of the connections
etween yourself and your readers.
Universality comes out of the persondetails at first: when you prod the bruises
at define you, you can be fairly sure that
, esc wounds mark others’ bodies as well.
at s a starting point, but it can’t be the
estination of the poem — if it is, then you
aven t gone anywhere. You’ve only spun
y°ur wheels in those same old painful ruts,
e °nes only you can identify with.
^
So I start with the “facts,” inasmuch
^We can ever have access to truth,
metimes there are poems I have to write
at I don’t inflict on anyone else. Those
^ ay m my journal, which is where they
e ° ng- If I can’t get a poem to lift itself out

of absolutely personal spaces, then it’s not
going to leave my house, either.
This leads straight to my process, the
one area in which I reserve the right to be
viciously superstitious. When I’m in the
throes of committing an act of literature —
what you might call felonious art crimes —
I’m really boring. Big time. There’s not
much glitz or mysticism to it.
Like anybody else, I construct elabo
rate myths that I can live with; the only dif
ference is that I write them down and force
them into some form of objective perma
nence. Usually, all I’m doing is wrestling
with a Plathian infusion of objects and their
corresponding mythological symbols until I
have a package deal of sensation and signif
icance. Afterwards, I’m rehashing the stuff
until I’ve forced the lines to seem inevitable,
as if each word were stitched to the next.
What I call the authority of experience must
be earned through language.
In my particular brand of inventive
ness, I am more at home with a sense of
threat than, say, a sense of calm. To say that
no one gets out of my poetry alive would be
overstating the case, but certainly no one
comes out of a poem of mine whole. There
are secure havens somewhere, but I don’t
inhabit them.
Systemic lupus doesn’t leave much
room for security. For instance, the disease
works most of its new, improved torments
at night. I go to sleep with no idea what I
might wake to (or with) the next morning.
Thirty years of that will warp you good. At
some point, probably while the disease was
rewiring my brain several years ago, I
became bipolar — and a surrealist.
My friends used to call these my
“codeine poems” because I had migraines
so frequently that I was calling codeine
Vitamin C and claiming it was a dietary
supplement. I have a new set of friends now,
and we’re calling it surrealism.

I’d take credit for the shift in my poet
ic voice if I could get away with it, but the
truth is that it was probably triggered by
some neural tantrum equivalent. I know.
I’ve seen my brain scans. (And my old
friends are just fine, really. It’s just that they
knew too much. Some of them were talking.
There’s absolutely no need to look in my
basement.)
Another example of how the illness
affects my work. I wrote everything —
poetry, fiction, nonfiction — longhand in
first drafts until a couple of months ago,
when the lupus decided it would be ’way
cool to increase the middle joint of my
index finger. Threefold. As a result, a lot of
fists and knuckles have been turning up in
my poetry. Could be just a phase. I don’t
know. From 1988-1992, there were bones.
Lots of them. Also rocks and gravel. When
the lupus was in the brain in 1990-91, you’ll
never guess what the controlling images
were. (Yep. Skulls and bones. Occasional
cleft heads and hallucination.) In the last
month alone:
The way you shut your fist!around m e ___
Under your rigid knuckles, I am reshaped.
Love is the bruised knuckle at my m outh. . . .
The new moon blinks its burnt, unfriendly
knuckle.
Breathing and indigestion are big
with me right now, too. As are the
painkillers and muscle relaxants I had to
give up because I’m expecting my third
child. I’m a great breather, so that concept
turns up the most. (If you’d had 45 hours of
labor per child, you’d be a whiz at it too. I
don’t even need a refresher course after nine
years — I’ve got pant-blowing down to an
art form.) Again, in the last month:

Performing a poem in three
voices. From /., Gilbert's
workshop student, Nick
Dragovich, husband Tom
(T.W.) Gilbert 73, and
Gilbert.
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This is not the winter/we ate last year.
In the cold and dark,
a few stray noses grid themselves on screens.
The vivid breaths bloom through.
Ghosts, their peach breath laced with cinna
mon and occasional asphalt.
Gifted in making hollows,
a tiny woman — sashes dripping from her
waist
like an overdone fit o f weeping.
She gobbles her daughter’s prescriptions:
capsules, pills, the sharp colors wreath her
stomach
with rainbows; a disappointment of pills___
That’s the product, though. From the
outside, the process is nothing more than a
person who holds a lap desk and writes in a
bound journal. Dull stuff. I said. Or proof
ing an upcoming book. Also dull.
Adult Children o f Synchronized
Swimmers is coming out this year with New
Dynasty Press; Hagiography (a term which I
at first honestly believed meant the study of
ugly women) is wavering between the same
publisher and Cleveland State University’s
series at the moment; I come as a package
deal with illustrator Coyote Marie
Holmberg (yes, that’s her real name), who
also illustrated my husband’s recently pub
lished Metaphysical Rhyme (New Dynasty
Press, 1993).
Other things remain noncommittal.
For example, there’s been some talk of my
donating (in my will) the bound journals,
drafts, and original manuscripts to

Cleveland State’s Modern Poetry Room, but
I don’t believe that’s my decision to make. I
won’t be affected; I’ll be quite beyond it by
then. I’ve designated my husband Tom as
literary executor; he and my children
(Hester and Dylan so far) can jointly decide
on whatever it is that the world needs to
know, either in their lifetimes or perma
nently.
I have yet to destroy anything myself.
I still have the bound journal from my
junior year at Wooster, featuring seventy
unremittingly dreadful sonnets. I even have
a picture book that I did as a preschooler.
On the third floor of my house, box upon
box of old stuff. All of it is marked to be
destroyed. (Bonfire. This summer. Be there.
Bring marshmallows. Hot dogs. People
you’re not too fond of. I have a list.)
The only reason I’ve postponed the
juvenilia-burning party this long is that
other poets keep trying to convince me that
the stuff is valuable to literature. Frankly I
don’t see how; the stuff is seriously bad.
I do agree that the sonnets were
important to my development as a poet.
Cruel and unusual medical procedures and
chemotherapy have also been important in
supporting my great but terrible gift for
survival, but I’m not sharing any of the
videos. Some things people just don’t need
to know. Trust me on this one. I may have
few limits, but I do have some.
Allow me to assure you that the sonnets weren’t done for college credit or for a
grade. (Lucky, too, looking back on it.)

Photo by Mia Knerly Kosicki

Po-Biz: The Next
Generation. Daughter
Hester R. Baldanza just
before her second poetry
reading, with helpful mom
at left.

When George Bruce was a visiting professor
(English, 1976-77), he assigned them as an
extracurricular thing. A sonnet per day for
an entire quarter, no days off. Seventy. “You
write in the shadow of a tradition,” he told
me. “You need to live through its evolution
before you can find yourself a place in it.”
For credit, also with Dr. Bruce, I did
an independent study in which I translated
lesser known alliterative Old English works
from sources like Cynewulf (that’s like
Beowulf with a bad publicity agent). I can
still work in forms. I simply don’t, in small
part because my husband has done things
with the sonnet and villanelle forms that far
surpass my abilities. He can fuse both of
these forms with ballad stanza — it’s a
question of where you put the line breaks.
In large part, I’m close enough to
being a formalist as it is. As Marilyn Chin
pointed out in a conference we were doing
two summers ago, my lines are scannable.
Partial rhymes and assonance are enjambed
over stanza breaks. This is very much a part
of my Wooster experience; studying English
Renaissance poets with Deborah Hilty
(English) was an immeasurable influence
on my work. I’m still obsessed with John
Donne.
The most important thing that
Wooster contributed (beyond the curricu
lum that deepened my knowledge of the
tradition I wanted to join — not in the
womb, but right after) was a set of stellar
role models. From Dan Calhoun (history)
and Deb Hilty, both of whom I still count
among my friends, I observed teaching
styles and methods that I strive for every
quarter. (I know it’s not unusual for
Wooster grads to grow up to be professors;
but most of them, I’ll bet, teach courses that
start with numbers higher than zero.)
By their examples, I also learned a
crucial distinction: that I had to be gutwrenchingly truthful in my chosen art
form, but I also had to know when, as an
educator, to keep silent: to allow my stu
dents the intellectual freedom to grow into
their best selves, to be as wrong at the top of
their lungs as I once was.
Any monolithic arguments from me
would be attempted cloning, and one of me
is enough trouble for any planet, thank you.
Drs. Calhoun and Hilty both had the
patience (and the rare wisdom) to know
that I’d come around eventually, and the
faith in me to tolerate — and even encour
age— all those maddening phases I went
through to get there. If Wooster’s still the
same place it was then, I wouldn’t want my
children to go to any other college.
53
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V^Jeven Views of a Statue
by Deborah Glaefke Gilbert ’78

First View
A girl unfolds the legs she’s kept
curled beneath her, lets them stretch
a full unendurable length to their blunted
toes, and this is a flower uncurling itself
to the sun as if it expects
an event. Without a doubt, this
woman welcomes events, she is
m the process of making them come
to her beaded on a thick gold
string. She cannot, of course, predict
their exact nature. They are gifts
wadded into a soft-lined box
that will never be handed to her.
Her arms are tangled up in the stone
grate of her gown, she cannot reach or
hold.
You may never know the nature of
your gift, or her cool impermeable sur
faces.
Her legs whiten in the park’s hard light,
they cannot be folded back under.
Second View
You are not the primal force behind
her events, you are not the shaper
of things. Your task is to come upon
a statue and then later realize,
and much later, that it breathes.
Third View
Curled half-fetal in a deep chair,
she hears the static crackle
°f rain on the awnings that surround
this room, it is a loud blank space
between stations. She does not know how
to push past to a voice. In the long bank
°f windows facing her, no veil of rain
slides between glass and trees. What falls
hinly there seems a flicker against
branches,
nothing she can pinpoint or define,
wen the grass is not glazed by it.
Fourth View
Yhis is not about a journey
. t starts in one place and ends
lr>another. This is not about a woman
who has anywhere real to go. Fler legs
are drawn up, the balls of her feet punch
lnt0 lhe vinyl arms that fold her in,
Y°u could not say she is properly
Moored or rooted. She is not a toy,
Y°u cannot make her go. Nor can you
,'P one part up, another down, make
er transform to a robot, a dinosaur, a car.
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Accept that she furnishes this room
in some vague way, that the room in turn
fuels some empty space in her, that room
and woman know how to exchange their
surfaces.
Fifth View
It is too late to ask if you may join her,
she has already deflected that
possibility, she is never so close
to the light that you can make out
her full shape, and you realize
you have never seen her face
because I have not chosen
to show it to you.
Sixth View
You think you may have seen her
move, the air tingles with an uncertain
creak of bent stone. Freud might argue
that you are intolerant of moveless things
because you can see what she can't,
those tiny bullets of rain piercing
the lawn's arched hide.
You want to mythologize her, she
has been a thing turned to stone for you,
but this dream is too heavy to lift
and take home. You have no proper place
to put her. The curves are exact
to this chair, to the space under
a tree where you first saw her
and imagined her legs uncurling
toward you, you are trying to pierce
through the folds of her marble toga
to reach something warm that pulses.
Seventh View
No one has been fooled by this, the dreamer
or the tall stone thing he dreamed.
As the rain breaks a fresh gutteral noise
against the awnings, you realize that
you have never been sure what to do with
her.
You may have to saw her in half,
there is no other way to see
what it is she’s made of. Her head suddenly
seems lifted, the face uncoded toward you
as if to see, and her eyes are a convex
sheen of blankly unpupiled marble.
You never caught her in the full act of
motion,
her face was a downcast pallor that has
turned,
has lifted, in no order you could later
prove.

You must believe, and absolutely so, in her
blindness. Otherwise, you may be forced to
agree
that your full skeletal shape is etched on
her inner
surfaces; your fracture lines bloom from the
tics
at her jaw, her brow. At the hole near her
feet
that claims you. You wonder what it is you
saw
in her, which plane of delight was struck
when you pictured two stiff legs
straightened out,
then somehow made it happen. She was the
one
whose thigh pushed up under a marbled
drape
and called for an event.
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Reading Tonight

by T.W. Gilbert ’73
So we go to the book store to hear them
read poems for free. And they’ve read there
three times
now, so they should have some new stuff, a
gem
or two, for all one knows, and with some
rhyme
one could hear? And if they’d just look up
once
when they read to see that we mean well,
that
we’ll put up with — hard chairs, noise from
that dunce
in aisle 3 who laughs, we don’t know why, at
a book he won’t buy — just to hang on each
word, we love this art form so. We’ll sit
through
dirt, smut, and filth, heart felt tripe, or a
speech
on how to smile and have a nice day. Do
you know, if you read that “love of art”
poem
just one more time, we’ll have to bomb your
home?
1993
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his essay is about how I got where
I am from where I started, over
thirty years ago at The College of
Wooster. It certainly hasn’t been a
straightforward or well-planned path. I’m
from that generation I like to characterize
as the women who fell through the cracks.
We missed the women’s movement by only
a few years—just enough to put us with a
leg in each camp, fully understanding the
values and concerns of those who came
before us, and yet resonating to the new
feminist values that younger women were
being raised on.
I should say at once that the perspec
tives presented here are only my own truths
and don’t invalidate those of anyone who
may see things quite differently.
I came to Wooster in the fall of 1957,
having just turned seventeen that August. It
took me over twenty years to figure out
what a baby I was. I don’t think I was the
only one who was that young, but in retro
spect I wonder how I survived at all. Those
were the days of 9:00 p.m. curfews for fresh
men women and rules about smoking and
women’s wearing pants, leaving campus,
talking in the library, drinking, attending
chapel— rules and restrictions about so
many behaviors. Most of them seem ludi
crous as we look at social norms today. We
were young; we were naive; we were pretty
innocent — at least by today’s standards.
Those were also the days of lower pro
fessional expectations for women, even the
very bright women typical of The College of
Wooster. We had few role models in aca
demic life, with the exception of such
extraordinary individuals as Aileen
Dunham (history, 1924-66, d. 1987) and
Frances Guille (French 1937-46; 1949-75,
d. 1975); we had even fewer examples of
women of achievement who had also suc
cessfully negotiated marriage and family
relationships.
Despite our intelligence, some implic
it value system still seemed to direct us
toward marriage as the ultimate goal of our
college life. Indeed, I recall a strange phe
nomenon of senior life in particular, where
those who hadn’t obtained an engagement
ring experienced what was called “senior
panic” — the dreaded feeling that we’d
failed in earning that most important Mrs.
degree.
Most Wooster women had limited
and highly traditional career aspirations.
Our class had some notable exceptions,
however, such as my senior roommate,
Suzanne Ralston [Butcher] ’61, who knew
even as a freshman that she wanted to be a
doctor and went on to achieve that goal
with great success. I’m not sure most of us
recognized at the time how remarkable

From the 1960 Index
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The Women Who
Fell through the
Cracks
by Mary Ann Wells Bowman ’61

I ’m from that generation I like to
characterize as the women who fell through the
cracks. We missed the womens m ovement by only
a few years — ju st enough to p u t us with a leg in
each camp.
“Social Grace” ("Index caption.) Needless to say, we do
not imply that the particular women pictured fell
anywhere. We chose the photograph for the clothing
and the male haircuts.
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'Freshmen girls — what loyalty, devotion, friendship
and love they have fo r their male classmates!. . . During
Hell Week, the girls boosted the spirits o f the pooped
pledges by waging a stay-behind-our-freshman-guys
campaign.” ("Index copy.)

these women were in their dreaming of big
dreams and goals; I’m pretty sure I didn’t.
I think (I hope) some of my class
mates did have faculty mentors, individuals
who saw their potential and encouraged
them to go on to graduate school or to
achieve great things in other ways. Bill
Wilkening of the German Department
(1956-68) came the closest for me, and he,
sadly, was on leave my senior year. I think
this might have made a difference for me in
setting the future direction of my own pro
fessional life. We now know the enormous
mfluence such a mentor can have.
At any rate, I remember vividly the
anxious feeling of starting senior year with
the sudden recognition that after sixteen
years of school, this was it! I’d loved being a
student and had some idea of how to be
successful doing it, but I didn’t have a clue
about a career goal or what kind of job I
Wanted. Graduate school would have let me
Postpone that problem for a while, but that
Wasn’t the choice I made — not for any log*cal or well thought-out reason, you under
stand.
I left Wooster with my degree in
German and headed for California because
that was where the love of my life had gone.
1guess that after thirty-three years that still
Seems like a pretty good reason. After a few
^eeks of interviewing for jobs in San
mncisco, I had learned the down side of
aying a liberal arts degree. Crossing the
uay Bridge to Berkeley was a positive move,
ecause I found a job at the University of
slifornia Library (I had worked in the

Wooster Library as a student). I’ve worked
on college and university campuses ever
since and always feel at home on them.
My first visit to the Berkeley campus
gave me a real experience of serendipity
because as I walked across campus, I ran
into Bill Reinhardt, also ’61. When you
remember that UC has about 35,000 stu
dents, plus many faculty and staff, it seems
remarkable to me that I found a familiar
face. He and his wife Bobbi provided an
instant base of support, and we also shared
time with Ron ’61 [and ’94H] and Carol
[Rankin] Takaki ’61. Ron has, of course,
been at Berkeley ever since and has gone on
to achieve brilliant success as an authority
on multicultural diversity in American
society.
Those first weeks at Berkeley dazzled
me. The campus, with its cosmopolitan
atmosphere, radical activism (all those Free
Cuba and other proponents of alternative
political views ranting and raving on
Telegraph Avenue), and mobs of people
representing a rich racial and ethnic diver
sity, seemed light years away from Wooster,
Ohio. I’d never really noticed (and I should
have) quite how white, how middle-class,
how mostly alike we were. With this new
awareness I felt how very much I’d been
missing in that more protected and insular
world.
After a few months at Berkeley, one of
the librarians pointed out to me how much
more money people with master’s degrees
were making. I decided then that graduate
school was in order (does this sound like
good career planning?) and applied to
UCLA. Before I arrived there my husband
and I got married, so I began my graduate
study as a happy but somewhat impover
ished newly-wed. It was in library school
that an older female classmate asked me if
I’d read Betty Friedan’s The Feminine
Mystique — my very first encounter with
Mary Ann Wells
IBowman] in and in front
o f Westminster House in
1959.

feminism (or at least the first one I paid
attention to).
In a year I had the MLS degree and
was hired by the University of Illinois
Library sight unseen. I was quite annoyed at
schools that wouldn’t hire me that way —
boy was I naive!. We moved to Urbana in
1963, and I worked there in the Engineering
Library while my husband finished his
bachelor’s degree. He went straight on for
the master’s degree but had his studies
interrupted by the Vietnam War. When he
was sent to Fort Campbell, Kentucky, I gave
up my job at Illinois and traveled with him.
I later would follow him to San Antonio
when he was assigned to Fort Sam Houston.
In both cases I dropped in on the
local college library and asked if they had
any jobs. In both cases they created jobs for
me and hired me on the spot—those halcy
on days of the 60s in academe are never
coming back, but they were great while they
lasted. When Joel got sent to Vietnam, I was
hired (again by mail) at Illinois and
returned to Urbana.
My professional life changed again in
1971 when I gave birth to a son and started
working half time. Another move, when my
husband finished his Ph.D., took us to
Florida, where I worked as an academic
librarian at the University of Florida.
It was the following move to Michigan
that drastically changed my life because the
bottom had dropped out of the job market
for librarians. For about a year I couldn’t
find a job at all — the only time in my adult
life that I haven’t been employed and a very
difficult adjustment for me.
Obviously, my professional choices
have been influenced by my husband’s
career moves and by the needs of my child.
Like many women who’ve made similar
choices, I’ve paid a high price professionally
for them; but I would likely make the same
choices again.

After ten months of being unem
ployed, I taught in the Western Michigan
University School of Librarianship, then
earned a second master’s degree, and taught
communication for 14 years. Both my par
ents were high school teachers, and I had
sworn early on that I would never teach — I
think this was some youthful (and misguid
ed) attempt to declare my independence.
Imagine my surprise to find myself teach
ing, and liking it!
Although 1 enjoyed teaching in the
library school, the communication class
room was the place where I truly discovered
the pleasure of teaching. Presenting a lec
ture is not what excites me about the class
room but rather the interaction with stu
dents — discussing ideas with them in ways
that produce valuable insights and under
standing, those magical moments when you
leave the classroom in a state of euphoria
because you can see that important learning
happened that day.
I also appreciate the one-on-one meet
ings with students in my office, getting to
know them as individuals and in some
cases developing relationships that endure
beyond the classroom. I continue to find
being with students energizing and reward
ing (and frustrating, annoying, demanding,
and difficult as well).
Recognizing that it was time for
another challenge, I went back to graduate
school to earn a doctorate in educational
leadership and then became the director of
the faculty development program at
Western Michigan University.
Faculty development programs are a
relatively recent phenomenon in higher
education, having begun in the late 1960s
and early 70s. Our program at WMU began
in 1980 and was actually negotiated by the
faculty union, the American Association of
University Professors. The job is particular
ly challenging because we provide a wide
range of services and programs with only
one professional staff member (me), a parttime secretary, and a few student workers
— and increasingly limited resources.
Among the programs and services we
provide are orientation for new faculty
members; training for new graduate teach
ing assistants; twenty-five to thirty-five pro
grams, workshops, and teleconferences;
mid-semester evaluation services; individu
al consultations; and meeting facilitation.
We administer three funds that provide
support to faculty for various development
activities. Finally, we also write, edit, and
publish a newsletter that addresses teaching
and learning issues and reports on the
development activities of our faculty.
Being in charge of faculty develop
ment has provided me the opportunity to
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know the university in a much richer way
than I had previously. I now know and work
with faculty members from all disciplines
and colleges, with the majority of our fortyeight chairpersons, with all of our academic
deans, and with administrators and staff
members from many areas of the
institution.
Working with new faculty is a partic
ular pleasure. As I am one of their first
points of contact with the university, I
become a familiar name and face who is a
resource for them. I make an effort to build
and maintain those relationships and to
assist these individuals to become success
ful and happy members of the university
community.
My consultations with individual fac
ulty members are also rewarding to me.
Whether we are discussing the results of my
interviews with their students, analyzing
their teaching on videotape, finding strate
gies to improve teaching that will help stu
dent ratings, or addressing other profes
sional issues (I often seem to be the neutral,
confidential place where difficult issues get
ventilated), I like having the opportunity to
provide support that will help not only fac
ulty, but (indirectly) students as well. I also
feel very proud of our newsletter and appre
ciate the messages I receive from people
who enjoyed reading it.
Of all the workshops we provide, I
enjoy most those which involve discussions
among faculty members of issues related to
teaching and learning. It’s exciting to be
part of a faculty group as it discovers that,
despite varying discipline, people are facing
many of the same problems and challenges
in their teaching. The concern about stu
dent learning evidenced by the faculty who
attend these programs is reassuring to those
of us who become concerned about the bal
ance between teaching and research.
In the last year my office has begun a
long-term collaborative relationship with
the university’s Center for the Study of
Ethics in Society, and the programs we’ve
done together have provided excellent dis
cussions of a number of ethical issues
involved in teaching.
Ultimately, in faculty development
work I find that there are always more
needs to be met and ideas to be implement
ed than time, money, or energy available!
When I returned to Wooster for my
twentieth reunion and heard my classmates
introducing themselves and describing
what they do, it seemed to me that I wasn’t
the only woman whose career life had
zigged and zagged all over the place. Setting
professional goals is a lot more difficult
when you’re not expected to have such goals
in the first place, but the women of my era

have achieved much anyway. I suspect that
today’s Wooster women have a much clearer
vision of what they want out of life, and that
those pictures include successful careers,
relationships, and families as well in many
cases.
Whatever Wooster’s inadequacies
were in supporting and mentoring young
women, they were only a reflection of the
failings of the larger society. Although I
have plenty of regrets about the “might have
beens” in terms of my professional life, my
feelings about my days at Wooster are most
ly positive. I’ve never again enjoyed quite
that heady atmosphere of being with many
bright people, talking late into the night
about all the stimulating and exciting ideas
we were learning. I’ll always cherish as well
the memories of the great friendships I
enjoyed there.
The retirements of Gordon Shull
(political science, 1955-93; my kind and
patient freshman advisor, who told me I’d
probably marry Mr. Xerxes and still be at
the end of the registration lines — but you
see he was wrong) and Dan Calhoun (histo
ry, 1956-94, whose brilliant and entertain
ing teaching I remember still) and the sad
loss of Tom Clareson (English, 1955-93, d.
1993, another wise and witty teacher) rep
resent the ending of an era for me. Wooster
not only gave me my husband, but it also
provided me the joys and challenges of
being part of a wonderful community of
learners. I’m grateful for those gifts.
S3
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oday is a writing day. I stumble
early to my office in the attic, cof
fee in hand, tripping over the toys
on the stairs, sit down at my com
puter and flex my fingers. Today, 1 know
that I will probably end up doing more
thinking than writing. I will probably
review my journal jottings, look at some old
notes, read the works of my colleagues. And
then I will think some more.
Today I am working on a picture book
for children who are just beginning to learn
to read. The working title, which will no
doubt be changed eventually by some editor
at some publishing house, is “Carl Collects
Things.” As the title suggests, my main
character, Carl, is a little boy, probably a
first grader, who collects anything and
everything.
He collects baseball cards and fallen
leaves and buttons. He saves comic books
and marbles and shells. His closet overflows
with his collection of weird socks, strange
rocks, and pieces of glass he has found in
the alley. Because he is moving or perhaps
just because his room has become too
crowded, he must sort through it all and
decide what to keep and what to give away.
Today I am writing a book about a lit
tle boy who collects things. But what I am
really writing about is the death of my
mother and my memories of her. Which of
these can I keep? And which are crowding
that room in my mind making me unable to
work, write, and grow?
It may seem strange that all this angst
and pain can be expressed on the gloriously
colorful and carefree pages of a children’s
book. And yet for me, all of my writing for
children has reflected my own need to dis
cover, to make sense of, what was happen
ing in my life at the precise period of time
the book was written.
Grandpa’s Magic is a book about a
grandfather whose cane becomes all kinds
of different animals when he throws it into
the air. Its a book about a grandpa, a cane,
and magic. But its really about the way 1
came to terms with the aging of my own
grandfather.
Whatever I Do, The Monster Does Too
is a variation on the old monster under
neath a bed theme. The boy in the book
eventually comes face to face with the mon
ster he is so afraid of and hugs it. The book,
then, is really about facing and embracing
your fears. Even my biography of George
Washington, which focuses on George’s
relationship with his older half brother
Lawrence, suggests how a strong family role
model can make all the difference in a
young person’s life.
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Carl Collects — and
Other Lessons from
the World of
Children’s Literature
b Tracey Dils ’80

Today is a writing day. I stumble early to
my office in the attic, coffee in hand, tripping over
the toys on the stairs __

Sch W,'nter’ Tracey Dils visited Smithville Elementary
^USt ^ own
road from Wooster, fo r Young
gra r
commented on M att Dilyard’s photod t h ' fk °Ve’ alway s leave tfte schools I visit bubbling
ideas. Here, I ’m asking students to help me with
y atest picture book, an add -on story called

H^belle’s Awful Waffle.”

Wooster graduates frequently say “It
all started with IS.” For me, the connections
between writing and self-discovery can be
traced at least as far back as Wooster.
Growing up in Granville, Ohio, I dreamed
of being Louisa May Alcott, writing my days
away in an attic room somewhere. As a col
lege student, I was drawn to the poetry of
Emily Dickinson. My IS started as a creative
IS, a series of poems about my family,
mostly about my mother, ironically enough.
When I couldn’t face the task of fin
ishing that collection during my senior year,
my advisor, the ever-wise and supportive
Deborah Hilty (English, Secretary of the
College), suggested that I look at my own
poetry alongside the poems of other
women who struggled with the same issues.
The result was a sort of hodgepodge of criti
cism and poetry, self-indulgent at best, rid
dled with typos and inaccuracies at worst.
I passed IS — barely — but what I
learned from that experience spoke more
than my satisfactory grade. The painful
process of writing that IS helped me under
stand what it means to face a relationship
and make sense of it on paper. It taught me

the power of writing— not only as a tool for
self-expression, but as a tool for selfdiscovery.
Not every day is a writing day,
although more and more of them are.
Writing is, after all, a business, and I try to
make it pay at least some bills. Like most
writers, I struggle between royalty and
advance checks, wondering if it’s all worth it.
When I had an office job, I worried
less about things financial, but I squeezed
my writing in late at night or early in the
morning. And I wasn’t writing enough.
Finally, in May of 1993,1 summoned the
courage to quit my job as marketing man
ager at Ohio State University Press, where I
promoted other people’s books, to devote
myself to writing full time.
That’s what I said I was doing at least.
But as soon as the words were out of my
mouth, I knew I had to support my writing
habit some way. I wasn’t brave enough to fly
solo, not yet. And so I created my own busi
ness, A Writer’s Place, where I act as a con
sultant and a source of support and criti
cism for writers who are just starting out in
the field.
“Younger readers
understand that Whatever I

do, the Monster Does Too!

Cover Illustration by Greg Huculak and Rose-Ann Tisserand reprinted with permission from Worthington Press.

is about a monster under
the bed. Older readers
understand the book on
another level: it’s about
facing and embracing their
fears.’’

I like talking about writing and teach
ing writing almost as much as I like to write
myself. (And, besides, it’s far easier to deal
with the intricate meanings of someone
else’s experiences than my own.) And so I
read other people’s works. I take my green
pen to their prose. And I advise them on
where they might send their manuscripts
after they have revised them.
Other days I spend working for the
Institute of Children’s Literature, a corre
spondence school where I am on the facul
ty. There, I do much the same thing— I
guide students through the Institute’s tenlesson program, criticizing each lesson and
offering advice. It’s a solid program, and
many writers find their voices through the
process. For me, helping a writer become a
writer is almost as rewarding as writing
itself.
I lecture about writing, too, at various
writer’s conferences and through OSU’s cre
ative writing program. There, I talk about
the mission of writing for children, a mis
sion that sets children’s writers apart from
other writers. Writing for children, I tell fel
low writers, is the most powerful kind of
writing there is. Children are the most pre
cious audience of them all. When you write
for them, you have the power really to make
a difference in their lives. And you have the
opportunity to help create a whole new gen
eration of lifelong readers. It’s a heady
proposition, I tell them, and not one to be
undertaken lightly.
The pure and simple power of the task
of writing for children is brought home to
me time and again when I visit schools to
talk about my books. Writing is a much
more valued and integral part of the cur
riculum than it was when I was at school.
Today’s students are keeping journals as
early as kindergarten and “publishing”
books in their own writing centers. Many
classes have their own author’s chair, where
young writers read from their work, get
feedback and criticism, and then go about
the task of revision.
What I try to show them is that I go
through the exact same process when I
write a book. I keep a journal, I brainstorm,
I get feedback, I revise, and then I revise
again. I talk to them as one writer to anoth
er. I want them to know that what they are
doing is real writing and that if they work
on it hard enough, they might just discover
something about themselves in the process.
But the best part of any school visit is
hearing the kids’ reactions to what I’ve writ
ten. I’ve heard whole classes chant the
repeating line in Grandpa’s Magic — “I
looked at Grandpa, he looked at m e . . . . ”
I’ve had a teacher tell me how that same
book helped a child in her class come to

ticular time, that’s exactly what she meant. I
knew that publishing companies make deci
sions about profitability and product lines
just like any other company. And armed
with this knowledge, I’ve been able to sell
most of my manuscripts rather quickly I
don’t have a “I received 500 rejections
before I was ever published” story. I am
extremely lucky to have been a publishing
professional before I was a writer.
Part of my continued success is that I
am still that professional. Through A
Writer’s Place, I keep up my contacts in the
world of publishing. And, though I work
out of an office in my home, I treat what I
do professionally. I make child care
arrangements for my children, just as I did
when I worked full-time. And I try to
ignore the piles of dirty laundry and dishes
and “go to work” each day just as I used to.
I try to limit personal phone calls, discour
age friends from stopping by for coffee,
deny myself a long lunch or glance at the
daytime talk shows. This is, I tell myself,
just another job.

“1 want young writers to see that I go through the same
process they do when I write a book. The slides show
that process, from brainstorming through writing and
revision to final product.”

terms with his own grandfather’s death. I’ve
had classes write their own versions of
Whatever I Do the Monster Does Too and
then act them out. And I’ve fielded such
diverse questions as “How much money do
you make?” and “Do you know any famous
Writers?” I come away from these visits
bursting with ideas for my future projects,
hi the classroom, the real magic of the writ
lrig process happens.
In the classroom or at writer’s confer
er>ces, I am invariably asked how I broke
’ttto publishing. I know that I disappoint
some writers with my rather bland answer.
The truth is, I didn’t break in. I came in
through the front door.
I left Wooster thinking that I wanted
to go to graduate school someday and that
Id coach swimming, which is how I sup
ported myself through college, until I decided what I wanted to study. Instead, I got a
job writing encyclopedia articles for a
small, topically-organized encyclopedia,
hat was, as they say, only the beginning.
r°m there, I went on to edit and develop
college textbooks, finally landing my dream
J°b as an editor and then editor-in-chief of
a children’s book publishing company.
And so I knew, going into all this, how
editors think, what they’re looking for, and
ow they evaluate manuscripts. I knew that
H n ? 311 e<^hor said that a manuscript
■dn t fit a publisher’s needs at any one par

“Grandpa’s Magic is a book about a grandfather whose
cane becomes all kinds o f different animals when he
throws it into the air. But it's really about the way I
came to terms with the aging o f my own grandfather.”

If this is just another job, it’s a terribly
lonely one. I’ve heard that what does in
most free-lance writers is not the lack of
work, but the sheer loneliness of doing that
work in solitude. Sure there are phone calls
from editors, other writers, and sometimes
I’ll even indulge in a personal call or two,
but when all is said and done, it’s me, alone
in my attic, with only my computer for
company. There are no meetings to attend,
no office Christmas parties, no long chats
around the coffee machine. When it comes
down to it, it’s me and the little boy in my
story, trying to figure out what to keep and
what to give away.
Today is a writing day and I’ve come
one step closer to finishing the story about
the little boy who collects things. He’s
decided to keep one item from each collec
tion and to create a collection of all of his
other collections. Today is a writing day and
Carl has finally figured out what to do with
all of his stuff. Today is a writing day and
I’ve come one step closer to figuring out
what to do with mine.
O

Siblings
by Julia Hodson
he College of Wooster has always
Teri, naturally outgoing and deter
been something of a family affair.
mined, eventually made the transition to
Each year when a new entering
her own room, but she says that Keri’s pres
class arrives, the Office of Alumni
ence at Wooster was a “major part” of her
Relations publishes a list of those first-year
decision to attend Wooster.
students whose relative(s) have attended
“I knew how difficult it was, going to
the College. Over the last five years, an aver
college and taking that first big step,” Teri
age of seventy-two students in Wooster’s
says. “And I knew that it would be easier
entering classes have appeared on that “gen
since she was here.”
eration list.”
The sisters, who are from LaGrange,
That long ago your grandmother or
Ohio, say they became close friends in high
your uncle-twice-removed came to Wooster
school. Attending the same college was a
may not have much of an effect on how you
natural extension of their relationship.
experience the College. But there is another
Although friends and family knew the two
interesting angle to Wooster’s family affair:
were close, Keri and Teri shocked everyone
historically, the College has drawn quite a
during their second shared year at Wooster
few brothers and sisters. Now it’s one thing
when they decided to room together.
to go to the same college that your older
“Everyone we told said ‘You’re room
brother or sister attended after that sibling
ing together? You’ve got to be kidding!”’
has graduated; you have to deal with the
reputation that is left behind, but not the
The Tallman sisters (Teri at
actual person.
I. and Keri) came to
Wooster from LaGrange,
In Wooster’s case, though, there are
Ohio.
often pairs of siblings on campus at the
same time, and that raises a few questions.
Are the College’s 320 acres enough room for
siblings — who probably used to fight over
control of the TV remote — to get along
and still get a good education? Do siblings
tend to get involved in the same activities
when they attend college together? Or are
they more likely to pretend not even to
know one another? As the following sam
pling of the twenty-five current pairs of
Wooster siblings indicates, there are as
many different answers as there are pairs of
brothers and sisters.

T

Keri ’94 and Teri ’95 Tallman
When her younger sister Teri was in
the process of selecting a college, Keri
Tallman ’94 secretly wished for Teri to come
to Wooster. Keri may have doubted the wis
dom of that wish when Teri spent her first
nights at the College not in her own resi
dence hall room, but in Keri’s.
“I was scared to death,” Teri ’95
admits. “Keri was on the Student
Orientation Committee, and when we had
to come a week early, I was clinging to her. I
know I upset my roommate. I love her to
death, but I didn’t even stay in my room the
first two nights. I stayed in Keri’s room. I
was too scared.”
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says Keri, a chemistry major. “I think even
Mom was surprised.”
The sisters found out that living in the
same room was not exactly the same as
growing up in the same house. For the first
month and a half, they fought constantly
“about just every possible thing,” says Keri.
“One of the major things was people
coming into our room without knocking. I
said no to that.” she says. “And then she
said . . . . ”
Teri interrupts. “It was just my friends
from the house, and my roommate from my
first year,” she says, obviously still amazed
that such a trivial thing could have bothered
her sister.
Teri and Keri talked to their respective
friends, and then “one day we woke up and
everything was fine,” Keri says. The next
semester, Keri left to study in Scotland.
“I didn’t drive her out of the country,”
Teri laughs. “At least I don’t think I did.”
Having lived perhaps a little too close
ly with her sister, Teri was excited about the
prospect of having Wooster to herself for a
semester. But the importance of Keri’s
friendship became apparent when, for the
first time, Teri couldn’t speak to her sister
on a regular basis.

AFTER
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“It’s been great having a sister here,”
Teri says. “At times I’ve wished I had gone
to some big school far away, all by myself.
But I can’t really imagine being someplace
besides Wooster.”

Benjamin ’94 and Barrett ’97
Garmer

The Garmer brothers (Benjamin at I. and Barrett) in
°ne o f their rare times together on campus. They came
to Woosterfrom Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

“Even when Keri was at Wooster her
first year, we’d visit or she’d come home and
we’d see each other,” Teri says. “When she
was in another country, I had no one to talk
to. I thought, ‘she’s so far away, and she
missed my birthday.’ She wasn’t home for all
fire things that she had always been home
f°r, and that’s when it hit me that we’re
growing up.”
Now finishing their third year to
gether at Wooster, Keri and Teri say they
feel closer than before but actually spend
less time with each other. Keri opted for a
Slngle room for her senior year, and they
have their own groups of friends. Being at
booster together has given the two sisters a
new perspective on each other.
“Teri’s more independent than I gave
her credit for in high school,” says Keri.
Although she might have come here
because I was here, she can make it on her
°Wn. She doesn’t need me.”
“I knew in high school that Keri was a
really hard worker and had her goals, but
now. . . Teri pauses, almost at a loss for
w°rds. “She’s so determined. She’s very
strong and liberal and very stubborn, and
she’s caring, too.

Benjamin and Barrett Garmer of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, are like a lot of sib
lings. “We love to hate each other,” says Ben,
a senior political science major.
The sense of competition between the
two brothers — a classic case of sibling
rivalry — caused a little anxiety when
Barrett decided to come to Wooster last fall.
Ben’s fear was that his brother would end up
living next door to him; Barrett’s fear was
that seeing Ben would make him feel as if
he were still at home. But they’ve found that
the campus is large enough for each to find
and keep his own space.
“We’ve got a love-hate relationship,
and I was a little worried about that,” says
Ben. “But as it turns out, if I saw him twice
a week in passing, it was a record. He was
everywhere else that I wasn’t, which is sur
prising given the size of the campus. It
worked out well.”
Barrett, who is considering a business
economics major, agrees. “It’s love-hate, but
in ways it improved a little bit. 1 moved on
to do what I wanted to do, and we weren’t
on each other’s backs,” he says. “I like to
pave my own path. I wanted to be at a
school where they didn’t know my name. I
wanted to make a family name and go with
it. I was worried that here some professors
might have a stereotype of our family or
something. None of that happened, so I’ve
been happy. And as long as it doesn’t
happen . . . . ”
While the brothers were growing up,
they competed in sports such as skiing and
tennis. Now, Barrett says, the competition is
focused on being successful. “It’s the idea of
one of us having control of the other.”
“Going to Wooster and having a
brother here was really different than living
with a brother at home or going to high
school with a brother,” says Ben. “Things
are spread out more; schedules are different.
He’s up ’til two or three in the morning
studying, and I go to bed at ten or eleven
and get up at five. He’d sleep all day if he
could. The personality differences when
you get to school separate you completely.”
It’s obvious that the two enjoyed that
separateness: they never shared a meal; they
suspect that people they know weren’t
aware that they’re brothers; and Ben called
Andrews Library his “safe haven” because
Barrett is “never there.” But they didn’t
ignore each other completely.

“On Tuesdays and Thursdays I had
one class,” Barrett says, “and if I was in his
general area, I’d stop by and we’d talk.”
“We had the occasional three-way call
with the parents,” Ben adds. “I think they
called both of us because they didn’t know
which one to believe.”
Ben admits he even found times
when it was “convenient” to have Barrett on
campus. “A few weeks ago there was a big
party at the Underground,” Ben says. “I was
heading off to the library to do some cram
ming. A friend of mine asked if I were
going to the party, and I said, ‘No, I’ll be in
the library, but the Garmer family will be
represented by my brother.’”

Jennifer ’94 and Rebecca ’96
Firlik
One thing that Jennifer Firlik ‘94
remembers about younger sister Rebecca’s
first weeks at Wooster is the way that Becky
‘96 seemed to be “smiling really hard.”
“It was definitely a first-year thing,”
remembers Jennifer. “She’d walk into a
room, and maybe my roommate from my
first year, whom Becky knew, would be

Jennifer (I.) Firlik remembers that her sister Rebecca
smiled “really hard” during her first year at The
College. “It was definitely a first-year thing.” The Firliks
are from Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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there. Instantly Becky would say, ‘Hey, how
you doing?’ She’d be smiling really hard and
trying really hard to be my roommate’s
friend. It’s just a first-year thing, when you
don’t know anyone.”
Jen and Becky, who are from Grand
Rapids, Michigan, both say that learning
how the other behaves with friends has
been one of the most interesting aspects of
sharing their years at the College.
“Seeing Jen interact socially has been
a little strange for me,” Becky says. “Not
that I didn’t see her in high school; I knew
all of her good friends. I never saw her just
hanging out with people before. Not that I
had any expectations about it, but I
thought, ‘Wait, Jen, I’ve never seen you do
this before.’”
“People compare us a lot, and in high
school I figured we were pretty much the
same and dealt with people the same way,”
Jen says. “Here I realized that that was just
not true. Maybe we’ve always been this dif
ferent, but I had never had the chance to see
her work a room.”
Jen, an English major, describes
Becky, a communications major, as more
likely to “perpetuate small talk” than she is,
and says that they share “more than a hand
ful” of friends.
“The interesting thing is that she got
to know them separately, not because she’s
my sister,” she says. “I remember I spent the
entire last year, and up until recently, with
people saying, ‘I still don’t know who your
sister is.’ I’d say ‘It’s Rebecca,’ and point her
out, and they’d say, ‘That’s your sister? I
know that person. I met that person a year
ago.’ They had no idea that we’re related.”
Jen says she had a tendency to watch
out for Becky during her first year but didn’t
want to be overly protective. “The first time
I walked into a party and saw her standing
there, I said, ‘Do you know what time it is?
Go home!”’ On another occasion, the sisters
were in Becky’s room with a group of friends
who were discussing men they had seen
around campus. Jen was asked for her opin
ion about different individuals.
“It would be somebody that I was
friends with but I knew certain things about
them that weren’t . . . . ” Jen trails off a bit. “I
wouldn’t want my sister to date him. It was
a toss-up. Do I tell her, or do I let her figure
it out by herself?”
“I remember that,” says Becky. “You
were always strategic about what you said.”
Becky doesn’t mind getting advice
from her older sister because she “usually”
doesn’t give it. “When we’re talking about
things she’s not going to give me her opin
ion unless I ask her,” Becky says. “She has a
pretty good character. I can usually trust
everything she says. It’s not like I take

everything she says to heart, either.”
Being at Wooster together made some
things a little harder and some a little easier
for both sisters. Jen says that dealing with
parents was easier “because my parents
don’t like leaving messages on answering
machines. So my messages get filtered
through Becky.”
Becky reports that finding a ride
home for two was a challenge sometimes,
but having Jen at Wooster made it easier to
get a good campus job. During the summer
prior to Becky’s first year, Jen worked in the
Office of Publications. “Jen told me she quit
and I went in and asked for the job,” Becky
says.
How will things be different next year,
after Jen graduates? “She owes me some
clothes,” Becky says. “I’ll miss her. And the
connection between Grand Rapids and here
will be gone.”

Cari ’94 and Andrea ’97
Boardman
Senior Cari Boardman originally
looked at Wooster only because she didn’t
want to offend her parents, Thomas ’70 and
Susan ’71. So Cari understood why her
younger sister Andrea initially wanted to
attend college somewhere else, too.
“I didn’t really want to come here
because my sister was here and my parents
went here,” says Andrea, who just complet
ed her first year. “I wanted to go to a school
that I could call my own, have my own
experiences, something a little different.”
But after visiting Wooster for Little
Sibs and Parents weekends, Andrea says she
“felt comfortable here right away.” And sis
ter Cari couldn’t have been happier.
“I wanted her to come, totally,” says
Cari. “Part of it was simply selfish reasons
and part because I thought she’d enjoy it
here. I thought it would be really neat to
have a sister here. After I left home, when I
would come back, we’d start talking and
sharing a lot more than we ever did when I
was in high school, and I thought that was
really cool. And I thought it would be neat
to have a connection to home.”

Andrea (I.) and Cari
Boardman came to Wooster
from Stillwater, Minnesota,
as did their parents,
Thomas '70 and Susan
Leech Boardman '71.
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Cari also thought that having Andrea
at Wooster would help break up the routine
she had fallen into after three full years
here. “I really like change,” says Cari, a psy
chology major. “I didn’t study abroad or
anything and I was getting kind of antsy. So
I was excited that this year she was going to
be here because I thought it would add
something to my Wooster experience.”
Before arriving at Wooster, Andrea
anticipated avoiding Cari altogether. “But
when I saw her, I was excited and went up
to her and asked, ‘How’s it going?”’ Andrea
says.
“She gave me my space and let me
experience things on my own, but she did
give me advice on certain things: things I
should be careful about, things I should
look into. She also told me about the differ
ent dorms and what each one was like.”
Both sisters are involved in Wooster
Christian Fellowship. In fact, Cari led the
weekly Bible study in Compton, Andrea’s
dorm. Andrea says Cari has been a good
teacher, “but it’s kind of weird to have my
sister teaching a Bible study.”
Both sisters heard about each other
regularly from friends and occasionally
from faculty members.
“I never heard anything bad about
Cari,” says Andrea. “All I heard was the
good stuff.. 1 think a lot of my guy friends
have had little crushes on her.”
“I always knew Andrea had a crazy
sense of humor, but it’s been confirmed,”
says Cari. “Some of our common friends
would say, ‘Your sister is so off! She cracks
me up all the time.’ Some of the people she’s
in band with think she’s hysterical. It’s kind
of neat to find out that she’s such a funny
person. I always thought so, too.”
Cari enjoyed watching Andrea per
form in the marching band this past fall. “I
miss seeing my siblings and what they do in
high school. I was the first to leave, and I
didn’t get back a lot, so I couldn’t really see
and go to all their games and things. This
was a chance for me to see her and be
proud,” she says.
The only thing that Andrea disliked
about having Cari at Wooster is that people
asked that almost inevitable question, “Are
you Cari Boardman’s sister?” But she’s
mindful of the fact that in the next three
years, new students will come to Wooster
who won’t know who Cari Boardman is.
“It was nice for her to be here when
I m making the transition from high school
to college,” Andrea says. “But I will also
experience being at school by myself.”

The Oakleaf two are from
Pittsford, New York, and
about their only sibling dif
ficulty at Wooster is keeping
track o f the car.

Carol ’97 and Jeff’95 Oakleaf
Because her older brother Jeff was
studying abroad when she arrived at
Wooster for the fall semester, Carol Oakleaf,
a first-year student from Pittsford, New
York, didn’t share her first semester at col
lege with him — at least not physically. But
even in Jeff’s absence, she found it was an
advantage to have a sibling at Wooster.
“Jeff’s friends have the highest regard
for him,” she says. “They treated me well
because they really respect my brother.”
Unknown to her at the time, Jeff had
made some brotherly provisions for Carol’s
transition to college before he left for his
trip to Germany, Poland, and Great Britain.
“When 1 dropped her off the first night [at
Wooster], I just left her and went out with
my friends,” Jeff says. “It upset her initially.
But what she didn’t know was that I set up
all my friends to go over and talk to her.”
When Jeff returned to Wooster for the
second semester, he may have had to adjust
more to Carol’s presence on campus than
she did to his. As Jeff sees it, there are basi
cally two worlds: your home world and the
college world, and the two “rarely get
together.”
“I was sitting at a party,” Jeff says,
“and Carol walks up to me and says ‘Hi,
how ya doing?’ And for a couple of seconds
there, 1 couldn’t tell who she was. I was
thinking, I know you from somewhere___
I couldn’t believe I forgot my sister was
here.
“I just had this feeling that I knew this
person from somewhere. She was totally
out of context.”

Carol and Jeff have always gotten
along, so they weren’t worried about being
at the same college. But even so, they were
both glad that Carol had time alone at
Wooster.
“I wanted her to set her own stan
dards for the first semester and not have to
worry about me. My being off-campus was
perfect,” Jeff says.
“I’m glad that we both have our sepa
rate lives and that he wasn’t here first
semester so 1 could go out and make my
own friends,” says Carol, who was a mem
ber of the volleyball team this fall.
Her friends have been curious about
Jeff, she says, “because I was talking him
up,” she laughs. “Usually, I just kept talking
about him. I didn’t realize I was doing it
because he is such a big part of my life.
Something would come up, and I’d think, I
wish my brother were here to play PingPong.”
With Jeff back on campus, they do
play Ping-Pong occasionally. When asked
who the better player is, Carol admits; “The
teacher.”
“The student can beat most of my
friends though,” says Jeff. “It freezes their
egos, but I think it’s a lot of fun.”
Carol says that they talk to each other
every day but don’t necessarily see each
other every day. “We don’t always do stuff,
like actually go somewhere, to a movie or
something. We just hang out and talk.”
Jeff says the only negative aspect of
having Carol here is that she moves the car.
“I’ll park the car somewhere, and then it’ll
be gone,” he says. “It’s a couple of seconds of
shock, and then 1 realize I have to call her
and figure out where she put it.”
S3
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Call for
Nominations, 1994
n behalf of the Alumni Board, I
am pleased to announce the
election of the following indi
viduals to positions of leader
ship in The College of Wooster Alumni
Association. These selections were made at
the spring Alumni Board meeting in accor
dance with changes made to the constitu
tion of the Association by the Alumni Board
on November 6,1992.
As provided in the new constitution,
members of the Association are invited to
nominate alumni for consideration by the
Nominating Committee of the Alumni
Board next year. The Nominating
Committee will review nominations with an
eye to balance among classes and regions of
the country. The Committee seeks a diverse
representation of alumni who are willing to
attend two meetings in Wooster each year,
volunteer their services to the College, and
offer their good judgement and opinions as
full participants in the Alumni Association.
You may submit nominees for considera
tion by writing to Nominations Committee,
c/o Gault Alumni Center, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691, no later than
August 15,1994.
Peter L. Morgan ’81
Chair, Nominating Committee
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Cuyahoga Plan; Trustee, FHC Housing
Corp.; Faculty Representative, Cleveland
State University Board of Trustees. Business
and Professional: American Bar
Association; Ohio State Bar Association;
Cleveland Bar Association; Norman Minor
Bar Association. Church Affiliation: Olivet
Institutional Baptist Church; O.M. Hoover
Education Fund Committee. At Wooster:
Miles-Wooster Student Exchange
Committee; Afro-American Education
Committee; Black Student Association;
First Section. Alumni Service: Alumni
Trustee; Chair, Black Alumni Scholarship
Fund; Campaign for Wooster; Formerly,
President, Alumni Association; Alumni
Board.

Henry C. Miller ’44
Los Angeles, California. Retired
President, Western Gear Corporation;
Formerly, Group Vice-President, BorgWarner Corporation; President/Owner,
Mag Enterprises, Inc.; General Manager,
Chem-Therm Manufacturing Company,
Inc.; Manager, Machine Tool Sales, Axelson

Officers of the Alumni Association
Summer 1994
Elected Alumni Trustee
(June 1994-June 1997)

Solomon Oliver, Jr. ’69
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. Judge, U.S.
District Court, Northern District of Ohio.
Formerly, Professor and Associate Dean,
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law,
Cleveland State University; Assistant U.S.
Attorney (1978-82, Chief Civil Division;
1978, Chief Appellate Litigation), U.S.
Attorney's Office, Cleveland; Senior Law
Clerk, Judge William H. Hastie, U.S. 3rd
Circuit Court of Appeals; Assistant
Professor, Department of Political Science,
College of Wooster. Degrees: B.A.; J.D., 1972,
New York University College of Law; M.A.,
1974, Case Western Reserve University.
Civic Service: Executive Committee,
Cleveland Chapter NAACP; Trustee,
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The Alumni Board, Spring, 1994.
1st row: Robert A. Allen, Jr. ’63, Jennifer Saliers ’83,
Walter H. Rockenstein II ’65, Alumni Trustee, Peter L.
Morgan ’81, Diane Limbird Hamburger ’71, Alumni
Trustee, Ronald J. Price '53, Sandra J. Hubler ’80, Sally
SterrettAber ’52, Kathleen Kelly Johnson '62, Anne
Takehara Wilson '73, President-Elect o f the Alumni
Association. 2nd row: Mark R. High '76, David S.
Mortensen '64, Alumni Trustee, Randolph L. Snow '68,
President o f the Alumni Association, Warwick J. Harris
’66, E Scott Wilson ’78, Solomon Oliver, Jr. '69, Alumni
Trustee, Gretchen H. Shafer ’49, Phyllis Smith Simmons
'77, William A. Longbrake '65, Alumni Trustee, Julie
Ferguson Haines '86, Jeffrey S. Todd ’83, Director of
Alumni Relations.

Manufacturing Company; American Steel
Foundries Company. Degrees: B.A.; B.S.,
Met. Eng., 1948, Case Institute of
Technology; M.B.A., 1951, Harvard
Business School. Civic Service: Board,
Executive Committee, LA Area Council,
Boy Scouts of America; Board, Past Chair
Allocations Committee, United Way of Los
Angeles. Church Affiliation: Episcopal;
Warden, Junior Warden. At Wooster: Track;
Voice; Chemistry Club; Seventh Section.
Alumni Service: Planned Giving Committee,
Los Angeles Regional Committee, Wooster’s
Campaign for the 1990’s; Class of 1944 50th
Anniversary Fund Commitee; Alumni
Board; Volunteer, The Campaign for
Wooster; Various Wooster Clubs; Alumni
Admissions Representative.
Elected to Alumni Board
(June 1994-June 1997)

Susan March Scheffler ’76
Charlotte, North Carolina. Assistant
Vice President, Corporate Training and
Development, First Union National Bank.
Formerly, Assistant Vice President,
Southeast Banking Division, First Union
National Bank; Assistant Treasurer,
Corporate Banking Division, United States
Trust Company of New York; Associate
Director, Quality Paperback Book Club,
Book-of-the-Month Club. Degrees: B.A.
Civic Service: Junior League of Charlotte;
Habitat for Humanity; Johnson C. Smith
University Campaign for Excellence;
Friends of Fourth Ward; United Way
Corporate Business Solicitor; Charlotte
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Council for International Visitors. Business
and Professional: Treasurer, Uptown
Democratic Forum. Church Affiliation:
Covenant Presbyterian Church;
Chairperson, C.A.R.E.S. Af Wooster: Pi
Kappa Sorority; Women’s Varsity Swim
Team; Compton Judicial Dorm Council
Representative; Sigma Delta Pi Honor
Society; Dean’s List; Valencia Prize for
Excellence in Languages; Big Sisters.
Alumni Service: Charlotte and Greensboro
Volunteer, Wooster’s Campaign for the
1990’s; Steering Committee Member,
Charlotte Wooster Alumni Group; New
York City Volunteer, Campaign for Wooster.

This Year at Wooster

Kimberly Shefferman Leibowitz ’86

by Randy Snow ’68

Richmond, Virginia. Media and
Promotions Manager, The John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts. Formerly,
Marketing and Promotions Director,
WGMS Radio; Public Relations Account
Executive, The Pellerin Group; Consumer
Investigative Researcher, Publicist, Public
Relations Director, WJLA-TV. Degrees: B.A.
Civic Service: Richmond Board Member,
Big Brothers/Big Sisters; Volunteer/
Member, Virginia Museum’s Friends of Art.
Business and Professional: Board of
Governors, Achievement in Radio Awards.
Church Affiliation: Temple Rodef Shalom. At
Wooster: President Epsilon Kappa Omicron
Club; Disk Jockey, WCWS Radio; Inter Club
Council Member; Taught Piano to Children
in Wooster Area. Alumni Service: Helped
Organize/Host Alumni Receptions in the
D.C. Metro Area; Sat on Alumni Panels dur
ing Prospective Student Programs and
Receptions; Worked with Admissions
Office; Conducted Interviews with
Prospective Students; Proctored the D.C.
Sitting of Wooster’s College Scholars’ Exam
inations; Hosted Admitted Prospective
Student Receptions at Home; Alumni
Admissions Representative.

and Research. Church Affiliation: Trustee,
Chair of Finance Committee, Treasurer,
People’s Church of Chicago; While in
Cleveland, Member of Session, Bethany
Presbyterian Church; Trustee, Presbytery of
Western Reserve. At Wooster: Second
Section; Track; Voice. Alumni Service:
Wooster’s Campaign for the 90s; Campaign
for Wooster; Alumni Admissions
Representative; Host, Wooster Fund
Phonathons; Class Reunion Committees;
Class Secretary; President, Cleveland
Wooster Club.

I am writing this article just after
completing a weekend at the College for the
Alumni Board meetings. It was a wonderful
weekend meeting with other alumni and
staff members who share the common goal
of continuing Wooster as an outstanding
liberal arts college. The campus was partic
ularly beautiful: some of the fruit trees were
blossoming, and the other trees were begin
ning to turn green. If you haven’t been to
the campus recently, you should take the
opportunity to visit. It is beautiful. The
buildings and grounds are extremely well
maintained. I am sure you will leave with a
great deal of pride after you have completed
your visit.

Robert T. Carter ’58
Chicago, Illinois. Vice President,
Investment Management, Duff & Phelps
Investment Management Company.
Formerly, Vice President, Portfolio
Management, Duff & Phelps Investment
Management Company; Vice President,
Portfolio Management, Widmann, Siff &
Company; Senior Trust Officer, Society
National Bank; Associate Vice President,
Investment Management, Fulton, Reid &
Staples; Trust Department, Society National
Bank. Degrees: B.A.; C.F.A., 1969, Institute
°f Chartered Financial Analysts. Civic
Service: Cleveland Orchestra Marathon; Jr.
Achievement Advisor; Boy Scouts. Business
afid Professional: Secretary, Treasurer,
Executive Committee, Local Society Level,
Association for Investment Management

This is an exciting time for Wooster
for several reasons. We are in the midst of a
major fundraising campaign. We heard
from Jack Dowd ’55, who is chairing the
Trustees’ presidential search committee.
Susan Figge (German), Dean of the Faculty,
gave a presentation about the curriculum,
and, while the faculty and administration
recognize the need to change curriculum to
address new areas of interest, I am pleased
to report the College is still very deeply
committed to a liberal arts education rather
than preparing students for only the first
job. While that first job is important,
preparing students for life and preparing
them to be able to ask the right questions

about life in the long run matters more.
We also learned that the College con
tinues to face very stiff competition for stu
dents. The number of students who qualify
academically and whose families can afford
to send them to Wooster is continuing to
decrease. The competition among schools
like Wooster for this shrinking student base
has become much stronger.
The admissions office and other
departments have developed several new
strategies in an effort to attract new
students.
In addition to learning more about
different aspects of the College through our
committee work, we also heard from
President Henry Copeland, who addressed
the entire board. He emphasized that while
there is pressure from some sectors to add
“How To” degrees, it is the intention of the
Trustees to stay the course and continue as
one of approximately seventy independent
truly liberal arts colleges. He expressed con
cerns about finances, the dwindling pool of
students whose families can afford Wooster,
and how to deal with increasing costs when
revenue is unlikely to increase rapidly.
As the meetings concluded, the Board
left with a sense that Wooster is doing well;
that it continues to focus on what students
need to learn to be educated citizens. We
also left feeling that Wooster is a special
place.
The Board also concluded that if
Wooster is to continue to be a special place
and to continue to focus on the liberal arts,
the role of the alumni in maintaining that
tradition must become even greater. Not
only is there a continuous need to support
the College financially, there is also a need
for alumni to be ambassadors for the
College in our own communities.
If you are proud of being an alumnus
of the College, don’t hesitate to let others
know that fact if the opportunity presents
itself. The admissions office would appreci
ate very much if you would provide the
names of one or two prospective students
whom they could contact. Why not give
young people the same opportunity that
you had to become a student at Wooster? If
students in your area are admitted, offer to
contact those students to close the deal.
As I complete my term as President of
the Alumni Association, I recognize proba
bly more than ever before that if Wooster is
to provide for young people today and
young people who are not yet here the kind
of education and educational community
that it has provided to each of us, we as
alumni must continue to do our part in
supporting, in Elton Trueblood’s words, a
“community of memory and of hope.”
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A

Cycling with Wooster past a working windmill in
Ijlst, in Friesland.

A

Howard '57 and Betty Gwynn Boyd ’54 display the
proper equipment.

A

twenty-two Wooster cyclists parked their bikes on the
fantail and ferried across the Ijsselmeer to Friesland,
under the Dutch flag.

A

Paul ’48 and Sarah Smith Johnson ’47, ready to ride.
Note the perfectly canopied bike trail behind them.

A

Jane Winkler Carter ’64 wears a faintly ominous
cycling teeshirt. but her water bottle is most correc

A

Phyllis Schwartz, David Cliffe, and Sue Basinger 51
lead ’em on out.

W

ell, there they go again, having fun.
Alums, family members, and

triends cycled the Netherlands this spring,

and all were agreed that it was a smashing
success. Not only was Holland gorgeous in
the spring; not only was the tour
masterfully handled by International
Bicycle Tours; and not only does Holland
claim the best network of bike trails in the
world; but also, the chances of encounter
ing a mountain were slim to none.

A
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Low Row: Marian Cropp, Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations, Connie Irvin, Jane Carter ’64,
Betty Boyd ’54, Lin Seyfried, Sue Basinger ’51,
Jennifer Ells ’88, Marie Buffaloe, Antra Berger ’63.

A

Standing: Bob Irvin '43. Sarah Johnson ’47, Paul
Johnson 48, Chuck Seyfried, Howard Boyd '57,
Wayne Cliffe 45, Anne Cliffe, David Cliffe, Malcolm
Basinger ’51. Charles Cliffe, Phyllis Schwartz, Wilson
Brad Bradburu 61. and guides Mia Simmons and
Wil Visser

^
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Alumni Association
Officers & Board
Members 1993-94
President: Randolph L. Snow ’68
128 18th St., N.W., Canton, OH 44703
President-Elect: Anne Takehara Wilson ’73
811 St. Francis Lane, Houston, TX 77079
Class of 1994
Julie Ferguson Haines ’86
9706 Rossetti Court, Burke, VA 22015
Warwick J. Harris, Jr. ’66
11163 Woodelves Way, Columbia, MD 21044
Kathleen Kelly Johnson ’62
3996 State Rd„ Akron, OH 44319
William A. Longbrake ’65*
939 18th Avenue East, Seattle, WA 98112
Peter L. Morgan ’81**
4019 West Corona St., Tampa, FL 33629
Solomon Oliver, Jr. ’69*
1644 Crest Rd., Cleveland Heights, OH 44121
F. Scott Wilson ’78**
7912 Foxhound Rd„ McLean, VA 22102
Class of 1995
Sally Sterrett Aber ’52
12913 Bryce, N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87112
Robert A. Allen, Jr. ’63
32 Wincanton Dr., Fairport, NY 14450
Diane Limbird Hamburger ’71*
218 West Grant Village, Hinsdale, IL 60521
Sandra J. Hubler ’80
13325 Stevens Canyon, Cupertino, CA 95014
David S. Mortensen ’64
6 Alesworth Ave., Winchester, MA 01890
John C. Johnston III ’71**
1085 Buchholz Dr., Wooster, OH 44691
Phyllis Smith Simmons ’77**
603 W. Rosedale Ave., West Chester, PA 19382
Class of 1996
Nancy Braund Boruch ’64*
1205-B Central St., Evanston, IL 60201
Mark R. High ’76
*259 Kensington, Grosse Pointe, MI 48230
Ronald J. Price ’53**
840 River Rd., Beaver, PA 15009
Walter H. Rockenstein II ’65*
643 East 57th St., Minneapolis, MN 55417
Jennifer E. Saliers ’83
122 Michigan Ave., Decatur, GA 30033
Cretchen H. Shafer ’49**
22 Indian Spring Lane, Rochester, NY 14618
Daryl Ward ’79
1730 Auburn Ave., Dayton, OH 45406
Members of the Board of Trustees elected by
the alumni
Members appointed to the Alumni Board
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If this column appears short on domestic
news, please take into account that it was com
piled overseas. While Erika finds herself again
in Vienna, I (Christopher) have absconded
from the States to Aberdeen, Scotland, on a
work exchange. My employers have included a
cheesy, pseudo-American pub and an offshore
drilling company — all work closely related, of
course, to my Wooster degree. Next to nothing
has changed since I studied here two years ago;
I’ve renewed old friendships but also met some
more of the “natives” and had a generally indul
gent time, as Jennifer Druliner will affirm.
On holiday from her studies in Vienna,
Jen managed to trek to northeastern Scotland
and experience the Scottish celebration of
Hogmanay. (It’s similar to our New Year’s Eve,
only the Scots don’t wait until midnight to start
drinking.) Jen also reveled with Kristen
Grandey in Spain during February. One won
ders what her Fulbright is really paying for.
Sara Sutherland was thrilled to learn
recently that she will be allowed to stay in the
U.K. as a “potential spouse.” This status was not
attained without major headaches, however, as
she and her fiance had to travel to Glasgow for
interrogation by immigration officers. (And you
thought she fretted over IS.) She’s still working
at the same upscale gift shop — under the same
tyrant, she will add — although she does have a
cozy new flat. The address is 643 King Street,
Aberdeen, Scotland. This spring, Sara and I
expect a visit from Nancy Hunter, who also
studied here in ’92.
Back on the home front: Lisa Menardi
sent a newsy letter, giving the scoop on some of
her friends. Julie Hohman is pursuing an M.A.
in geology (something to do with dinosaurs,
anyway) at Montana State U. She reportedly likes
the change of scene and says hello to everyone in
the Woo geology department. Her address is
Room 1012, Roskie Hall, Bozeman, MT 597155080.
Long-time Wooster postal goddess Janine
Cairo is going for her master’s in history at
North Carolina State U. Her W.W. II classes were
said to “send shivers down her spine” last term,
but shes getting along. Janine can be found at
Watauga Hall, P.O. Box 21684, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, NC 27607.
Lisa herself is studying Spanish at the U of
Michigan, although she is also “exploring other
options” (a handy euphemism for “confused as
the rest of us”). Nonetheless, she has enjoyed
teaching introductory Spanish, and her students
must get a rise out of her, as her nickname in the
classroom is now “Ioca.” You can write to the nut
at 514 Thompson, 214 Cambridge House, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109-1360.
The address of Kate Anderson and
Heather Renshaw was slightly flawed in the last
issue. It’s 610 11th Avenue (not Street) S.E.,
Minneapolis, MN 55414. Since the last install
ment, Kate has taken up jewelry-making and

landed a job at the largest American Eagle
Outfitters in the country. Friends take note: she
gets a 50 percent discount.
Through the magic of e-mail, we learn
that Pete Hoopes has moved to a better neigh
borhood. (He’s just not the inner-city type,
apparently. Wimp.) His new abode is at 531
Mendez Ave., Coral Gables, FL 33146-2758.
Amy Douds writes that she just couldn’t
stay away from the cornfields of eastern Illinois,
where she is working full-time for a statewide
community service organization. The other
enticement to relocate was her fiancd, Jeff
Krumpe, whom she plans to marry in
September, 1995. Her address is 2701 Dewitt
Ave., #2, Mattoon, IL 61938.
Amy also mentioned the wedding last
August of Lydia Wassmann, a member of our
class for two years before she transferred to
Arizona State U (see photo). Lydia married
Ashley Bourne in Colchester, VT. Also spotted at
the wedding were Julie Hager, Shelly Skladan,
and Chimie Topden.
Speaking of former classmates, since
returning to Scotland I have been in touch with
my first-year roommate, Milos van Leeuwen, in
Amsterdam. Following his year at Wooster, he
returned home to study computer science. But
compared with our liberal arts curriculum, a full
diet of computer science was maddening; he left
school and was immediately drafted into the
Dutch army. He volunteered to join the UN
forces then in Yugoslavia but was never sent
(the fact that Milos is a Serbian name probably
did him no favors), and in August he was
released from the service. Today, Milos finds
himself a first-year student for the third time,
now in social geography, and he’s doing quite
well: one of the top five in his class. He and I
hope to stage a roomie reunion sometime before
I leave. Milos’s address is as follows: de
Kempenaerstraat 34-3,1051 CP Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
Coincidentally, I received a Christmas
greeting from Frederik van den Bosch, another
Dutchman in our first-year class. It reads: “All
these ex-Woosterians, now having a great time
in Groningen, wish you all the very best for
1994!” It was signed by Mareille Dippel ’90,
Wouter Post ’91, Reinier Feber ’92, Frederik
van den Bosch, Alex Egressi ’93s, Denise
Koppendraaier, and Eric Brukx ’94s. The only
address I have is Frederik’s: Wassenberghstraat
34A, 9718 LM Groningen, The Netherlands. I
know more than a few people in our class who
will appreciate that information.
In March, 1 received my Christmas (!)
mail, sent via ship in a parcel from Mom, where
by I learned that Samantha Fryberger is teach
ing third grade in Wooster. (Shameful to think I
visited the old town this fall and never knew she
was there.) She hides from the wee ones at 1905
Portage Rd., #424, Wooster, OH 44691.
Another card revealed that Amy Reese
adores her internship with Habitat for Humanity
and even finds time to toot her French horn. Her
(faux-Scottish) address through July is 150
Edinburg Dr., Kannapolis, NC 28083-6467.
And in my third letter from Emily
Silverman (yes, she reigns as gossip queen), we

_______
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hear that Pete Hourigan began a new adven
ture, working at a ski resort in Utah, and
Abigail Adams took a trip to Africa this winter.
Just can’t keep ’em down on the farm nowadays.
Disregard the address given for Emily in
the Winter issue, as she has moved to 11511
Angus Rd., #2023, Austin, TX 78759.
As I sit here trying to reflect on the
Scottish experience, I hear over the BBC that a
“shop-till-you-drop” weekend at the Mall of the
Americas in Minneapolis costs just £234 roundtrip. So much for our cultural exports.
Kim Walter writes that she is working for
Independent Educational Services (IES), in
Princeton, NJ, a teacher placement agency for
private schools. While working there, Kim
maintains candidate status, which means IES
will help her find a teaching job. Meanwhile, she
is enjoying her job and her apartment at 374
Bedens Brook Rd., Skillman, NJ 08558.
Kevin Cavanaugh moved to Portland,
OR, in September, 1993, with Marc DeBree and
Brian Gallagher. Kevin is employed at
Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon as director of
the shared housing program. He also will be
coordinating the urban semester program in
Portland. His new address is 4425 NE 29th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97211.
News from Erika: Robb DeGraw has
changed jobs and is now working in Toledo with
a financial planning firm. You can write to him
at 3242 Executive Parkway, Suite #204, Toledo,
OH 43606.
After a summer of job hunting, Scott
Hagg secured a position as an admissions coun
selor at Columbia College in Missouri. He says
he travels around Missouri and tries not to run
into cows or have his car carried away by flood
waters. Scott extends an invitation to those pass
ing through the state to stop by at 1700 Forum
Blvd., Apt. 901, Columbia, MO 65203.
Since the last issue, we have received an email address for Garth Fowler:
fowlerg@admin.grin.edu.
Jen Druliner gave me the following infor
mation. Erika Fischer loves life in Ann Arbor,
MI. Although she will complete her M.F.A. in
flute performance during the next year, Erika
has decided to pursue a career in arts manage
ment and administration.
Sean Grindall, who is studying at the
New England School of Law, writes, “In the
months that I have been living in Boston, I have
enjoyed the city as much as a law student can —
not very much.” Letters to Sean can be sent to
One Devonshire PI. #2007, Boston, MA 02109.
Jen enjoys spending her days thinking of
new and different ways to exploit her grant by
not doing any work. Jen is in American pop cul
ture withdrawal, and she fears her upcoming
reentry will cause a sensory overload. She can
not decide whether to read Rolling Stone first or
rent all the movies she has missed during the
last nine months and chow on burritos and
nacho chips.
1 (Erika) am enjoying “getting away from
it all,” as Billy Joel sings in his ballad “Vienna.”
The U of Vienna continues to mystify me, but I
am slowly beginning to appreciate the differ
ences between American and European higher
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education, i.e., all the vacations and holidays.
Please send future correspondence to the
address below.
Secretaries: Erika Poethig, 1213 E. 53rd St.,
Chicago, IL 60615; Christopher Myers, 112 Neill

St., Defiance, OH 43512.
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Martha Lange writes that she just
couldn’t get away from Wooster, where she is a
personal fitness trainer at the Wayne Health Spa,
which opened this past summer. Martha is also
working toward her certification as a personal
trainer and is maintaining her jewelry business.
Lora Koenig, who has passed her board
certification for music therapy, is a full-time
music therapist at the Jewish Home of
Rochester, where she works with geriatric resi
dents. She also has developed a private practice,
working with children. Her theater activities
include directing “Shelter from the Storm” (her
IS project) for her high school alma mater. As of
April 1, Lora’s address is 21 Arnold Park, #20,
Rochester, NY 14607.
Just before Christmas, Lora saw Melissa
Walmsley, who was home for the holidays.
Melissa is studying in England. Lora also men
tioned that Ciona Ulbrich is doing well in
Massachusetts, as is Travis Moyer, who is
employed by the Moyer Financial Group in
Columbus.
Laura Ward is plowing through her stud
ies at the U of Toronto, where her address is Box
180, Rowell Jackman Hall, 85 Charles Street
West, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1K7 Canada.
From Ithaca, NY, Kathleen Quinn and
Dave Kime write that 1993 was a busy year.
Dave is working on his M.A.T. at Cornell U, and
Kathleen has landed a job as an archaeologist for
the City of Ithaca. “And my dad said I’d never be
employed as an archaeologist!” she writes.
Kathleen and Dave got together with Scott
Dixon and Tim and Katye (McCullough ’91)
Russell, in Charlottesville, NC, for
Thanksgiving.
Lauren Wilson and Steph Burrows have
moved to 17045 King James Way, Apt. 101,
Gaithersburg, MD 20877.
Karin Riggs Woessner and her husband,
Dennis, sent a picture of their handsome new
son, Charles McKnight, who was born on
November 19,1993.
Jeanene Spohn sends word that she is
working in Skokie, IL, for the Harry J. Bosworth
Company, which manufactures dental materials.
Jeanene, who is a marketing specialist for the
company, also finds time to teach aerobics and
do free-lance graphic art and design. She men
tioned that she hired Mike Pepper as the com
pany photographer. Mike lives in the Chicago
area as do Pete Walther, Jen Knauff, Maggie
Shenton ’93s, and Whitney True ’91. Jeanene’s
address is 1936 North Howe, 2nd Floor, Chicago,
IL 60614.
Jen Mabie Snaguski writes that she and
her husband, Craig, live in their New Jersey
townhouse with their two dogs. Jen is the

employment specialist for Options. Jen and
Craig can be reached at 11 Rawson Circle,
Ocean, NJ 07712. See the photo of their May,
1992, wedding for those in attendance.
Ben Roberts called from Albuquerque,
NM, to say that he is completing his degree in
history. Between training for triathlons and
cheering on the Braves, Ben also coaches men’s
basketball and women’s tennis at Albuquerque
Academy. He sends greetings to friends. You
may write to him at 1309 Stagecoach Rd. SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87123.
I saw Thatcher Thomas at the Winking
Lizard Tavern and found out that he is working
for Microcenter in Solon. You can reach him at
his home address in Moreland Hills.
Over a toast of New Year’s cheer, Jeff Beck
told me about his stint in Alaska, where he was
involved in a salmon enhancement project. He
also said that Susan Louis is working and tak
ing classes at Kent State U; Jason Frankhouser
also lives in Kent; and Rob Purvis is moving to
Columbus.
Cheryl Buchwalter attends medical
school at Case Western Reserve U.
Amy Hollander writes that she is work
ing for the Federal Judicial Center as an editor
within the publications and media division. In
the spring, Amy hopes to attend George Mason
U to work on her M.A. in English, concentrating
in professional writing and editing. Her office is
on Capitol Hill in the Thurgood Marshall
Federal Judiciary Building, and she lives in his
toric Old Town Alexandria at 516 Colecraft Ct.,
Alexandria, VA 22314.
Amy mentioned that Meg Graham
Rogers and her husband, Scott ’88, were mar
ried in May, 1993, and now live in Key West, FL.
Scott is in the Coast Guard, and Meg works in
day-care. Jennifer Amtmann is studying to be a
Presbyterian minister at Union Theological
Seminary in Richmond, VA, and Elizabeth
Kirkpatrick attends McCormick Theological
Seminary. Elizabeth’s fiance, Rowly Brucken ’91,
is working on his Ph.D. at Ohio State U.

ix
. k
Amy Loser

Recently, Amy Loser began a one-year
assignment with the Church of the Brethren
Volunteer Service in McAllen, TX. Amy is work
ing with Casita de Cuidar, a new program of
Comfort House Services which ministers to
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children and young persons with AIDS and
other serious illnesses. Most recently, Amy was a
research assistant at Children’s Hospital in
Boston.
It was good to hear from Kristie Kuhls
who works at MCI Telecommunications as a
computer operator at the company’s downtown
data center in Denver, CO. Her address is 6900 E.
Evans Ave., #419, Denver, CO 80224.
Craig Mills and Darla Haines-Mills were
married on June 12,1993, and now reside in
Aurora, CO. Darla, who received her B.A. in
mass communications from the U of Denver, is a
media library technician for DirecTV, a division
of Hughes Communication. Craig works at
Windsor Gardens, and in August, he plans to
continue his education in forestry at Colorado
State U.
This summer, Jessica Roberts will study
Hindi in Benares, India.
Your secretary is quickly becoming ultraresponsible: house, car, loan payments, bills,
laundry, dishes, cleaning, mowing, gardening,
raking, distributors, reps, sales, traveling,
schmoozing, earning, striving, exhausted. Phew!
I look forward to hearing from class members
and friends.
Where are Arica Allen, Neil Hagan, Ben
Manyindo, and Aimee Zedlitz?

Secretary: Erika Seyfried, 2406 Hillcrest Dr.,
Stow, OH 44224.
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Thanks for keeping those letters coming
despite the snow, ice, or earthquakes you experi
enced!
Kennedy Miller married Wayne Schultz
’90 on July 31, 1993, in Pittsburgh, PA. They
coordinated their honeymoon around an inter
national chemistry conference that Wayne was
to attend; so, two weeks after the wedding, they
headed to Beijing for a week and then spent a
few days in Shanghai. Kennedy writes that China
was quite an experience and that they learned a
lot about Chinese history and observed the
rapid change in the economy. They are now back
ln Ithaca, NY, where Wayne is continuing his
research and Kennedy is working as a staff assis
tant in the career center at Cornell U.
Kennedy writes that Lucinda Moore
Rowan and her husband, Michael, recently
moved to Washington State.
Carrie Fasolt enjoys teaching at Harford
Middle School. She would love to hear from
\Voosterites at her new address: 203 Foxhall,
Apt- E, Bel Air, MD 21015.
Carrie sent news that Lisa Dameron is
working on her M.A. at the U of Cincinnati.
During the summer, Lisa took part in a joint
field trip in Alaska, sponsored by her university
and the U of Alaska.
Chris Finton is working on his M.A. in
hydrogeology at Ohio State U.
Lewis Kaufman, who worked in Ashland
rom January to August 1993, is attending
Bodenseehof Bible School for seven months in
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Germany. He will marry Naomi Hershberger on
June 18,1994.
Rob Noble married Cari Ciccionetti on
June 5,1993, in Wooster. He completed his M.A.
in December at the U of Colorado.
Bill Slechta has moved to Reading, PA,
where he is teaching instrumental music in an
area public school district part-time and in two
Mennonite schools part-time. He manages to
squeeze in playing the violin and viola in a few
groups and singing in a choir.
Rowly Brucken is in his third year of
studying diplomatic and world history at Ohio
State U.
Gregg Allen Brown is the director of the
I Have a Dream Foundation of Washington, DC.
He has been with the foundation since Septem
ber, 1991. He currently lives in a group house in
Dupont Circle with Matt Byars ’90 and Anthony
Fernandez ’92. Gregg sent me a great letter filled
with lots of news about fellow graduates in the
DC area.
Jason Gray is working at the new
Patagonia store in Georgetown, MD. Gregg
helped Jason celebrate his November birthday
by going to the Birchmere to see NRBQ.
Ben Simon-Thomas planned to leave on
a trip around the world in January, 1994.
Chris Merrill is working on his M.Ed. at
the U of South Carolina. He is doing well and
returns to Chevy Chase, MD, frequently to visit
his parents and friends.
Kerry Perkins, who has worked at the
National Health Council in Washington, DC,
since January 1992, has been promoted to public
affairs coordinator.
Charles Wheat is working for TLI, an
environmental advocacy organization. Chuck
lives with Andrew Fox, who recently moved to
the District from Colorado.
A group of Wooster graduates saw John
Darby play an acoustic guitar set at Parkers Bar
and Grill in Bethesda, MD, before Christmas.
Greg Savidge lives in the District, too. He
has a teaching position and coaches lacrosse at
Saint Albans School.
Laura Caliguiri works for the American
Managed Care and Review Association as a leg
islative assistant in state health care policy.
Laura had a birthday in November, and Cecile
Ebert came from Statesville, NC, to visit her.
Mike Davis is working on his Ph.D. in
history at Vanderbilt U.
Chip Holcombe has been working in
sales for FOX-TV in Little Rock, AR, for the last
two years.
Lane Toensmeier survived the big quake
in Los Angeles, CA. Things were still shaking
when I spoke with him, but he wouldn’t leave
California for anything. He has been busy work
ing at least 60 hours a week with Voter Revolt.
Kurt and Jessica Young Brust are now
living in Defiance, where Jessica is the director
of Christian Education at the First Presbyterian
Church. She and Kurt were married on June 19,
1993, in Union Mills, IN (see photo).

Diana Ruehl has a new position with the
Fleischman-Hillard Public Relations Firm. She is
working with investor relations.

Wesley Reed

In January, 1st Lt. Wesley Reed became
one of the first naval aviators to begin training
in the Navy’s newest training jet: the T-45
Goshawk. Wes is stationed at the Naval Air
Station, Kingsville, TX.
Your secretary (Katie) started an intern
ship with The Daily Record, a 100-year-old
newspaper in Baltimore, MD. I teach the alpha
bet and music to two-year-old students every
morning and learn about stocks and bonds in
the evening. What a life! Now if Maryland would
only get as much snow as Ohio, this secretary
would be all smiles! Keep writing!

Secretary: Katie Jones McClelland, 390
Magothy Rd., Severna Park, MD 21146.
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This time there is a ton of news, so get
some hot chocolate, curl up on the bean-bag
chair that your parents gave you when you left
home (the one that they bought for the rec room
in 1972 and Muffy the dog stunk up), and have a
field day finding out what everyone is doing.
You are not going to believe who I ran into
at the movie theater in Delaware: Dalex Walker.
He was dressed in his Three Musketeers garb, as
were his friends. He is living in Philadelphia, PA.
Margie Singleton, who had been teach
ing in Morocco, is back in the States. She mar
ried a Moroccan.
Michela Huth is now living in New York
City and applying to graduate schools. From
time to time, she sees Tim Abrams ’88. She also
reports that Kelly Richmond is doing well in
DC.
1 (Josh) received a Christmas card from
Amy Baker, who lives in Delaware and is work
ing on her M.Ed., specializing in college coun
seling. She wants to be a loss/grief/bereavement
counselor. For a while, Amy lived in Arizona
with her sister, Gay ’92, who is still there.
Another card arrived from Courtney
Donnelley, who enclosed a photograph of her
beautiful daughter, Hannah, born on October 9,
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(Standing) Ann Guinane, Gina Radio, Paige Cruzen Jones, Margaret Rhee 91s,
groom, bride, Karen Hodges '92, Laura Fisher, Sue Walmsley Robinson, Stephanie

’Ol,

Crawford '90, Jay Raymond '93, Joanne McAnlis Crawford, Jeff Waters, Eva Dodds,
Andrew Sprague, Linda Miller '91s, Luke Quinlan '89, Jennifer Jaeger '93, Mark
Beavett '88, Elizabeth Barney '92. Not Pictured: Alex Harmon, Rob Abernethy ’89s.

The wedding o f Jen Mabie
’92 and Craig Snaguski.
(Kneeling, I. to r.) Melissa
Parks, Deb Morison (maid
o f honor), Clara Mitchell
'92s. (Standing) Samantha
Tweedy, Carissa Conner
'92s, Minna Jinn '91
(bridesmaid), groom, bride,
Helen Wood, Nicole
Podgorny, Deb Gardner
'92s.

The wedding o f Darla Haines ’92 and Craig Mills.

The wedding o f Nancy Hamilton '92 and James S. Abbott IV '91 on June 12, 1993. (Kneeling, I. to r.) Lois Kline Wright '51, Bill Kanzingei '92. Glenn Nurmi
'94, Jeannie Spohn, Lisa Meurer '92s, groom, Sara Shumar, Laura Bayler '92s, Leslie Belgrad '93, Chris Finton, Darin James '91s, Jim Millican 90. (Standing)
Eric Dietrich '94, Adam Roth, Sam Fryberger '93s, Kiran Bhat '91, Brad Evans '92, Mark Norton, Taylor Liske, Doug Ketchum ’91s, Jen Smith '93, Curt Mann
'90, Nicole Krantz ’93, bride, Steve Miller, Meredith Johnson, Sara Olin '92s, Pete Kostos ’91, Jen Pildner, Brad McEowen, Elena Arrojo, Todd Wald ’92s, Pete
Stratton ’91, Julie Budden '90, Seton Wood, Greg Bailey ’91s. Not pictured: Deb Morison '92, Sondra Livington-Carr '93, Jill Goslee, Minna Jinn 91s.
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The wedding o f Martha Curran ’87 and Jim Bowles. (L. to r.) Lynne Safford Wise, Jay
Overbye, Tammy Diehl Pedon ’86s, Peter Wise '84, Sarah Crawford Reynard ’86,
Sara Felger Sherwood '87, groom, bride, Susan Auffmger Ramos, Steven Ramos ’86s,
Barbara Curran Garbaccio ’85, Craig Catanzarite, Jennifer Wilkie Reynolds ’86s. Not
pictured, Joanna Putney Pavlik 86.

The wedding o f Kennedy Miller ’91 and Wayne Schultz ’90. (Front row, I. to r.) Pam
Wright, Lucinda Moore Rowan ’91s, bride, Rachael Henderson, Sue Walmsley Robinson
‘91s, Murray Welsh ’93, Abigail W urf’90. (Back row) Dan Brashler, Mark Hendrickson,
Andy Lewellen ’91s, Ernie Frank, Patrick Ziselberger ’90s, groom, Steve Knox, Ben
Williams ’90s, Ken Robinson, Karl Crandall ’91.

The wedding o f Elizabeth
Dussing ’91 and Lawlor
Quinlan on July 24, 1993.
(L. to r.) Kristen Planny,
Annie Hawley, Debbie
Howe ’91s, bride, groom,
Sally Marsh Dussing '62,
Anne Marsh Hoenig ’58,
Christine Monk '91.

The wedding of Shannon Murray ’92 and Greg Phlegar '90 on May 22, 1993. (Front row, I. to
K) A. Miles Simmons. Rebecca Mason '92s, Gene Phlegar, Nancy Korth Phlegar '57s, bride,
groom, John Parsons '93. Kert Dillian ’92, Qaisar Imam ’91. (Back row) Will Porter ’88, Lisa
Defendiefer ’92, Jennifer Ftsinger ’94, Ben Hamlin ’93, Kim Douglass ’92, Charles Gall ’93,
Elizabeth Kirkpatrick, Iill Baumeister ’92s, Rowly Brucken ’91, Rob Abernethy, Beth Anne
Tingley-Pigge, Chris Pigge 89s. F.va Geil '93, Peter Horton ‘92.
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1993. Courtney is married to Jay Liberman, a
chef. It was fantastic to hear from you, Courtney.
Congratulations to Melissa Popewiny
and Matt Byars, who will marry in June. Amy
Baker and Nadine Isvarin will be in the wed
ding.
Mia Wright is in Ghana, working with
the Peace Corps, and Mardi Nott has signed on
for another year with the Peace Corps in Benin.
It’s O.K. to haul out your atlas at this point.
Mardi is not only a mathematics teacher, but she
also serves as the Peace Corps volunteer leader
of teachers and is responsible for curriculum
development. She is president of Women in
Development.
Dennis Kuhl writes from Lansing, MI,
that he received his M.S. from Michigan State U
and is now working on his Ph.D. in physics.
Currently, Dennis is president of the local
physics graduate student organization, and he
volunteers with the student-run outreach pro
gram, Science Theatre.
Margaret Stumpff is living happily in
Denver, CO, where she is director of an enrich
ment program at St. John’s Academy.
I am glad to hear that some alumni get
back to campus now and then. Drew Holland
went back for OAT-related business as did
George “Cool Papa” Bell ’79, and Andy Dykstra
’93.
Congratulations to Tania Lukowsky, who
received her M.A. in architecture from Virginia
Tech.

Joe Luckring

In Cleveland, Joe Luckring has been
appointed branch manager and lending officer
at the Five Points office of National City Bank.
Jamie Sloan, Wayne County’s recycling
coordinator, has also been named special
events/exhibition coordinator at the Wayne
Center for the Arts.
It’s hard to believe that our 5th reunion
will take place in 1995. Keep the mail coming.
No news, no column.

Secretaries; Ken Aldridge, George School,
Newtown, PA 18940; Joshua McKain, 1301
North Clayton, Wilmington, DE 19806.
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The Morettis, David and Diane
(Haugh), are still living “on the left coast,”
Southern California to be more precise. In
January, 1993, they and their two dogs bought a
“three bedroom, two bath mortgage” at 360
Teasdale St., Thousand Oaks, CA 91360. David
is in partnership with a plumbing contractor.
(Note: I hope you’re installing Mission Rubber
Couplings/Pasco Pan liners/Blue Flame log
lighters!) Diane is a sales rep for Cintas Corp.
Diane and David report that Greg
Rumburg is at Vanderbilt pursuing his M.Div.;
Libby Black has a C.O.W. poster in her office
and is engaged; and Pete Fowler is in seminary
in Dayton.
Congratulations to Debbie Donnelly and
Tim Espy ’90, who became engaged at
Thanksgiving, and to Craig Selby and Nan
Irvine ’90, who eloped in November. Craig
comes from a family with a long line of Wooster
marriages, including his parents, Elmer (’52)
and Bev (Scheidemantle ’54), and sister, Heather
Smith ’79. Nan’s sister, Amy Elderbrock is an ’81
Wooster graduate.
Emily Zaragoza Lao will receive her
M.D. in June and start her career as a secondyear resident. Emily, her husband, Jun, and
beautiful son, Jo-Mei, live in Toledo.
Nancy Guthrie completed her graduate
program at Duke U and is now an environmen
tal biologist in Raleigh, NC.
Cary and Kathy (Baldwin ’88)
McConnell live in Webster, NY. Cary is the head
baseball coach at the U of Rochester.
The correct address for Jason ’91 and
Daphne Daugherty Cody is 2114 Sharman
Ave., #2E, Evanston, IL 60201.
I, your class scribe, have moved into a
place of my own in North Royalton and still
travel Ohio as a plumbing specialties/fire protec
tion sales representative. Every Tuesday I jump
into my car with a trunk full of literature, soil
pipes, sprinkler heads, rubber couplings, and
head to different parts of the state, expounding
the benefits of my manufacturer’s products over
those of the competitors. The old saying is true:
“Do what you love; love what you do; and suc
cess will follow.”
Secretary: Susan Fesz, 8676 Edgerton Rd., North

Royalton, OH 44133.
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As I write these notes, it is a blustery win
ter day in Indiana. I hope that everyone survived
the chills and excitement of winter and wish you
all a healthy, happy spring. Here’s news about
classmates to brighten your day.

■
Hearty congratulations to Ken Shepard
and his fiancee, Brooke Hammer, from
Louisville, KY. They met in Cincinnati, where
they both work. An October wedding is
planned.
Lisa Vendel also deserves congratula
tions. She will receive her M.D., in June, 1994,
from the Medical College of Ohio at Toledo.
Thanks to Lisa for wishing me and my husband,
Jonathan Barclay, happy New Year from a party
at Carolyn Reierson’s place at 12:01 a.m. on
January 1. In February, Carolyn took a trip to
Mexico with Lydia Miner.
I also heard through the grapevine that
Dave Banigan ’89 is living in Seattle, WA, where
he is “involved in a canned squid business but
open to other options.”
Our esteemed co-president Megan
Anfang Faust lives in Akron. She reminds those
craving Wooster'memorabilia that the beer cool
ers marked with our 5th reunion logo are still
available. The proceeds from sales will go to the
class treasury. A personal note: I have a set of
these coolers and love ’em. They’re well worth
your hard-earned dough!
Mary Hueske has moved from Illinois to
Maine, where she is enrolled in a visiting nurse
program. When you get the chance, Mary, send
us your new address.
Garideth Enold Khayat has taken the
position of overseeing Christian Education at
Westminster Presbyterian Church in Akron.
Lori Thorrat received her M.L.S. from
Kent State U last summer.
Thanks to all who sent news with your
Christmas cards, including Rich and Marideth
Fields Leonard, whose lovely baby, Alyssa, is
now almost a half a year old!
Ann Kroeger wrote from North Carolina
that, as of October, she has been employed as a
receptionist. Ann has a new red bike to play with
in her spare time.
Anne Serafim wrote and telephoned to
say that she is living in California, where she is
an artistic consultant for private and corporate
clients. She is also preparing to attend medical
school to study neurobiology and psychiatry. A
busy woman, Anne plans to continue with her
voice and piano studies and to record an album
in 1994. She is thrilled, however, to be leaving
California soon and plans to head home to the
Midwest. Anne says ciao to Becky Hoey, Sue
Limkemann Evans, Monica Fox Doud,
Garideth Enold Khayat, Celeste Milligan, Sarah
Bushnell, Becky Young, Nathan Sponseller,
Daniel Sponseller, Robin Germ ’87, and Nancy
Davidian ’85.
On June 26, 1993, Kimberley Paul mar
ried Howard S. Rubin at the U of Maryland
Chapel in College Park, MD. Several Woosterites
attended the joyous occasion (see photo). After
a honeymoon in Costa Del Sol, Spain, the
Rubins took up residence in Reston, VA.
Carrie McGraw and Michael Johnson
were united in marriage on October 9,1993, at
the First Presbyterian Church in Wooster. Carrie
teaches English as a Second Language at
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Cleveland State U, and Michael is a free-lance
videographer and salesperson at Dodd Camera
and Video in Westlake. The couple resides in
Lakewood.
Last June, Tom Kelley received his Ph.D.
in biochemistry from Notre Dame U. As the out
standing graduate student in the departments of
chemistry and biochemistry, he also was pre
sented with the Rome and Haas award. He is
now with University Hospitals-Case Western
Reserve U, where he is involved in cystic fibrosis
research.
I. too, have recently left my employment
with the Bloomington Area Arts Council to pur
sue new directions and creative adventures.
We’ll see where it goes! Write to me or call with
news!

Secretary: Mary Cox Barclay, 616 Grandview
Dr., Bloomington, IN 47408.
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Eric Foo writes that he works in the
organization and methods department at PB
Securities, a stockbrokerage firm in Kuala
Lumpur. Previously, he was an investment ana
lyst in the research department. Eric has taken
up scuba diving and enjoys it immensely. If you
are on campus for Alumni Weekend this June,
look for Eric, as he hopes to attend.
Amin Malik is a systems analyst for
Healthcare COMPARE in Downers Grove, IL.
He reports that Diego Jarrm received his M.A.
in sociology from the U of Michigan and has
returned to Ecuador. Amin’s sister, Imrana
Malik, is getting married and moving to
Jakarta, Indonesia.
Jim and Martha Curran Bowles were
married on May 15,1993, in Shaker Heights (see
photo). Martha is a buyer for Tweeds Clothing
Catalog, and she and her husband live in
Hoboken, NJ. They often spend time with Steve
and Susan Auffmger Ramos ’86s and Jack and
Sara Felger Sherwood. Sara and Jack are the
Proud parents of Ellen Marie, born on October
13>1993. Martha also keeps in touch with her
sister, Barbara Curran Garbaccio ’85, and Lynne
Safford Wise, Sarah Crawford Reynard, and
Tammy Diehl Pedon ’86s.
As I (Winnie) write this column, I’m at a
conference in San Diego, CA, enjoying the 89
degree break from Minnesota sub-zero temperatures- Next month I’m off with Jerry ’88 to a
conference in Switzerland which we’ll combine
w'th a little vacation there and in Holland. Not
Ntuch news this issue, so please take the time to
r°p me a note for the Summer column.
Editor’s note: The College was delighted
"'hen your secretary, Winnie, graciously
accepted an invitation to speak at the Women in
cience Forum and the Mathematics/Sciences
olloquium held on campus in November. At
at time, she also spoke to each of the computer
science classes. She returned in January to speak
at the Recognition Banquet. The generous gift of
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her time and talent was appreciated by students,
faculty, and staff.

Secretary: Winnie Williams, 6165 OakwoodRd.,
Woodbury, MN 55125; ww@cray.com
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The wedding of Sandra Marcy and
Joseph Martin took place on September 25,
1993, in Blessed Sacrament Church, Buffalo, NY.
Cara Marcy Krawczyk ’85 and Lori Marcy
Ginley ’84 were bridesmaids and Wilson Charles
Marcy ’87 gave the reading during the ceremony.
The Martins, who honeymooned on Topsail
Island, NC, now reside in Buffalo, NY, where
Sandra works for Royal Printing Company.
Julianne Durr Greer and her husband,
Robert, live in Danville, KY. Julianne is a victim
advocate in the Commonwealth Attorney’s
Office.

Secretary: Tammy Allen, 207 S. Pleasant, Royal
Oak, MI 48067.
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There is much news to report, and a lot of
it has to do with babies! Are we in the midst of
another baby boom? Holly Zapf was inspired by
reading the news of other baby announcements
to tell us about Max Zapf-Geller, who was born
on January 20, 1992, to Holly and her husband,
Roger Geller. The family lives in Portland, OR,
where Holly is pursuing her degree in
Naturopathic Medicine at the National College
of Naturopathic Medicine.
Pete Lawson also writes with baby news.
Pete and his wife, Meg, introduced their new
daughter, Summer Olivia, to the world on
December 9,1993. The Lawsons live in
Baltimore, where Pete is an auditor for the
accounting firm of Clifton, Gunderson &
Company.
Steve Coss and Susan Bainbridge-Coss
announce the birth of their second child,
Jennifer Lynn Coss, on December 15,1993.
Steve and Susan have moved to San Diego,
where Steve is in orthopedic residency. Susan is
pursuing the challenges of child-rearing. They
would welcome visitors and can be found at
11542 Madera Rosa Way, San Diego, CA 921242823.
Bobby and Diane (Cullen ’87) Moore
also write that their daughter, Karly Alexa, was
born on April 11,1993. As if he did not have
enough to do teaching biology and coaching the
football team, Bobby is now the director of resi
dential life at the Virginia Episcopal School in
Lynchburg, VA.
Greg Guelcher reports the arrival of his
second child, Alex Shinji Guelcher, born on
August 12,1993. Greg is back in Japan pursuing
his Ph.D. in Japanese history. Studying the
Japanese language and preparing his thesis on

emigrating Japanese farmers will keep Greg and
his wife, Yumiko, there until 1995. You can cor
respond with the Guelchers at: Daikokuya
Haitsu 2 Gokan 201; 328 Hirado-cho, Totsukaku; Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa-ken; 244 Japan.
Doug and Katie English Reinhart are
enjoying being new parents, too. Their son,
Samuel Alexander, was born on November 17,
1993.
Cindy Steeb writes with news of her wed
ding on September 18,1993 (see photo). Cindy
and her new husband, Bruce Lebish, have
moved to Cleveland and have a temporary
address: 6110 East Law Rd., Valley City, OH
44280. She also informs us that Trish Burdick
wed John Roselli on October 2,1993.
Sarah Simmons has finally reported
from Sydney, Australia, where she is busy pursu
ing academia in one form or another, while
coordinating visits by American dignitaries. Not
to be outdone by her classmates, Sarah mentions
that she and husband George are expecting their
first child in March. They also are planning a
visit to the U.S. in June to catch up with us Yanks
and give George an opportunity to look at busi
ness schools here.
David Bracken took the express route to
fatherhood. In August, 1993, David wed Jolee
Ray, whose two lovely children, Chris and Kate,
keep the couple busy from dawn ’til dusk.
Despite the hectic pace, David thoroughly
enjoys doing the family thing.
Curtis McLaughlin, who moved to Santa
Monica, CA, last summer, survived the earth
quake unscathed. Although a little shaken, he is
not ready to give up the great weather just yet.
Lt. Peter VanHartesveldt, who joined the
navy in 1989, has been assigned to duty with an
administrative support unit in Bahrain.
Hope the ’90s are treating you all well.
Here’s a mind-blower for you: Our 10th reunion
is only one year away!

Secretary: Lawrence Allen, 808 Blakely Ct.,
#257, Frederick, MD 21702.
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With just weeks to go before our big tenyear bash, I thought that I would have some fun
with numbers! I went through the thick printout
that the Alumni Office provided and came up
with some interesting facts. The number-one
career that our classmates have chosen is teach
ing, followed closely by finance/banking, with
attorneys and doctors a close third and fourth.
We do have a representation in the arts, and
there are several ministers, reporters, dentists,
and even a few government employees.
As I read about our accomplishments, I
wondered about lots of things: How many of us
are doing something even remotely related to
our academic field of study? What percentage of
us do volunteer work? What about our charita
ble gifts? (Speaking of charitable gifts, let’s all
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The wedding o f Dave
Knowlton '89 and Nancy
Kaleal. (First row, I. to r.)
Tom Morrow ’87, groom,
bride, Greg Guiliano ’87.
(Second row) Jennifer
Hoskin '89, Karen Connolly,
John Murphy, Nora Land
Murphy, Rob Maschue ’86s,
Wes Johnston ’88, Alison
Stenta '89, Miroslav
Posedel, Tracy Callahan
’87s. (Third row) Doug
Grosel ’86, Rich Allen, Andy
Nicholson ’89s, Mike
Menoes ’87, John Toth ’91.

The wedding o f Lydia Wassmann ’93 and Ashley Bourne on August 26, 1993, in
Colchester, VT. (L. to r.) Chimie Topden, Julie Hager '93s, bride, groom, Shelly
Skladan, Amy Douds ’93s.
The wedding o f Anne Marie Klingler and Keith Amtsberg '79. (Front row, I. to r.)
Gretchen Rodman Zawaski ’80, Pam Barnes, bride, groom, Tom Himes '79, Am y Waltz
Lammert ’82. (Back row) Mike Zawaski ’78, Peter Barnes ’79, Buff Himes, Jim DeMarsh,
Gary Lammert ’79s.

The wedding o f Kimberley
A. Paul ’88 and Howard S.
Rubin. (L. to r.) Michael
Johnson, Carrie McGraw
Johnson, Elisabeth Bowne,
Laura Tuennerman,
Heather Duncan, Judy Rich
Hardt (maid o f honor) '88s,
bride, groom, Karen
Ferguson, Lisa Jones Skeens,
Becky Sturpe Hatfield ’88s,
Rob Hatfield ’85, Cathy
Campbell, Sara Potier,
Kevin Walsh, Tika Davies
Walsh ’88s.

The wedding o f Mary Hunt '89 and John “Hank”Prekop on December 11,
1993, in Chicago, IL. (Front row, I. to r.) Sarah Frost, Katie Hughes, Kate
Fulmer '89s, Tim Dorr '88. (Row 2) Bruce Hunt '58, bride, groom, Anne Gieser
Hunt '58. (Row 3) Lester Burke, Alicia C. Aebersol '89s, Todd Stansbery '88,
Nancy Nystrom Stansbery ’89.
The wedding o f Sandra Marcy ’86 and Joseph Martin. (L. to r.) Lori Marcy
Ginley ’84, Cara Marcy Krawczyk ‘85, Lynette Blacher, bride, groom, James
McNamara, Ron Folga, Greg Belcher. (Forefront) Amber Goldfuss and Ryan
McNamara.
The wedding o f Lauree
Manning ’84 and David
Cano on October 16, 1993.

The wedding o f Cindy Steeb
’85 and Bruce Lebish. (L. to
r.) Susie Herr Allen ’85,
Pam Schlais Yates ’86,
Shelley Schneider Huber,
Laura Janson ’85s, bride,
M ary Mullen Buck, Katie
English Reinhart, Trish
Burdick Roselli, Susan
Allan ’85s.

The wedding o f Daphne Upham ’84 and Lawrence
Schoenberger.
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remember the new campaign for Wooster! I’d
like to think that we would all help out to con
tinue the quality programs that Wooster has to
offer.) I hope that we will have the opportunity
to meet and get reacquainted at the reunion.
The news this quarter has been brief; I
received a note informing me that Bruce
Wiebusch has been named technical editor of
Engineer’s Digest. He and his wife, Kim, live in
Cleveland. Congratulations, Bruce!
Daphne Upham Schoenberger and her
husband, Lawrence, were married on May 23,
1993 (see photo). They live in Cincinnati, where
Daphne teaches at a college part-time and Larry
works in the mental health field. Write to them
at 9226 Hunter’s Creek Dr., Cincinnati, OH
45242.
My own news is that Steve and I have
moved to a new house! Yes, it’s bigger, as we had
to make room for the 15-year-old (he came with
the marriage) and the two-year-old (he’s mine).
Note the new address below.
Well, this is it! 1 can’t believe that my term
as secretary is coming to a close. The past five
years have gone by quickly! Before you know it,
June will be here, and we’ll all be gathered in
Wooster for our big 10th! Pack your bags and
bring your family or just yourself to Wooster for
a great weekend!
Secretary: Janet Schellhase Dial, 3753 Fort

Donelson Dr., Stockton, CA 95219.
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Congratulations to Eric Tissue, who was
married on December 18,1993. Jim Willard
was the best man. Eric is a project geologist with
KLH Engineers Incorporated in Pittsburgh, PA.
Congratulations also to Jon and Mary
Louise Conte on the birth of their son, Cameron
James, on January 19,1994. Mom, dad, and
baby are all doing well!
Teri Andos is a relocation consultant in
Berlin, Germany. Her company helps Englishspeaking executives to settle in Berlin. She is
married to Jens Haupt, and they have one
daughter, Christina Marie (2).
James Bailey is a vice president and divi
sion manager for Society National Bank in
Cleveland. He manages the corporate cash man
agement sales division. He and his wife, Elena,
have been living in Cleveland since 1989.
Kevin Balkam is an account executive for
AT8tT Paradyne in New York, NY. Kevin and
Michelle and daughter, Alyssa Michelle, reside
in Smithtown, NY.
Mary Zuberbuhler Belohlavek teaches
elementary school in the Woodland Hills School
District in Pittsburgh, PA. She and her husband,
Bruce, have one son, Alex.
Shirley Bennett is an OB/GYN and has a
private practice in the Cleveland area. She is
married to Howard Meyerson, and they live in
Berea.
Larry Bishop is a claims field adjuster for
Progressive Insurance Claims in Columbus. He
and his wife, Nanette, have one daughter, Jessica
Marie (2).
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Gregg Brelsford, who received his Ph.D.
from Duke U, is a technical superintendent of
product/process development for paper recy
cling at the Westvaco Corporation in Altoona,
PA. He and his wife, Elaine, have three children,
Nate (4), Natalie (3), Nolan (1).
My husband, Rob, and I (Sally) have
moved to the Ann Arbor/Detroit area. Please
note our new address below.

Secretary: Sally Widman Ferree, 40974 Jill Ct.,
Plymouth, MI 48170.
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Terry and Nancy Jo McMillan Myers live
in Grayslake, IL, where Nancy works part-time
as a sales representative for Nestle. They have
two children; Melissa and Corey.
Since October, 1993, Jim Luce has been
consultation-liaison coordinator of the depart
ment of psychiatry at Lenox Hill Hospital, NY.
He is also pursuing his M.A. in public health at
CUNY at Hunter College. Jim, who is certified to
lead presentations about HIV transmission and
prevention to community groups and to do edu
cational outreach in high-risk areas, has worked
as a community health educator for the AIDS
Center of Queens County, the American Red
Cross, and the Bellevue Hospital AIDS
Visitation Team.
Mark and Hyldee Manning Hess have a
new member of their family. Alexander Mark
was born on August 17,1993, and was wel
comed by his older sister, Laryssa. The Hess
family lives at 18159 Potomac Dr., Strongsville,
OH 44136.

Secretaries: Barb Brown, 325 Bellwalt Dr.,
Bridgeville, PA 15017; Morris Robinson, 901
Octavia, New Orleans, LA 70115; Betsy
Williams Crayton, 17 Edgehill Rd., Warwick, RI
02889.
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Our column needs your participation.
Please write to your secretary!

Secretary: Cheryl Weller Beck, 580 Barclay Hill
Rd., Beaver, PA 15009.
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I (Leslie) am happy to announce my mar
riage on January 8,1994, to Daniel Burgevin, an
artist and architectural designer. I’m now the
stepmother of three children (ages 28, seven,
and four) and am even a stepgrandmother! It
was a wonderful wedding despite the two feet of
snow. Sadly, the weather prohibited many of my
Wooster friends from attending, but John and
Denise Gordon Miller and their daughter,
Sarah, were able to be there. Please visit Daniel
and me in the Finger Lakes. We have a terrific,
big, old Victorian fixer-upper house which will
keep us busy for years. Note my new address at
the end of the column.

Marie Kelly Sullivan and her husband,
Jim, announce the birth of their second son,
Devon, on January 6,1994. Devon joins brother
Trevor (2). Marie continues to enjoy teaching
kindergarten in Dansville, NY.
In the It’s a Small World category is the
surprising news that two Wooster couples hap
pen to live next door to each other. Recently,
your secretary (David) and his wife, Karen
(Wilson ’81), had the pleasure of introducing
ourselves to the new next-door neighbors. When
we spotted one of them wearing a Wooster
sweatshirt and asked for details, we found out
that it was Frank Windsor ’88 and his wife,
Robin (Sommer ’90), who had decided to move
right next door to us. We are glad to have them
as neighbors, although their 20-pound cat,
Smokey, does not seem to know the difference
between our house and his own.

Secretaries: Jenny Watson, 1551 Oakmont Rd., S.
Euclid, OH 44121; Leslie Schwartz Burgevin, 8
McLallen St., Trumansburg, NY 14886; David
Gilliss, 100 Brandon Rd., Baltimore, MD 21212.
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On July 9,1993, Debra Allbery married
Matthew Gildea at St. Paul’s Episcopal Church in
Charlottesville, VA. Matthew is a buyer for
Borders, Incorporated. His undergraduate work
was completed at St. John’s College in Annapolis,
MD, and he received an M.A. in creative writing
from Hollins College. At present Deb is serving
as Writer-in-Residence at Dickinson College in
Carlisle, PA. Several of Debra’s poems were
included in the recently published Pittsburgh

Anthology of Contemporary American Poetry
(U. of Pittsburgh Press, 1993). The National
Endowment for the Arts awarded her a Poetry
Fellowship for 1993-94. You may contact Deb
and Matthew at 710 Hanover Manor Court, #E307, Carlisle, PA 17013.
Connie Crowl writes that she received
her M.Mus. in piano performance from the U of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1985. Since
1987, she has been an assistant professor of
music at Peace College in Raleigh, NC, teaching
piano and music appreciation. Peace is a small,
liberal arts college for women. Her current
address is 7303-203 Calibre Park Dr., Durham,
NC 27707.
Laurie Giant Steiner sent an announce
ment that she has become an associate in the law
firm of Budish and Solomon in Cleveland.
Congrats, Laurie!
Keith Amtsberg and Anne Marie
Klingler were married on August 14,1993, in
Akron. Keith and Anne Marie met when they
went to England and Scotland with a group from
Hiram College. Keith is a workstation support
analyst for Chevron, and Anne Marie is a chil
dren’s librarian. She is taking a brief sabbatical,
however, after her move to Lafayette, LA.
Woosterites attending their wedding were Peter
Barnes, Jim DeMarsh, Gary and Amy (Waltz
’82) Lammert, Tom Himes, Mike (’78) and
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Gretchen (Rodman ’80) Zawaski, and Herb and
Patsy Nigh Himes ’50s. Keith and Anne Marie’s
address is 100 South Meyers Dr., #211,
Lafayette, LA 70508.

Secretaries: Pat Stocker, R.R. #1, Box 368-A,
Dover, OH 44622; Lisa Carter Sherrock, 3500
Colonial Dr., Springfield, OH 45504.
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I (Dean) spoke recently with Jeb Bell,
who lives in Greenville, DE, and was pleased to
learn of the birth of Eda Eleanor (Ellie) Bell on
August 20,1993. Congratulations! }eb continues
his computer networking business and social
izes with classmate Paul Gillette, who lives in
Newark, DE, and is a senior research chemist at
the Hercules Research Center. Jeb and his wife,
Eda, and family will join fellow Sig Ned
Compton ’75 and his family for a trip to Florida
this March, where they plan to golf and relax
with Jeff Griffith, who makes his home in
Tampa. Jeff is president of Capital Management,
a real estate management and development
company in the greater Tampa Bay area.
I continue to raise equity for my electron
ics company, work on a new type of paper for
color ink jet printers, install LAN’s and account
ing software for small businesses, and adjust to
the moderate climate of Louisville, KY. The
snowstorm which paralyzed the area this winter
brought back fond memories of the record
snows in Wooster during 1977-78. No classes,
limited food service, howling wind, and driving
snow contributed to creating some times with
friends which will always be remembered.
Speaking of snow, one of the most fre
quently mentioned favorite memories of
Wooster in the class updates was being out on
new snow in the early morning. The distinctive
crunch and diamond-like glitter of new snow
is great, especially when you don’t have to
shovel it!
Many other memories centered on partic
ipation in intramural sports. From come-frombehind victories to crazy team members, many
classmates recounted their teams’ heroics and
the just plain fun associated with intramural
sports. Anyone interested in a softball tourna
ment at the College this summer? If so, write or
give me a call.
Congratulations to Doug Strauch, who
earned his CFP designation. Doug is with IDS
in Voorhees, NJ. He and his wife, Fran
(Kielbowicz) live in Turnersville with their
four children.

Secretaries: Dean Walker, 3207 Trail Ridge Rd.,
Louisville, KY 40241; Sandy Kronitis-Sipols,
39372 Plumbrook Dr., Farmington Hills, MI
48331.

More than 60 Delts and their families enjoyed the 5th
Annual Phi Delta Sigma Golf Outing on July 31, 1993.
Winners o f the 4-man scramble tournament, held at
Riceland Golf Course in Orrville, were Dave Pandilidis,
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I (Carole) was delighted to hear from so
many classmates. As of January 15,1 had a four
percent response from the post card mailing and
holiday letters. 1 know I will not hear from
everyone, but if you send a message on your
postcard during the next couple of years, then
we ought to have plenty of news to read for a
while!
Mina Roustayi lives in New York, NY,
and is a lecturer at Columbia U, the Museum of
Modern A rt, and the Guggenheim Museum.
She reports that she is in the final stage of writ
ing her dissertation, “Myths of Orientalism: the
Revival of Pre-Islamic, Ancient Egyptian, and
Near Eastern Art Among European Artists from
1880-1920.”
Ed Furgol, who is the curator of the Navy
Museum in Washington, DC, is involved in
arranging internships at the museum for
Wooster students. John Yoder ’95, the fifth
C.O.W. intern in four years, wrote part of a
section for the museum’s permanent Civil War
exhibit. In November, Ed ventured back to Ohio
to give a paper at the Midwest Conference on
British Studies, which was his first trip to the
state since graduation. His hobbies include gar
dening and painting lead armies.
Bambi Mosenthal Wood and her family
moved to Hanover, NH, in September. The chil
dren, Brooke and Todd, are enjoying their new
schools and activities. Husband Sandy is a
financial planner, and Bambi is a part-time
librarian in Putney, VT. In addition, Bambi
teaches aerobics and runs a children’s ski pro
gram at the Dartmouth skiway. Her father,
whom many classmates knew, passed away in
July. Bambi has had a tough year, but after seven
months of chemotherapy for endometrial can
cer, she says she is now doing well.
Kitty Ingersoll Morgan and husband Jay
came from West Virginia to visit the Woods this
summer. The Morgans are pleased to announce

Craig Karpinski, Chuck Haas, and Jon Herak ’77s. This
year’s outing will be held at the end o f July. For more
details call Stu Sheard ’78 (216-933-7743) or Craig
Karpinski (216-933-4222).

the birth of their first child, Catherine Taylor, on
March 6,1993.
Kitty says that Brian and Joanne Blake
Fidler recently moved to Dallas, TX, where
Brian is a minister at a private boys’ school.
They have two sons, Corson and Reeve.
Kip Coerper is now in his ninth year of
teaching music at the Porter-Gard School in
Charleston, SC. He teaches music appreciation
and music theory, directs four choirs, and
coaches the girls’ and boys’ varsity tennis teams.
Kip’s wife, Becky (Blackshear ’78), is a coordina
tor for pastoral care at their church, where Kip is
an organist and choirmaster. The Coerpers have
two sons, Jeremy and Benjamin, who are very
involved in sports and music.
Ray Lyon wrote that he married his wife,
Joanna, in August, 1990, and they have two chil
dren, Isaac and Suzanna, born in consecutive
years on May 14. Ray is a computer programmer
for Health and Human Services in Rockville,
MD. He would love to hear from fellow
Woosterites, especially OATs. Ray’s address is
14423 Long Green Dr., Silver Spring, MD 20906.
Jon Herak wrote that he and his twin,
Jim, are running Convenient, the family’s food
mart in Euclid. Jim and his wife have six chil
dren, four of whom are adopted (two from
Romania). Jon keeps busy buying rental proper
ties. He has recently purchased two cottages at
Put-in-Bay on South Bass Island on Lake Erie. If
you’re interested in renting one, please call Jon
or Jim at 216-261-9010. Jon says hello to Bill
Magaw and all his Phi Sigma Alpha friends.
From Centerport, NY, Nancy Wiemann
McLaughlin writes (for the first time since
1977!) that she married her husband, Mark, in
1983, and they have two wonderful children,
Matthew and Hannah. Nancy has her own busi
ness, creating cards, designing jewelry, wreaths,
and floral pieces. While she and her family were
in Arizona recently, Nancy saw Joanne Olson
King.
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Profile of a Judge

Anne Morr Stirba

judge Anne M orr Stirba 73,
received the prestigious Par Excellence
Award for 1993 from the University of Utah
Young Alumni Association. Following are
excerpts from the award program.
“Judge Anne M. Stirba graduated
from the University of Utah College of Law
in 1978. After her graduation. Judge Stirba
was a teaching fellow at the University of
Utah, a research attorney for the Utah
Supreme Court, and an Assistant Attorney
General for the State of Utah where she rep
resented several different state agencies. She
served as an administrative law judge for
the Utah Public Service Commission and as
an Assistant United States Attorney for the
District of Utah.
“As a leader in her field, Judge Stirba
was the first woman ever elected to the Utah
State Board of Bar Commissioners and
there served two terms. She has held
numerous Bar positions, ranging from
President of the Young Lawyers Section to
being a member of the Judicial Conduct
Commission.
“In 1987, Judge Stirba was recognized
by the Utah State Bar as the Outstanding
Young Lawyer of the Year. The following
year she was nominated for the Distin
guished Woman Award by the Utah
American Association of University
Women.
“Judge Stirba was appointed to the
Third Judicial District Court, State of Utah,
in 1991. Since her appointment, Judge
Stirba has been named to the Utah Supreme
Court Advisory Committee on Procedure
and as Chair of the Court Technology
Committee. She is a Master of the Bench of
the American Inns of Court and is active in
the National Association of Women Judges.”
Anne and her husband, Peter 7 3 , live
in Salt Lake City, UT, with their two chil
dren, Emily and Melissa.
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So far, the prize for the longest post card
message goes to Timothy 78 and Susan Martin
Grubb. And all of it was legible! The Grubbs,
who live in New Jersey, have three children.
They are active members of their church. When
their youngest son begins school in a few years,
Susan hopes to teach pre-school and eventually
return to school for coursework in early child
hood education. Tim works for AT&T’s interna
tional division. After serving four years as presi
dent of their condo association, he now has
more leisure time and has started playing the
guitar again.
Bonnie Savage teaches violin and voice
in her home in Willoughby and at Mayfield High
School. She is also the concertmistress of the
Euclid Civic Orchestra. In November, she per
formed a program of Italian songs and arias at
Lake Erie College. Bonnie also belongs to the
League of Women Voters.
Since the fall. Sherry Keevert Rogers has
been enjoying the challenge of teaching sixth
graders. Her husband, Lindy, continues to teach
eighth grade science and is in his second year as
president of the teachers’ association. They live
in Millersburg and have two children, Eric and
Alison.

19 7 6
Laurie Warkentin Zaring is teaching at
Carleton College during the winter and spring
1994 terms as visiting assistant professor of lin
guistics. Most recently, Laurie was an assistant
professor of French and Italian at Indiana U.

Secretary: Julie Beuter Bogner, 1660 Arthur Dr.,
Wooster, OH 44691.

19 7 5
In February, tenor Irwin Reese sang a
tourist role in the Metropolitan Opera produc
tion of Benjamin Britten’s Death in Venice. Irwin
received his M.Mus. from Manhattan School of
Music and has been a member of the Metro
politan chorus for six years. In his spare time, he
bicycles, swims, and studies German. He recom
mends cycling vacations as a great way to see a
country.

Secretary: Andrea Steenburg Simmers, 2121
Breeds Rd., Owings Mills, MD 21117.

19 7 4

Ned Loughridge

In 1993, Allison Coerper spent time dig
ging at an archaic Indian site and at the site of
an early 19th-century tenant farmer’s house,
both in Alexandria, VA. She also spent two
weeks in Europe last summer visiting friends in
Prague and Stockholm. Allison lives in Chevy
Chase, MD.
Congratulations to Ned Loughridge, who
was appointed senior vice president of Zurich
Insurance Company, U.S. Branch. Since joining
Zurich-American in 1982, Ned has served as
manager of advertising and sales, manager and
director of communications, and since 1992,
director of human resources. He is the immedi
ate past president of the North Suburban
Association of Commerce and Industry and
serves on the Community Advisory Board of the
Robin Campus of Roosevelt U. Ned and his wife,
Susan (Bowman), live in Barrington Hills, IL.

Secretaries: Susan Lundal, 608 W. Lincoln St.,
Birmingham, MI 48009-1964; Carole Lehman
Valliere, 10 RadcliffRd., Beverly, MA 01915.

Congratulations to David Strauch, who
was selected as a 1993-94 Martha Holden
Jennings Scholar at the Shaker Middle School,
where he is an earth science teacher. He also
coaches the successful school science fair and
the science Olympiad teams. Dave and his wife,
Holly, and their daughter, Melissa, live in
Chagrin Falls.
Congratulations also to Ken Krantz and
his wife, Jo, whose daughter, Sarah Elizabeth,
was born on September 30,1993, joining sister
Becky. Ken is now a commander in the Navy
JAG Corps, and in June, he was appointed a mil
itary judge at the Norfolk Naval Base.

Secretary: Bill Irvine, 2449 P Street, N. W.,
Washington, DC 20007.

19 7 3
Please note the sidebar about Judge Anne
Morr Stirba. In addition to her professional
accomplishments, Anne has been active in civic
and community activities in Salt Lake City, UT.
She has served as officer and board member of
the Community Foundation for the Mentally
Retarded and Physically Handicapped, officer
and director of the American Cancer Society,
Utah Division, Incorporated, for five years and
as trustee of the Legal Aid Society of Salt Lake.

Secretary: Suzanne Schluederberg, 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, MI 48105.
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Someone must be doing something.
Please write!

Secretary: Jay Yutzey, 1254 Norwell Drive E.,
Columbus, OH 43220. Internet:
Yutzey.2@osu.edu; Bitnet: Yutzey.2@ohstmail

19 7 1
Congratulations to David Roush, who
was named the 1993 co-recipient of the Donald
R. Hammergren Distinguished Service Award
by the National Juvenile Detention Association
(NJDA). He was commended for improving the
field of juvenile detention in the areas of
research, publications, and staff development.
David, who was instrumental in writing a grant
to the U.S. Department of Justice to establish
basic training guidelines for staff in secure juve
nile facilities, is currently the lead consultant on
the NJDA/OJJDP Juvenile Justice Personnel
Improvement Project. He has directed programs
and institutional services for juveniles in
Tennessee and Michigan since 1971, and he
served as director of the Calhoun County
Juvenile Home, Marshall, MI, from 1975 to 1992.
David teaches detention skills at the
Sangamon State University Center for Legal
Studies in Springfield, IL, and holds a full
Michigan license as a professional counselor.
David and his wife, Nancy, live in Albion, MI,
and have two children.
Ford Behm has successfully completed
his funeral directors apprenticeship and passed
the state board examination conducted by the
Ohio Board of Embalmers and Funeral
Directors. He has joined his brother, Timothy
’68, as a third generation funeral director of The
Behm Funeral Homes in Madison. A certified
financial planner, Ford received his M.B.A. from
Wright State U in 1977, and he has had 20 years
of experience in the banking industry as a com
mercial loan officer. Recently, he was elected
president of the Geneva Area Chamber of
Commerce and is chairman of the Geneva eco
nomic development advisory committee. He is
also a member of Geneva Rotary and Geneva
First United Methodist Church, where he is on
the finance committee and is a lay speaker. Ford
and his wife, Debbie, have two children: Trevor
and Courtney.
Brian Beam was awarded a Certificate of
Added Qualification in Sports Medicine from
the American Board of Family Practice. He is
one of four physicians from the Wooster Clinic
who work at the College’s Student Health Center.
Brian also serves as a team physician for
Wooster’s athletic department.

Secretary: Wendy Smith Dillingham, 540
Elmwood, Dearborn, MI 48124.

NOTES
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Susan Burkhalter believes she is not well
known to members of our class, because she
actually started out with the Class of 1968, left
Wooster and then returned to graduate in 1970.
Susan reports that she’s married to Curtis
Shively, an electrical engineer, and together they
have two children, Rachel (10 1/2) and Stuart
(8). Susan is a free-lance organist and piano
teacher, specializing in teaching children.
During the past three years, she has had stu
dents from the Netherlands, Germany, Portugal,
Colombia, Turkey, and Peru. Welcome, Susan!
David G. Kanzeg writes from his pro
gramming director’s chair (WCPN-FM,
Cleveland Public Radio) that he was privileged
to give the address honoring the 100th anniver
sary of the birth of composer Douglas Moore.
The celebration dealt with Moore’s best-known
work, the opera. The Ballad of Baby Doe. The
festival took place in the 353-year-old
Cutchogue, Long Island, village green. David
reports that Tim (’72) and Jeanne (Tamasovich
’74) Warner provided assistance in preparing for
the event.
David Clark has been appointed director
of enrollment services at Harcum College, Bryn
Mawr, PA. Most recently, he was director of
admissions and financial aid at the Shipley
School in Bryn Mawr. David is a member of the
Bryn Mawr MAINLINERS, the area chapter of

is not very easy for us. Any kind of assistance
from you will be greatly appreciated.”
Vicki Miles Yuen writes that she and her
husband, Darrel, moved to Hong Kong, China,
in January, 1994, where they expect to remain
for about three years. Darrel works for Transamerica. Vicki received her B.A. from the U of
Michigan and J.D. from Southwestern U.
Your secretary (Pete) is happy to report
that he received a Christmas card from Mr. and
Mrs. Tim Weidman. It was brief and to the
point: “Hope all is well — would love to hear
from you soon.” For those of you who, like me,
wondered what ever happened to Weeds, I can
at least report that he and his wife, Ellen, are
alive and well somewhere in the state of New
Jersey. More news as it becomes available.

Secretary: Pete Snyder, 2116 Collett Lane,
Flossmoor, IL 60422.

19 6 9
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3aJ25th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Congratulations to Philip Brown, whose
new book. Central Authority and Local

Autonomy in the Formation of Early Modern
Japan, was published in October, 1993, by
Stanford University Press.

Secretary: Judy Simkins Haines, 300 Berkshire
Dr., Rochester, NY 14626.

19 6 8

David Clark

the Society for the Preservation and Encourage
ment of Barbershop Quartet Singing. He and his
wife, Laurie, live in Berwyn and have one son.
Pierre Radja Senda sends this note to his
friends: “I would like to let you know that for the
moment I am living in the U.S. with my four
children. The political uprising and unrest in
Zaire, my country, led me to flee Zaire and take
refuge in the U.S. I and my children were res
cued from this chaotic situation by G.T. Smith
’56, whom you remember was the vice president
for development at Wooster, and my American
host family since then. Thanks to the Smiths, my
children are in schools. Since I cannot work, life

Being the front line of the Baby Boomers,
the Class o f’68 has seen its 25th College reunion
and is making plans in ’94 for 30th high school
reunions! That means our college friendships go
back 30 years! Think about it!
Since our reunion last summer at which
Patty Richards was missed, she has telephoned
a classmate from her home in England and has
been sighted here at home! Carli Cremeans
Moorefield wrote to me from her home in
Wooster: “I got a phone call from Patty Richards
(in England), and we talked for literally hours. It
was great and awesome and unreal to hear her
after all this time. She had a real English accent.
The only time I really recognized her voice was
when she laughed. I think we talked until 4 a.m .,
her time.” This fall Patty and her daughter,
Rachel, visited Jocelyn Granet Lindsay and her
family for a week at their home in Silver Spring,
MD. Jocelyn writes: “We had a marvelous visit
Patty did all the cooking. Rachel gave us vio
lin concerts. She calls them ‘practise’.” By the
way, Carli, with a little bit of effort, all of us can
probably recall Patty’s unmistakable laugh!
What about the Hope of the Class o f’68,
our very own, Hope DeRogatis? She still is our
Hope, as she braved the unknown and came to
our reunion from her home in New York City,
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(L. to r.) Hope DeRogatis, Parry Parkinson Stevens, and
Suzanne Getz Bates standing in front o f Kauke Hall
in 1993.

where she is a R.N. She works for New York
Children’s Health Project, providing primary
pediatric care to children in shelters for home
less families. Sounds like others claim her as
their Hope, as well. Hope says she is enjoying
her 14-year-old son, David, working on a variety
of political and social issues, and also embracing
her disability.
Parry Parkinson Stevens was another
brave classmate who came to Wooster last year
and kindly added her warm smile to our days of
grand reunion. Parry was a music major at
Wooster. She lives in Lena, 1L, and is a project
supervisor at The Newell Company corporate
headquarters in Freeport, IL. She married her
husband, Edward, in 1986.
A 25-year wedding anniversary couple in
1993 was Jim and Suzanne Getz Bates. They
have three children: Elise, a junior at Wooster,
Evan, and Hannalori. Suzanne is self-employed
as owner of Bates Design Build in York, SC. She
does historical preservation and also designs
and coordinates the construction of energy effi
cient homes. Jim continues as the director of
Presbyterian-related conference centers and
summer camps in York and Birmingham, Ml.
Before Christmas, this class secretary
position got very interesting when I received a
letter from a “Secret Source” with information
about Farley Little Barbera’s and my freshman
roommate, Sue Schweikert Whitaker, and hus
band, Ron ’69. In fact, it was Sue who, when we
were young girls of 18 years, introduced me to
the fragrance of Shalimar. 1have been wearing it
ever since! Apparently Sue does not like it
known that she is old enough to be a member of
our class! It will be hard to refute it, though,
when she and Ron celebrate their 25th wedding
anniversary this June. Last summer, Sue and
Ron denied us the chance to judge for ourselves
how well they have aged by going rafting down
the Colorado River with their daughter, Kristen
’93, and Fred Cropp ’54, instead of appearing at
our reunion. I shall not reveal my source, but
could you provide a rafting picture for us?
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As you know, I am a great promoter of
any and all reunions, so take my advice and
attend your 30th high school reunion this sum
mer. Then, for the class column, let me know
how glad you were you took my advice!
Congratulations to Nancy Goodwell
Garman, who has been promoted to vice presi
dent-publications 8t conferences of Online Inc.,
Wilton, CT. Her responsibilities include editing
Online magazine as well as the books published
under the Online Inc./Pemberton Press Inc.
Eight Bit Books imprint and acting as senior
organizer for the Online/CD-ROM conference.
Nancy, who has been editor of Online magazine
since 1988, was a business reference librarian at
Purdue U before establishing her own business
research and consulting service. Based in north
ern Kentucky, she maintains electronic links to
the Online Inc. main office in Wilton and to a
large, virtual network of colleagues around the
world.
The Honorable G. Gary Tyak will be the
Democratic candidate for Justice of the Ohio
Supreme Court. Gary, who lives in Worthington,
is a judge for the Court of Appeals of Ohio, 10th
Appellate District.

Secretary: Pat Silvey Yanchunas, 618 Bowen St.,
Longmont, CO 80501.

19 6 7
It is with sadness that we report the death
of Pamela Hill Griffith, on December 22,1993,
as a result of a car accident near Fort Collins, CO
(see obituaries). At the time of her death, Pam
was with her family, to whom she was devoted.
Pam’s death brought an outpouring of
tributes from those whose lives she touched as
an instructor in the department of microbiology
at Colorado State U (CSU), a member of First
Presbyterian Church, and through her involve
ment in the community. She is remembered by
friends and colleagues for her enthusiasm, posi
tive attitude, compassion, dedication, and love
for her family. The director of the CSU microbi
ology department said, “Her enthusiasm and
positive attitude were infectious. Countless
students chose to go into the profession after
taking one of her classes.” She will be missed.
The class sends its sympathy to Michael and his
children. They live at 4401 Picadilly Dr., Fort
Collins, CO 80526.
Congratulations to Damon (’62) and
Susan Heigl Swank on the birth of their daugh
ter, Lauren Marie, on February 12,1994. Lauren
joins brother Stephen.
David Kovacs, who teaches classics at the
U of Virginia, is on a fellowship to Oxford this
spring. His wife, Judy Tustison Kovacs, plans to
visit him in March, and possibly also her
nephew, Christopher Myers ’93, in Aberdeen.

Secretary: Sara Bradley, P.O. Box 599,
Chautauqua, NY 14722.

19 6 6
What are you doing? Where have you
gone? Interested classmates want to know.
Please send news to your secretary.

Secretary: Elizabeth Westhafer O’Brien, 101
Hillcrest Ave., Summit, NJ 07901.

19 6 5
Lilia Head Langford sends news from
Zaire, where she and her husband, Dave, are
missionaries. Dave has been appointed director
of Bunia Seminary, and Lilia is enjoying her
work at the Rwakoli Clinic. She is also teaching a
health class at the seminary.
Congratulations to Benson Hufford, who
has been elected president of the Arizona Bar
Foundation. The Foundation is the largest
source of private funding for legal services for
the poor and law-related programs in the state.
Benson, who received his J.D. from Columbia U
Law School, is a member of both the Arizona
and Ohio Bars, as well as of the Navajo Bar
Association and the Coconino County Bar
Association, which he served as president in
1982. A specialist in labor and education law,
Benson is a consultant and a lecturer to the
History of Labor Law in Arizona course at
Northern Arizona U in Flagstaff. He is also a fre
quent lecturer at in-service training workshops
for teachers in public school districts in north
ern Arizona, and he conducts seminars for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs’ local school boards.

19 6 4
30th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Curt Kampmeier, a certified manage
ment consultant in Columbus, is listed in the
1993-1994 edition of Who’s Who in the World.

Secretaries: Russell & Jane Welton Yamazaki,
1040 Berkshire, Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230.

19 6 3
Our 30th reunion last June was wellattended and a big success. Among those who
returned were some of our former football
heroes. Reggie Williams, a retired air force
colonel, now works as a business executive in
San Antonio, TX, and came with his wife, Buzz,
and their daughter Carrie ’94. Doug Hole,
another retired air force colonel, also returned.
He now resides in Annapolis, MD. Jim “Jet”
Turner and his wife, Sharron, also joined us.
Others attending the reunion included
Rich and Joan Isaly Barnett, who live in
Charlottesville, VA, where Rich is an associate
professor of history at the U of Virginia and
Joan teaches French in a private school; Jim

—^
Toedtman, who has had a long career in news
paper journalism and is now an editor of New
York Newsday; and Liz Hammer Snyder, who
came from Eau Claire, WI. George Browne,
who recently became faculty athletics represen
tative at Seton Hall U in South Orange, NJ, came
back, as did Richard Prince, a professor at East
Stroudsburg U in Pennsylvania. Bill and Nancy
Hartzell Brosius came from Sellersville, PA,
and Peter Boeve came from Ann Arbor, MI,
where he is a minister.
Also present was Ken Harker, who is an
attorney living in Garland, TX, and Lynne
Larson Cleverdon, who is an instructor, coun
selor, and administrator at the Southern Illinois
U School of Medicine in Springfield. John
Weckesser came from Santa Fe, NM, where he
is chairman of the department of performing
arts at the College of Santa Fe. A number of oth
ers joined us, and none of us looked any older.
We had a great time!
Bill Riggs is associate professor and
director of management at the Georgia Institute
of Technology School of Management in Atlanta.
He and his wife, Renate, have two children: Eric
and Karin Woessner ’92.

Secretary: Ann McKenrick Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd., Timonium, MD 21093.

19 62
Well, you’ve been saved by the Christmas
letters! Space does not permit me to put in all of
the details, but here are the highlights.
Ann Walker, a professor of chemistry at
the U of Arizona, has written “NMR of Iron
Porphyrins” for a Berliner and Reuben series
and “Biological Magnetic Resonance” and “Iron
Porphyrin Chemistry” for the Encyclopedia of
Inorganic Chemistry. In addition, she has been
writing grant proposals and has been successful
in getting some dollars for the effort. Based on
my experience, that is a major accomplishment
by itself! She also presented a talk at the Chianti
Workshop on magnetic resonation in San
Miniato, Italy. While there, she took the oppor
tunity to travel in Europe.
Carolyn Childs Shadle is at
SUNY/Empire State College as assistant profes
sor and director of the residency-based manage
ment program. She has completed (with a co
author) a book, The Changing Outplacement
Process, which was published this spring by
Greenwood Publications. She is also writing
articles and giving presentations on this topic.
She will be teaching at the Chautauqua Institute
this summer and hopes to do some outplace
ment research in England as well. Husband Bill
ls in the remodeling business, daughter Ellen is
breaking into the dance world in Boston, MA,
and daughter Susan is working on her doctoral
dissertation at Johns Hopkins U in chemistry.
Peter Koester’s daughter, Susan, received
her Ph.D. in neuroscience from Washington U in
St. Louis this past year and is now doing
research at the Salk Institute. Her younger sister,
Sara ’93, is teaching eighth-grade English in
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Alvin, TX. Wife Priscilla was working toward a
Ph.D. in nursing as well, but a major fire at their
home postponed this effort. There were no
injuries, and they hope to be back in their
rebuilt home by now. As if that were not enough,
Peter worked for IBM Federal Systems for more
than 31 years. That arm has been sold to Loral
Corporation, and Peter will now be their
employee. He has been providing software sup
port for the Space Shuttle. He is also the founder
and current president of the local Habitat for
Humanity affiliate. They plan a “blitz build”
week to build three homes this year as part of
their target of five. We hope you are successful in
this and that your new job and rebuilt home
exceed your expectations.
It sounds like Peter and Carolyn should
get in touch with Jane Mallory Park. She and
husband Justin are in England, where Justin
worked for IBM Federal Systems. He is in the
process of switching to Loral Corporation
employment after 30-plus years with IBM. We
had a great visit when the Parks were stateside
for the holidays. Unfortunately, they had to
return in January when Jane’s mother passed
away. We send our condolences to you, Jane.
If you didn’t send a Christmas letter, you
could send a letter with summer news. Have a
great spring and summer!

Secretary: Linda Park, P.O. Box 6631, Cleveland,
OH 44101.

19 6 1
“The scenery is pretty unspectacular, but
the people are nice!” That’s the way Tressa
Mahy Mangum describes her new hometown of
Wichita Falls, TX. Her husband, Rob, is the pas
tor of a church there, and she misses the moun
tain views near her former home in Colorado.
Tressa works at the area food bank, which pro
vides food to more than 100 agencies in a
several-county region.
Bill and Carolyn Peirce Konnert marvel
at the perception that everyone is a year older
than they were last year except the two of them!
Carolyn is still service director for the Multiple
Sclerosis Society, and her chapter just received
two of the six national service awards given
annually. Bill is working on the second edition
of his school “Super intendency” book and
advising a host of doctoral students at Kent State
U. Last summer, he and his partner won the
county tennis tournament, but he admits that
they participated in the “seniors” division!
Last September, Bob Pisor survived a 55mph auto crash, while the woman who ran the
stop sign in front of the truck in which Bob was
riding did not. From late September through
early November, he was press secretary for
Detroit mayoral candidate Sharon McPhail,
working 16-18 hours a day, seven days a week.
He is the first to admit that you can do this type
of thing for only a couple of months at a time,
and he is now back at his writing studio near
Leland (300 miles northwest of Detroit), strug
gling with fiction and hoping to find a formula
that will let him sell a book.

Frances Johnston writes that she enjoys
being on the board of directors of the
Professional Convention Management
Association and a member of the annual meet
ing program committee. Her work involves a lot
of travel.
Secretary: Larry Vodra, 51 High Ridge Rd.,

Brookfield, CT 06804.

19 6 0
Please don’t wait until our reunion in
1995 to send in news. Let’s hear from you now\

Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr., NW, Canton, OH 44718.

19 5 9
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Hl35th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Since you haven’t written, we assume you
are saving your news until our reunion in June.
Please make plans to be there and renew friend
ships.

Secretary: Gretchen Yant Robinson, 608 Conley
Ave., Ada, OH 45810.

19 5 8
Christmas found our mailboxes empty.
No news from our classmates. It would be great
if those who neglected to return the reunion
questionnaire would send us some news. Don’t
wait four more years! Let us hear from you now.

Secretaries: Bob Carter, 1407 W. Sherwin, #2-N,
Chicago, IL 60626; Bonnie Acton Moccio, 154
Highland Ave., Westfield, MA 01085.

19 5 7
Bob and Marilyn Cogan Eisenhardt are
settled in their new home in Alexandria, VA.
Although they miss their Ann Arbor, MI,
friends, the Eisenhardts are enjoying life in the
Washington area. Marilyn is now teaching
French at Galluadet U and, as a result, is learn
ing American Sign Language.
Sympathy of the class is extended to
Wilson Wright, whose wife, Chris Unger
Wright died on November 17,1993 (see obitu
aries). A talented and caring person, Chris will
be missed by all who knew her. Wilson will con
tinue to work as operations coordinator for
CEDA NW, a non-profit social service agency in
northwest Chicago, where Chris directed most
of her effort in social work. His address is 304 S.
Wilshire Lane, Arlington Heights, IL 60004.

Secretary: Kathryn Demmon Cilimburg, 28223
Bassett Rd., Westlake, OH 44145.
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19 5 6
This must have been an uneventful win
ter: no news from classmates. Write and let your
secretary know about your summer plans or just
share the happenings in your life.
Secretary: Janice Douglas Grim, 17867 E.

Lincoln Way, Dalton, OH 44618.

19 5 5
Marilynn Roth Fliotsos writes, “Because
of so much traveling, we did not want to care for
a house,” so now she and George have an apart
ment in Florida. Their new address is 780-C
Brittany Dr., Indialantic, FL 32903. Besides
moving in October, the Fliotsoses spent two
weeks in Portugal and five weeks in Spain in the
spring and managed to attend two Elderhostels
during the summer and one in the fall. Marilynn
asks, “Can you tell we really enjoy Elderhostels?”
After working 19 years with Parents with
out Partners, Nancy Mutch Donald decided to
leave the group. Almost immediately she was
asked to join the Rochester Singletons of
Rochester, NY. She now helps put out their
newsletter. In July, Nancy enjoyed a dinner
cruise on the Genesee River and Erie Canal with
other Woosterites. She also traveled to New
Jersey to be with family, including her sister,
Mary Todt ’54. This summer, Nancy spent a few
weeks in Michigan, at which time she was a cho
rus member in a production of Kiss Me Kate.
Keep those letters coming.

Secretary: Faith Omans Reynolds, Merrell
Tavern Inn, P.O. Box 318, South Lee, MA 01260.

19 5 4
n 40th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Our environmentalist classmate, Fred
Cropp, has been named to the Wayne County
Solid Waste District Policy Committee.
News from classmates has been sparse,
almost nonexistent, but maybe that means you
plan to be on campus to celebrate our 40th!

Secretary: Richard Sheppard, Box 264, Suttons
Bay, MI 49682.

19 5 3
As I (Don) write this, another aftershock
has just rumbled through the area, and scientists
have upgraded our big one to 6.8 and are trying
to understand why so much damage was caused.
One reason is that we experienced a thrust,
rather than a slip fault. I leave it to the geology
majors to explain why that matters so much.
The area damaged by the quake borders on that
burned by the huge fires of autumn. Our own
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community was generally untouched by either
disaster, but we find living in this area does keep
one alert.
Mark and Pris Gallinger Allen moved
back to Pennsylvania from the LA area just in
time to escape the quake excitement. Of course,
they arrived in the midst of one of the ferocious
winter storms that dropped the temperature and
lots of snow in the Scranton area just as their
moving van was set to unload. They are in tem
porary quarters while their retirement log cabin
is being built in the woods. They insist it will be
large enough to handle all visitors and snug
beyond belief. Their current address is 405
Applewood Acres, #1704, Clark Summit, PA
18411. By August, the Allens’ dream log house
will be open at R.R. 1 90C, New Milford, PA
18834. Now that Mark has also retired, the
Allens look forward to being nearer their chil
dren and being able to relax and enjoy life with a
more leisurely approach.
Near Portland, OR, John Flarland is serv
ing presently as director of outreach and calling
for the Rose City Presbyterian Church. He
retired in 1986 from the Lake Grove
Presbyterian Church, where he had served in the
same Portland area since 1973. Then, he served
the Union Church in Tokyo, Japan. Prior to that
he had served in the Presbyterian Church in
Holley, NY; Southminster in Washington, DC,
where he was the organizing pastor; and Boone
Memorial in Caldwell, ID.
Among the things that John remembers
from Wooster are Sixth Section and the friends
in Kenarden. He joins many in mentioning the
lectures by Dr. Eileen Dunham and the English
classes by Professor Freddie Moore, especially
those on Moby Dick and Melville. On his
reunion form, John lists eight children. I
remember that no one was ready to claim the
prize for the most grandchildren at our 30th
reunion. If John had been there, I think he
would have made up for some of the rest of us.
It is nearing Valentine’s Day as I write
this, and the romantic side of Wooster emerges
as I view the number of respondents who men
tion having discovered and courted their wives
there. David “D.D.” Mellon is one of them, In
fact, finding Nancy (Orahood ’56) is his premier
memory. Marching over the hill into the stadium
in his kilts with the Scot Band is second to that,
followed by goofing off in Fourth Section and
playing intramural sports.
On January 1, Dave became an emeritus
executive minister of the New Britain Area
Conference of Churches in Connecticut. That
suggests he has retired, but as one views the
active life he has led, 1can only imagine he has
time now for many new projects. The new
retirement address for Dave and Nancy is 40
Ichabod Rd., Simsbury, CT 06070.
His involvement in church and communi
ty affairs touches on almost every need in mod
ern society: hazardous waste, elderly, lowincome nutrition, community mental health,
institutional ethics, and homelessness.
Frequently, he has served as chairperson of
committees dealing with these problems. He
also served as a member of the governing board
of the National Council of Churches and the

governor’s energy task force, and he was co
chair of Hartford’s interfaith committee for
Soviet Jewry. Dave was executive producer and
host of the monthly TV program, “Celebrate.”
He also wrote a handbook for church school use.
Most recently, he received awards for his ser
vices from the Salvation Army, United Way, and
New Britain Public Schools.
I just hope he finds time to dance in
retirement. My dominant image of him is as the
smoothest dancer I have ever seen. Any dance
was enhanced by seeing him flow across the
floor as if not touching it. No, I don’t think Dave
will settle for a less active life. I think he’ll keep
hearing the beat and gliding on.
Jack Holt is another one of the romantics,
remembering fondly his courtship of Joan
(Tannehill ’55). He also has pleasant memories
of Mose Hole and all events related to basketball.
The same can be said for all of us who saw him
play in the small gym. Amazing how sharp the
images can be of Holt to Rhamey, Rhamey to
Holt, and to and from Felty, and playing Rio
Grande College with the high-scoring media
phenom on their team.
Jack has spent most of his life in the
Youngstown area, working at the Home Savings
and Loan, of which he became president in
1991. His 37 years with that bank are matched
with his years as a volunteer for United Way, and
other community and vocational activities.

Secretaries: Nona Suzanne Williston Coates,
2455 N. Avenida San Valle, Tucson, AZ 85715;
Donald Orr, 13460 Marlette Dr., La Mirada, CA
90638.

19 5 2
Paul Steiner retired as superintendent of
Perry Township Schools in 1983. His retirement
from public education lasted three months,
before he accepted his present position as head
of the education department at Walsh College.
He and Marge (Kunart) enjoy visiting their
children and grandchildren.
Lou Wollenberg and his wife, Lou, still
live in Sedalia, MO, and extend an invitation to
classmates who are traveling in the area to stop
by. Lou continues his pastorate at Broadway
Presbyterian Church and serves as president of
the board of directors of Missouri Valley College
in Marshall. Last year, he traveled to Japan and
Korea on college business and had a great time.
This summer, Lou hopes to study again at St.
Andrews U in Scotland. “The skirl of the pipes
really got to me,” he writes.
Secretaries: Jeanne Milanette Merlanti, 250
Barton Shore Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48105; Warren
M. Swager, Jr., 112 Bieler Lane, Sheridan, MT

59749.

19 5 1
Word came in late January from the Rev.
Jean Howard Morton, widow of Bill, of both a
new address and a new church “call.” She told
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me (Roy) that she had moved from the home
she and Bill had shared in Larchmont, NY, over
looking the Long Island Sound, to a new home
in the community next door: 685 Barrymore
Ln., Mamaroneck, NY 10543. She kindly provid
ed us with her unlisted phone: 914-698-4887. All
of this, of course, keeps Jean living in her native
county of Westchester. The move came in
November, and her vital address book became a
casualty of the move. As of late January, it still
was not found, so she had to recreate one.
Jean’s Larchmont home of 20 years had
become too big for her, she said, expressing joy
at her good luck in finding a replacement home
she loved right away. It is smaller, less expensive,
11 years old and with a “wonderful water view”
(Long Island Sound). “The backyard looks out
over a portion of marsh with tall plumes of
marsh grass, to a sweeping inlet of salt water
called the Mill Pond.” In the distance, beyond a
couple of homes, she sees the open waters of the
Sound. This view can be seen from her family
room, eat-in kitchen and sunroom, all of which
have a deck in front of them.
In July, Jean served as program vice presi
dent for the International Association of Women
Ministers’ annual meeting at Stony Point Center,
NY. Her big day, however, came in September,
when she began her new job as pastor of the
Eastchester (NY) Presbyterian Church, a small
one just a 15-minute drive from home. Good for
you, Jean!
The City of Wooster proudly claims
among its many institutions and businesses a
church-related, non-profit combination nursing
home and retirement community rated the
second-best in Ohio (after the Presbyterianoperated Breckenridge Village in the Cleveland
suburb of Willoughby). It is called West View
Manor, and it has been the final address for
many Wooster faculty, administration and staff
members, among others. Currently serving as
vice chairman of the Manor’s all-volunteer
board of managers is our own John B. Monroe.
A newsy note arrived in November at the
Adams pad from scribe-in-kind Janice Wilson
George (Class o f’50 secretary) in Northfield,
MN, enclosing the latest on our own Art
Merrill, professor of Old Testament theology
and director of library services at United
Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities.
In January, 1993, Art visited Tunisia to see
his son, who is with the U.S. Embassy, and also
to see the marvelous Roman mosaics in Tunis.
From May 20 to June 1, Art and a faculty col
league led a study tour to the Holy Land with 25
participants, most of whom were students and
graduates of the Seminary. Since September, Art
has been on sabbatical, writing a book about the
mosaics of Israel. The first part of the sabbatical
ended in January of this year with a trip to Italy
and Greece, on which he was accompanied by
his wife, Margaret, who is interim executive
presbyter of John Knox Presbytery, Richland
Center, WI. Art has been a member of the
Seminary’s resident faculty since 1958. He
teaches and does research in the areas of Biblical
interpretation, Pentateuchal tradition, and the
inter-relation of community and tradition. He
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has been installed as the Seminary’s first Harry
C. Piper, Jr., Chair of Biblical interpretation.
Heartiest congrats from your ’51 classmates,
Arthur. (The Merrills live at 214 Windsor Ct.,
New Brighton, MN 55112.)
A Christmas letter arrived from the Rev.
Herb Anderson, pastor of New York’s historic
Brick Presbyterian Church, where he has been
senior pastor since November 5,1978. Herb
noted that he and his wife, Mary Lou (Smyser
’54), “are beginning to think seriously about
retirement. In three years, D.VT
In November, Brick Church had a 15th
anniversary party for the Andersons, which
Herb took to be a “hint to think about retire
ment!” The church is 225 years old (that com
putes to 1768 — Wow!) In its “Record” newslet
ter, featuring a fine photo of the Andersons,
Herb is commended for his “participation in the
affairs of our denomination and community,
including notable service as first chairman of
the Board of Trustees of the Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) Foundation, as well as of the
committee organizing the Bicentennial
Celebration of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),
as well, too, of the Board of Trustees of
McCormick Theological Seminary (Chicago).”
Herb also serves as a trustee of Union Theolo
gical Seminary (NY), Warren Wilson College,
and the Auburn Theological Seminary (AL).
The Rev. Bill Lankton, retired, has been
published! I heard from Bill in mid-January. He
noted that he was editor of a collection of writ
ten oral history stories about Presbyterian
Church Camp/Conference leaders. The book,
Memories and Stories, grew out of Lynn
(Wunder) and Bill’s 27-year membership with
the national Presbyterian Church camping orga
nization. The tales begin in the 1940s and touch
on folk from both the old “Northern” and
“Southern” arms of the Presbyterian Church
prior to merger. Bill says, “Fortunately, I knew
almost all of them personally.” The book is avail
able from General Assembly headquarters in
Louisville, KY. Bill and Lynn live at 204
Kentucky Ave., Park Forest, IL 60466.
I (Priscilla) am sure I can speak for the
class in sending sympathy to Web and Nancy
Bachtell Lewis on the untimely death of their
son, Jim, in December. Friends can contact them
at 709 Pinehurst Dr., Chapel Hill, NC 27514.
It was good to hear from Jim and Ruth
Reinhardt Dickson, long-time residents of
Camp Hill, PA. They reported that they are
grandparents of fraternal twin girls, as of last
August. Also being the grandparent of twin girls
(who are now four years old), I think it’s fasci
nating to watch two children of the same age
grow up together, observing how they interact
with each other at a very early age. Any other
grandparents of twins in the class?

Secretaries: Roy W. Adams, 12500 Edgewater
Dr., #308, Lakewood, OH 44107; Priscilla Miller
Hart, 5051 Eliot’s OakRd., Columbia, MD 21044.

19 5 0
Woe is me! At Christmas time I (Janice)
received pleas from two of my regular corre
spondents (and my husband, Bill ’48) that
they’re tired of reading about themselves in the
’50 column and think that their classmates prob
ably are, too. Well, how about it? Let’s hear from
those who don’t write: 95 percent of the class.
Surveys show that the Class Notes are the first
and most closely read section by Wooster read
ers. Jean and I are “equal opportunity” scribes,
but we need to hear from you before we can pass
on your news. I know that many feel that their
lives are the “same old, same old,” but many of
us are retiring, and surely there is news of new
homes, hobbies, avocations, dream trips or vol
unteer activities to contemplate. It is somehow
reassuring to feel the normalcy in sharing our
trials, tribulations, and traumas, involving deci
sion-making, major illness, and surgeries which
occur more frequently these days.
That said, I do have news to share from
three infrequent correspondents. Dick and Elsie
Weimer Hoffs Christmas epistle stated “Dick is
alive” and recounted a blessed miracle of
medicine and prayerful support during Dick’s
life-threatening episode in the summer of 1993.
His blood disorder has to be watched carefully,
but he has been able to resume some activities,
and Elsie has returned to work at Shelterhouse.
Thanksgiving was a truly thankful celebration
with family members, and the Hoffs anticipated
that all the family would be home for Christmas.
Bruce and Ruthanne Cooper Love’s note
told a wonderful tale of a wish come true, com
plete with picture. Bruce, who — with his sons
— has been a model railroader for years, had
long wished for a caboose. Christmas, 1992,
brought him a miniature one made by his son,
John. On an Easter trip in 1993, Bruce added the
RuthAnnArbor car to the Love Line. The picture
shows two grandchildren riding behind the lawn
tractor which is pulling the train. Ruthanne says
that in season it hauls firewood to stoke their
fireplace. Summer trips to British Columbia and
the Midwest included visits with John and Barb
Bole Koenig and Ellie Morris Macmillan.
It is with sadness that I share news of the
death of Barb Cross Cameron’s husband,
Donald, on February 2,1994. Don succumbed
after a brief, painful battle with pancreatic can
cer complicated by diabetes. Barb and Don had
moved to Franklin, TN, two years ago, after his
retirement from Chevron Oil in California. They
would have celebrated their 40th wedding
anniversary in June. Don is also survived by his
mother in Maine, and children, Ken in Los
Angeles, CA, and Dorothy in New York, NY.
Barb says that family and new friends in
Tennessee have been very supportive, and she
will continue to relive many happy memories of
their life together, including living abroad for 12
years in Saudi Arabia and England.
Happy news came from Mim Myers
English that she joined the rank of grandpar
ents in November. Grandson Sam was born to
daughter Katie Reinhart ’85 in Virginia, where
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his daddy, Doug, is in law school at the College
of William & Mary. Mim’s other daughter, Jenny,
resides in Winston-Salem, NC.
We extend sympathy of the class to
Juanita “Mac” McConnell Ruffier, whose hus
band, Paul, died last summer.
From their new home in Florence, AZ,
Dick Lupke writes that at the end of January he
retired as Clerk of Superior Court in St. Johns, a
post he had held for 12 years and 10 months. He
still serves on the weekend at Apache Junction’s
John Calvin Presbyterian Church, and he visits
the homebound and nursing homes and is liturgist for the two Sunday services during snow
bird season. His wife, Suzanne, has left county
government to be a full-time real estate agent.
The Lupkes attended the inauguration of Bill
Clinton.
Secretaries: Janice Wilson George, 45 Fareway
Dr., Northfield, MN 55057; Jean Dutch Webster,

7611 Eagle Creek Dr., Dayton, OH 45459.

19 4 9
sJ45th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
After retiring from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service in
October, 1992, Bobbie Huettich Daugherty
took specialized training in scenic design for
community theater. Now a free-lance scenic
designer, she has done work for The Piano
Lesson, produced by Dayton’s Rente Theater
Ensemble and has performed in the Futurefest
’93 at the Dayton Playhouse. She is also an advi
sor for the children’s theater class at Sinclair
Community College. A reoccurrence of cancer
has caused her to cut back on her theater work
for a while, but she plans to be back on the
boards soon. We send you our best wishes,
Bobbie.

Bob Olsen and Bill Watkins.

Hiking is a favorite pastime of Bob Olsen
and Bill Watkins. In 1992, they hiked the Grand
Canyon rim to rim, and in 1993, they hiked in
the Havasupai Canyon (see photo).
Secretary: Lloyd Vandersall, 1448 S. Kohler Rd„

Orrville, OH 44667.
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19 4 8
Although it was a wonderful Christmas,
my mailbox was not filled with enough news
from you. However, I did hear from Mel Snyder
McDonald, who promises some interesting
news when she returns from leading a travel
group to Austria, the Czech Republic, and
Slovakia in May. Just getting there and back
should be very interesting!
Allen “Red” Valentine sent a postcard
from Kenya, where he was part of a marathon
birding group that has crossed the equator four
times. He added 500-plus new birds to his life
list. Such a couch potato.
From the kitchen of Dick and Elizabeth
“Birdie” Lawrence Frey comes the purr of con
tentment. Finally, the remodeling is finished,
and the Freys are delighted. Considering the list
of their church and civic activities in Speedway,
IN, one wonders if they’ll ever be home to enjoy
it. The class o f’48 does not lack energy.
Rhoe (’47) and Liz Baker Benson attend
ed the opening of the new Gault Alumni Center
and wrote, “It is absolutely gorgeous — every
thing is restored to its previous glory.” The old
Merz Hall has certainly blossomed, like all of us.
From Tucson, AZ, Kathy Lautenschlager
Haun writes that her joyous Christmas season
was topped by a trip to Hawaii for the wedding
of her son. What a great way to start the New
Year. Proving that, in addition to energy, our
class also has humor, she and her husband,
James ’53, have named their houseboat
“Lollipop” because it’s a good ship. And no,
you are not too young to get the joke!

Secretaries: Joyce Jarman Little, 130 Center St.,
7A, Chardon, OH 44024.

19 4 7
The column opens on a sad note this
spring. Perhaps you read in the Summer issue of
Wooster of the death of Bill Johns’ wife, Mariana
Pauli Johns ’48, on April 9,1993. May these few
words express our sympathy to Bill and his fam
ily in their great loss.
For me (Cornelia) it was a personal loss.
Mariana was my little sister in ’45, and it was
for me a perfect match. She retained a special
place in my heart all these years. I’ll always
remember her and Bill together just as they
were 50 years ago.
It’s time to catch up on Christmas letters.
In Florida, Rich and Liz Webster Van Wagoner
are feeling up after some health downs and
remembering with pleasure their ’93 trip to New
Zealand. Liz was off to Israel this March with a
group from their hometown, Vero Beach.
Ev (’48) and Martha (Stoll ’49) Ballard,
whom we claim in ’47, spent Easter with Ron
and Dede Bender Seaton in Hinton, WV, where
they also saw Yvonne and Cy Satow ’49. Cy and
Ron share the surgical practice at the county
hospital. The Seatons were in Wray last
summer for a short but welcome visit with
the Neuswangers.

Dave and Viv Douglas Smith had visits
from Dottie Campbell Hallett and Allan and
Bunny Eberling Beek; Dave and Viv were
volunteer drivers of the RV that went along
with Sunrayce ’93 last June. The race featured
solar-powered cars in a run from Dallas to
Minneapolis.
More travelers: Paul and Mary Baker
Dickerson were in Holland, MI, in May for the
tulip festival and in the Dakotas for Paul’s
infantry reunion in the fall.
Dick and Linda Wells Ellsworth are
enjoying their new home on Buckeye Lake in
Ohio. Although they’re both still working, they
take time to enjoy the sunsets and great blue
herons.
Betty Guinther Budd didn’t let knee
surgery last winter slow her down. In fact, she
recovered so well that she spent two weeks at an
Elderhostel in Atlanta, GA, and later toured
southern Italy and Sicily.
We send our sympathy to Mary Lewis,
who lost her mother in September. Through
Lewie’s letters many of us felt we knew “Rosie;”
we’ll miss her, too.
Dick and Ruth Swan Steffen are the most
unretired retirees in Stevens Point, WI, for sure.
Reunions and university and community activi
ties and service kept them running in ’93.
From Texas, meanwhile, Ruth Pier
Putchat writes of her 50th high school class
reunion in Rochester, NY, which both she and
Betty Baker Stevens attended. Barb Eicher
Thomas concurs with Ruth and a lot of you that
50th high school class get-togethers are fun; hers
was in Lakewood. Barb has a new granddaugh
ter, a little doll who was born on July 15,1993.
She has two older sisters to help watch over her.
Bill and Helen Willier Disser’s Bonanza
took them far from Saratoga, CA, last year.
Round trips to Florida and Maryland, a
Bonanza convention in Reno, NV, and a 40th
wedding anniversary trip to Monterey, CA, were
among their flights.
Our Hawaiians, Maurice and Hope Yee
Lee, now have six grandchildren. Hope, too,
went to her 50th high school reunion in Cincin
nati in October. She and Maurice topped it off
with a two-week trip through Nova Scotia and
Maine.
News of the death of Frank Williams, hus
band of Marilyn Anderson Williams, reached
me in February. Frank died as he was helping
the custodian clear ice from the gutters of his
church, First Presbyterian of Levittown, NY.
Frank had been well and in apparent good
health until that moment. He had retired from
his work as an electrical engineer in 1987 but
continued to be an active volunteer in his church
and community. The class extends its sympathy
to Marilyn in her grievous loss, yet we rejoice
with her in the hope of her faith.
Just as we were wondering about our
California classmates, news arrived from some
of them. Portia Robinson Spurney wrote from
Rancho Palos Verdes that “We have only had
some wake-up calls because of shaking beds and
rattling shutters.” She added that the entire area
was mobilized for volunteer help.
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Gloria Bush Bouman, of San Clemente,
was on the high seas returning from a 16-day
cruise to Hawaii. The whole family was together.
Tune in to the Summer issue for more news.
Tom and Ruth (Lautzenheiser ’48)
Maxwell live at Thousand Oaks, close to the epi
center of January’s quake. Tom wrote that “on
January 10, we were rudely awakened with a
twisting that I likened to the Great Chiropractor
in the Sky adjusting everyone’s spines.” The
homeless friends he stayed with in the church
social hall “declared they would sleep under no
more bridges.. . . The damage we personally
sustained was very minor.”
At Seal Beach, about 50 miles south of
Northridge, Jim Grifone says that he and Louise
survived the quake with frayed nerves but are
otherwise all right.
A great letter came from Cam and
Lorraine Duckworth Lyon, in Orinda, next
door to Oakland. We’ll tell you about it in the
next column.
Thanks for your prompt letters,
Californians. We would also like to hear from
Tomoko Fukui Tamura at Sherman Oaks,
Edith Itano Tanoka and Bette Conway
O’Leary in Los Angeles, and Bunny Beek at
Newport Beach.

Secretaries: Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger,
32141 S. Railway, Wray CO 80758; Dale
Blocher, 356 Valley Forge Rd., West Palm Beach,
FL 33405.

19 4 6
Regretfully, we report the death of
Margaret S. Ronaldson, a retired minister, on
January 3,1994.

Secretary: Joanne Bender Regenhardt, 2289
Via Munera, La Jolla, CA 92037.

19 4 5
Reading your Christmas notes has
brought a pleasant warmth to a sub-zero day.
Esther Swinney Frederick had an event
ful year. In the spring she toured England and
Scotland, even getting to the Hebrides. Then she
enjoyed America’s beauty at a wedding on Lake
Tahoe. Esther visited family in Michigan regu
larly but still had time to attend five Ohio Light
Opera performances at the College. I’m sure
we can count on seeing Esther in Wooster in
June ’95.
From warm, sunny Tucson, AZ, came
news and a picture of Harry and Nancy Helm
Hueston. They look wonderful, so that climate
must agree with them. Nan tutors fourth
graders. The Huestons walk a lot, hike some,
square dance, and travel. This land continues to
fascinate them, and this year they visited the
Canadian Rockies and Death Valley. I hope
Wooster is on their ’95 itinerary.
Peg Miller Simon, who had a quiet,
Pleasant year, took time out for a cataract operatlQn. She is still in the old homestead in
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Boardman. Son Gary has an interesting job at
the Youngstown Public Library, so the Simons
have put off their move to Columbus for the
time being.
We keep in touch with Bill Brooks, wid
ower of Betty (Marr). He has been to Oregon,
North Carolina, and Kentucky lately but finds
that traveling alone leaves much to be desired.
His son, Bill, Jr., was married in October.
Curt and Jeanne Haffa McKown had a
great time visiting Curt’s three brothers in
California. While traveling through New
England, they had a lobster dinner with the
Garnetts. Coming home from an Elderhostel in
Georgia, they got caught in a storm and spent
the night on the floor of a school. On December
20,1993, Curt and Jeanne celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary with their wonderful
family.
After 42 years, Ed (’48) and Sally Lantz
Gorcyca have deep roots in Texas City, TX.
During the last year they were on campus for a
week, and Sally says it’s still the most beautiful,
peaceful oasis to return to. Over the past year
the Gorcycas spent time with each of their four
children in different parts of the country.
Jeanne Roberts Flegel feels fine since she
has been seeing a rheumatologist after an
arthritic attack last spring. She attended three
plays at Stratford, Ontario, and loves it there.
Since her church has a new computer digital
organ, perhaps it will be easier for Jeanne to
attend our reunion in June ’95.
With two new knees and now a successful
hip replacement, Emily Kuhles Infield is walk
ing very well and with much less pain. She is
once again active in her church, gives book
reviews, plays bridge, and serves on our
anniversary reunion committee. Ernie hunted
prairie chickens in Nebraska and continues to
write for the Wooster Daily Record.
Jeanne Swan Garnett has two new
grandchildren since last Christmas, making the
total eighteen. Gordon and Swannie enjoyed a
week’s skiing in Colorado before they took off on
a Craft World Tour with sixteen others through
China, visiting people and enjoying their beauti
ful crafts. With a special visa, the group could
stop anywhere, so they spent two nights in a
matriarchal society village (no running water or
electricity) on a lake at ten thousand feet. A
young schoolgirl invited Jeanne into her home,
where she had a cup of tea and tried to commu
nicate but with little success; however, Jeanne
considers the girl her friend. The Garnetts spent
the summer in Maine, where Gordon grew his
dahlias and Jeanne finished a quilt she began
making ten years ago. This active, loving family
gathered 36-strong around the 1993 holiday
table.
What a nice surprise to get a letter from
Eugene Neff, in Phoenix, AZ. He met his wife,
Doris (Beyer ’46), at Wooster, and they lived in
the Taylor Units for married students until he
graduated in February, 1948. Gene wrote about
meeting some pastors in the area with close ties
to Wooster.
Perhaps classmates will remember Glenn
Carlson. He was instrumental in getting
Crosswinds, a new church development, off the

ground in Phoenix, AZ. Also at Crosswinds was
Doug Wright ’49. Gene, Glenn, and Doug con
sidered singing the “Wooster Love Song” for the
congregation but had second thoughts. The
Neffs have lived in Phoenix for 22 years. They
have a son in North Olmsted and a daughter in
Cave Creek, AZ. Doris, a retired medical techni
cian, is now a volunteer docent at the Phoenix
Desert Botanical Garden. Since retiring as city
administrator for the City of Phoenix, Gene is
deep into genealogy and will publish the results
of his ongoing search some time in the future.
Secretary: Virginia Kroehle Wengatz, 7450

West 130th St., Cleveland, OH 44130.
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J3J50th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Rachel Shobert Taylor’s address was
omitted from the class directory that was mailed
to members of our class. Her address is 1946 W.
Highland Ave., Wooster, OH 44691-9070. Rachel
looks forward to seeing classmates in Wooster
for the 50th reunion.
By now you should be very familiar with
our plans for June 2-5, and there should be a big
red mark on your calendar indicating that you
plan to come. In all likelihood, those dates will
witness the biggest chunk of our class assembled
in one place since we left Wooster. It is an occa
sion not to be missed. Our reunion committee is
working hard to guarantee that you’ll have a fine
time, so be sure to come, even if it is only for a
day or two. Don’t risk having regrets later when
you hear about all those who came and how
much they enjoyed themselves.
News from the men is scant this issue.
What’s the best way to fill in the gaps? You
guessed it! Male call this time went to Andy
Lowry. I (Russ) tried to locate Vance Mitchell,
too. At last report he was in Vancouver. But he
doesn’t have a telephone there, listed or unlisted,
nor is he in the city directory, so I gave up.
Anyone know where he is hanging out these
days?
Andy Lowry is retired now and living in
Lake Geneva, WI. He still “fills pulpits” on a
part-time basis and reports that he’s in excellent
health. He and his wife, Dorothy, had just
returned from a visit to their children in Texas.
They have two there and one in Chicago, IL. The
Lowrys found the Texas weather cool and rainy
but a lot warmer than Wisconsin (or anywhere
on the East Coast, I might add). There are not
many Wooster people up his way, and Andy
hasn’t been in Wooster since he stopped with a
youth group for a visit in 1983. As you may
recall, he was only with us at Wooster for a year,
but I tried to impress upon him how glad all his
friends would be to see him again if he could
join us in June.
Given the paucity of male news, I thought
I’d tuck in a note about an available respondent,
me. My wife, Neale, and I just moved into
Cartmel Retirement Community in southeast
ern Pennsylvania. We had no trouble making the
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55-year age minimum. One nice side benefit is
that were not far from the winter home of Bill
and Pat (Workman ’46) Foxx in West Chester,
PA. We had a very pleasant evening with them
just before they took off for their winter retreat
in Florida. Great timing, Bill! The winter here
has been brutal. The neighbors are accusing us
of importing it from New Hampshire, but by the
time you read this the ice may have melted, and
the flowers in the property next door, Longwood
Gardens, should be in bloom and all that snow
and cold forgotten. I am still doing light consult
ing for Campbell Soup, Coca-Cola, Duracell
Batteries, and Cross Pens but trying to taper
off. At least that was the New Year’s resolution
for 1994.
I’ll sign off with the class rallying cry (if it
wasn’t then, it is now): Be there!
Secretaries: Helen Hibbs Bingaman, 8346 E.
Deer Circle, Mesa, AZ 85208; Russell Haley, 53

Ulverston Dr., Kennett Square, PA 19348.
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Did you notice in the ’42 class notes last
issue that Harry and Ginny (Lee ’42) Bigelow
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary by
taking a cruise on the largest ship in the
Caribbean? It was a gift from their daughters.
I didn’t tell you before about our (Ida and
Les’s) gift from our sons for our 50th wedding
anniversary last summer. They gave us a hot air
balloon ride, which we took in the vicinity of
our cottage at Fair Haven, NY. We loved it!
A note from Tillie Walker MacDonald’s
Christmas letter: Last April she and “Mac” (Rod
’42) cruised through the Panama Canal. Their
table companion was born in Wooster and was
Prexy Wishart’s niece!
In October, Chuck and Pris Hughes
Sommers went to New Jersey to see their
daughter and, on the way, stopped overnight
with Betty Harper LeVan. Betty writes, “We reuned a bit more!”
Lois Wilson Scott and Tom Schmied
played in the National Bridge Championship in
Seattle, WA. They didn’t win much but enjoyed
the lovely city with lots of great restaurants. Lois
said her next big trip will be to Hong Kong,
where daughter Vickie is moving for four years.
A couple of excerpts from the Christmas
letter of Alice Robbins McVetty-Vars ’44, whom
we consider part of our class: She mentioned
buying hundreds of books this year, saying,
“Books provide me a major means of
excitement, coming alive to ideas; discovery of a
wonderful world of information; impetus to dis
cuss, to research further, to develop.” She also
talked about “reuniting with the Class of 1943,
and finding we did know each other and
remembered more than we expected.”
From a report sent to Wooster before our
50th reunion Bob Irvin wrote that he received
his M.D. from Western Reserve U, served in the
army, and has practiced pediatrics since 1951.
He and Margo (Drury ’44), whom he married
in 1944, had four children. Margo died in 1983.
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He married his present wife, Connie, in 1984,
and they have a daughter, Elizabeth, born in
1988. (We remember your being a brand new
father at our 45th reunion, Bob!) His favorite
memories of Wooster include, “The opportunity
to expand the ability of my mind to confront
new problems and new ideas. The friends I
made at Wooster have continued to be very
close. Wooster folks are very special.” Many of
us can relate to that! I know I can!

Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Trina Ave., Del City, OK 73115.
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A happy and healthy 1994 to all of you!
Barbara Crothers Cope sent news on her
Christmas card that she and Bob and their son,
Randy ’70, attended a Wooster alumni meeting
in Charlotte, NC, in November. President
Copeland was the speaker and was accompanied
by his wife, Lolly, Jeff Todd, director of alumni
relations, and Grace Tompos, executive director
of development. Bob Mellert ’41 presided at the
meeting. He and his wife, Erdine Maxwell
Mellert were instrumental in forming the
Charlotte group.
Mary Lou Chalfant called me (Helen)
with news of where she’d been and who she’d
been seeing. Marjorie Owen was in Cleveland
with her cousin, so they got together. Later, a
group of classmates and friends had a lovely
evening at The Inn at Honey Run: Dorothy
“Rob” Robins Mowry, Bob and Celia Retzler
Gates, Lee (’41) and Kay Smith Culp, Dottie
Foote Mishler, and Barbara Sharp.
Mary Lou had met Rob Mowry in
Columbus, and they drove to the Wooster area
and from The Inn went to the Chalfant farm in
western Pennsylvania. From there they drove to
St. Michaels in eastern Maryland, where Rob
lives. After a quiet New Year’s weekend, Rob
took Mary Lou to Baltimore, where Mary Lou
met Helen Phillips Kaltenborn. They had
lunch at the Inner Harbor then went to Helen’s
home, where they had a good visit, remember
ing Inky friends and the old days at Wooster.
They also went to Towson U, where Helen had
worked as a librarian.
Mary Lou then went on to Newport News,
VA, and to Chicago, IL, visiting friends. Mary
Lou is a busy lady, and isn’t it nice that she has
all that vitality!
Secretaries: Helen Dayton Cross, P.O. Box 256,

Inlet, NY 13360 (May-Sept.); 339 S. Main St.,
Concord, NH 03301 (Oct.-April); C. Paul
Gruber, 68 Kendall Ave., Binghamton, NY
13903.
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In prompt response to my usual feverish
request for news came a delightfully informative
letter from Margaret Ellis in Daly City, CA. She
enclosed her Christmas letter, addressed to
friends and relatives, so that 1 could select news
that might be suitable for Wooster and of general

interest to her classmates. That gave me a great
idea: If you are one who photocopies letters that
cover your yearly activities, please put me on
your Christmas list right now, and you will
never be bothered by my urgent requests. You
may edit, or we will.
Margaret writes, “Four days a week in
Pacifica, I continue to teach my English as a
Second Language class, consisting mostly of
senior citizens, but which also includes a young
mother whose three-year-old son is learning
English faster than any of the others. These stu
dents from Bolivia, San Salvador, and Mexico
quash any argument which decries the influx of
immigrants to California. My students may be
exceptional, but I believe the Golden State will
continue to flourish because of these immi
grants’ energy, good sense, and belief in our
democracy, despite its unfulfilled potential.
“Two days a week, in San Francisco, I
continue to tutor high school subjects to teenage
mothers at Florence Crittenton Services. These
girls, most of whom come from troubled homes,
have such a heavy responsibility, sometimes
beyond their capacity to accept. This, too, is a
labor of love.”
Margaret is also president of the North
San Mateo County League of Women Voters,
which requires quite a bit of time to keep up
with the publications from the state and nation.
She is also chairperson of the Educational
Foundation of the San Bruno Association of
University Women, whose national fund sup
ports many women who would otherwise find it
financially impossible to engage in graduate
studies.
Upon her return from a wonderful
reunion of the Ellis family at the 50th wedding
anniversary of her brother Paul (’40) and Mary
Johnsten Ellis, Margaret stopped at Salt Lake
City, UT, rented a car to visit her mother’s home
town, and enjoyed visiting the flourishing public
library in the town where her grandfather had,
years ago, established a library in the back room
of the chapel. It was a nostalgic trip.
Billie Rhoads Parke enclosed a great pic
ture of her husband, Bill, and herself on the
porch of their home. Both looked great after an
unnerving year. Billie’s elective hip surgery was
progressing well in recuperation when the metal
prosthesis dislocated twice and forced her to
undergo two more operations. Under Bill’s
patient care, she is steadily improving.
James Bender and his wife, Jean
(Coleman ’43), are still traveling and enjoying
life visiting their scattered grandchildren. They
were in Minneapolis, MN, for Jim’s army
reunion, in California for Thanksgiving, and in
Chicago, 1L, for Christmas.
George and Eunice Kass Pope are cur
rently at their winter home in Boynton Beach,
FL, playing in the sun. Dill’s hobby is golf, while
George keeps busy taking computer courses at
an area junior college, and keeping up on things
with his ham radio. The entire Pope family
joined them in Florida at Christmas time. Last
April they celebrated then 50th wedding
anniversary in Las Vegas, NV, with all of their

CLASS
kids and grandkids. Now that would surely be
an occasion to remember.

Secretaries: Christena Bryson Kern, 8475
Metropolitan Blvd., Olmsted Falls, OH 44138;
Sherwood Willard, 2400 Trotter Dr., Allison
Park, PA 15101.
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The Resident Art Calendar of the Ohio
Presbyterian Retirement Services for 1994 fea
tures a beautiful photograph titled, “King
Protea” by Bob Kerr. Bob won the competition
for Breckenridge Village, where the Kerrs live.
Congratulations, Bob!
The Rev. Jean Hauter is retired after serv
ing churches in the Cedar Rapids, IA, area and
in Kenosha, WI. Jean spent his junior year with
us at Wooster and has fond memories of a num
ber of classmates who also went into the min
istry. In 1943, he graduated from McCormick
Seminary and married his wife, Marie, of
Chicago. Tom Napolitan was his best man.
After his retirement Jean served the Collegiate
Presbyterian Church at Iowa State U in Ames on
a part-time basis.
At the end of December, Oliver
Hasenflue completed a four-month stint as
grand jury foreman in Cuyahoga County. He
and his wife, Glennie, have one daughter who
lives in Segovia, Spain, and teaches Spanish to
English residents and English to Spaniards.
Another daughter teaches the blind in the
Cleveland School System and yet another teach
es the learning disabled, also in Cleveland. Quite
a family!
Eric Boehm is leaving his post as presi
dent of the International School of Information
Management in anticipation of his retirement
early this year. Eric will remain as CEO until his
successor is appointed. In 1993, the school was
accredited to offer M.S. and M.B.A. degrees in
information technology and management.
In 1990, Charles Chandler moved, with
his new wife, into a retirement community in
Lexington, MA, where he plays the violin and
viola in occasional concerts and has given sever
al music courses for the residents. His courses
are well received, and he intends to continue
them as long as he can come up with good top
ics. His resource for such activity is his collec
tion of recorded music (around 3,000 items so
far). Charles says that he’s keeping as well as can
be expected.

Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 717 Maiden Choice
Lane, Apt. 622, Baltimore, MD 21228; Nancy
Ostrye Miner, 509 Smithbridge Rd.,
Wilmington, DE19807.
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The 55th reunion has stirred up more
than the usual amount of correspondence
between October and January.
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Gordon and Roberta Ebright Fohl write
that they plan to attend reunion events if the
date of their grandson’s high school graduation
does not coincide.
While passing through the Panama Canal
on a cruise ship, Jim and Ruth (Thompson ’37)
Evans were seated at a luncheon table with a
couple, and in the usual line of questioning
Wooster was mentioned. They had a fine time
becoming reacquainted with Charles (’40) and
Betty Kate Rath. The Evanses’ trip had started
in Vancouver, from which they sailed through
the Inland Passage to Alaska. They stayed on
board for the trip through the canal which
ended in Port Everglades, FL.
A note came from Sid Menk, in Sun City,
AZ, recalling our summers working together on
campus. He stated that he and Lucy planned to
attend our 55th. Later, a Christmas letter started
off with an interesting political commentary, fol
lowed by the Menks’ experiences at an Inter
hostel program in France and Spain. They spent
10 days in England visiting friends and were
looking forward to a 10-day tour of Bangkok,
Singapore, and Hong Kong, in December. Sid
and Lucy spend half the year in West Barnet, VT,
and the other half in Sun City, AZ.
Although Nick Frascella ’38 is not a mem
ber of our class, we have close class ties to him.
Dick Franz and I (Don) lived across the hall
from Nick on the second floor of Fifth Section,
and Sam Kipp lived in a single right next door
to him. When I asked about Nick’s current activ
ities no one could tell me much except that he
had officiated games at Wooster. So, I called
him. After a few minutes of getting reacquainted, I told him to name the day and the restau
rant, and I would take him to lunch and talk
over the great basketball days at Wooster. We
spent two hours on December 2 reminiscing,
and we agreed we should do it again. Nick has
had some health problems, but I remember him
as the greatest shot maker Wooster has ever had.
A fine letter from Bob Page arrived just
before Christmas. After Bob retired, a friend
who owns a golf discount store asked him to
work two days a week; so, he does and really
enjoys it. On the other days, he plays golf, and as
a member of the Pinehurst Golf Club, he has a
choice of seven courses to play. Bob is consider
ing returning for our reunion.
Morgan George, why don’t you call or
write to Bob and tell him you’d like to play golf
with him during reunion weekend in Wooster?
A Christmas letter from Charles and Beck
Shively Bright told that they have had good
news about the improvement in health of their
daughter, Barbara ’75, and are encouraged. In
September, they celebrated their 51st wedding
anniversary with a Hawaiian cruise. At home in
Broadview Heights, Becky plays golf, volunteers
in the emergency room at Parma Hospital,
serves on the women’s committee of the
Cleveland Orchestra, and serves on the board of
directors of the First Methodist Church in
Cleveland. See you in Wooster in June, Becky.
In January, Bill Beamer wrote that he and
Jane (Parker ’40) had enjoyed a fine family holi
day. Bill has had back problems but can still fly

an airplane. In fact, he bought a new one this
fall. The Beamers plan to fly to Wooster with
stops along the way to see relatives and friends.
They see Bob and Lolly (Peterson ’40) Shreffler
quite often and are planning a trip with them to
Italy in April and May.
Bill is still trying to convince Jack
Hagaman to come back for the 55th. Jack has
vision problems but perhaps Martha could do
the driving. We need you, J. Hagaman, to make
it a better reunion.
In January, I called Sam Kipp and found
out that he had been seriously ill and hospital
ized for several months. He is now at home but
has a long recovery period ahead of him. We
talked about the good old days at Wooster, and
he assured me that he and Kay (Gabriel) plan to
attend the 55th, if possible.
That same month I received a note from
John Brinkerhoff’41, wondering if I remem
bered the summer o f’38, when we had dusted
every book in the library and scrubbed every
pew in the chapel. The name was familiar and
the Index pictures did the trick. Of course I
remember you, John. I’ll get a note off to you
soon.

Secretaries: Donald H. Mills, 800 S. 15th St.,
#1-813, Sebring, OH 44672; Barbara Morse
Leonard, 1676 26th St., Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44223.
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Besides their February cruise from Fort
Lauderdale, FL, through the Panama Canal to
Los Angeles, CA, Fritz Kate and his wife,
“Tim,” spent 17 days in China and Thailand
in September. Fritz is to have knee surgery in
early 1994.
October found Elizabeth Kintzing Beck
and her husband, Charles, in Sorrento, Italy,
for a two-week Elderhostel which included
visits to Pompeii, Capri, Naples, Cuma, and
Herculaneum. They are residents of South Hills
Friendship Village in Upper St. Clair, PA.
Elizabeth is active in church activities, South
Hills College Club, and on the board of Lydia’s
Place, a halfway house for women.
Art Pomeroy, who spends his winters in
Palm Harbor, FL, sent the sad news of Dave
Goodall’s death on January 12,1994. Dave was
on a cruise and was taken from the ship in
Panama to a hospital, where he died. A retired
park ranger from the U.S. Park Service, he lived
in Cave Creek, AZ. Our sympathy goes to his
wife, Claire, and children.
Alice Tooker ’35 wrote to your secretary
of the death of her brother Fred Tooker, on
December 22,1993, in Fayetteville, AR, after a
long siege of cancer. For 29 years he was with the
force of Moral Rearmament. Later, he was the
proprietor of a stamp and coin store. He is sur
vived by his wife, Janet Basham-Tooker, and two
sisters, Alice ’35 and Delmer ’39.

Secretary: Jeanne Lyle Kate, 1256 Delverne Ave.,
SHJ Canton, OH 44710.
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Some class news columns are more diffi
cult to write than others. On this cold, snowy
day in January, I (Mollie) must inform you of
the death of Charlotte “Nunny” Fader Bodley,
on January 3,1994. Nunny was my roommate at
Wooster for three years and remained my best
friend. At our 50th reunion in 1987, she agreed
to be our women’s class secretary and assumed a
great deal of the responsibility for planning our
55th reunion, helping to make it the delightful
get-together that we all enjoyed. At the last
minute, Nunny had to cancel her reservations
for the 55th reunion, as both she and her hus
band, Lew, had pneumonia. From that time on,
her health gradually went downhill, and she had
to cancel one activity after another. Her opti
mism that her health would eventually be
restored never wavered, however. When the
Vans Bolts stayed overnight with the Bodleys
last June, Nunny had signed up for a class in t’ai
chi, hoping to increase her endurance, although
at that time she was unable to negotiate the
stairway from the basement to the main floor of
their condo. In her last letter, written December
4,1993, from her hospital bed, she was still
looking forward to “getting home,” but that was
one goal she did not achieve. Wooster will no
longer mean quite the same to me with Nunny
gone from this world.
As evidence of “The Lord giveth and the
Lord taketh away,” our class roster has been
diminished by Nunny’s death, but we have locat
ed one more of our long-lost classmates. We
began our search to locate Louis Schneider in
1983, and in the fall of 1993, having exhausted
all of our leads, we started over. Roger made a
call to Steubenville High School, and after talk
ing with the superintendent, he got the impres
sion that we should look for Louis under the
name of Snider. A search through the American
Dental Association Directory turned up a possi
bility, and Roger sent off a letter to Louis Snider,
4001 N. Mulford Rd., Rockford, IL 61111. On
December 23,1993, the mailman brought us
this message: “You got me, man. I attended
Wooster for one year. While in high school, I
worked for three different chain stores. When I
left Wooster, I went back to chain stores, worked
in four different states, 10 different stores, man
aged two. Then back to school, Northwestern for
dentistry, Ohio State for orthodontics. Business
experience has been helpful. Orthodontics has
been great and is great. I work 40 hours plus
each week with an excellent staff.” Signed Lou
Snider, DDS MS. So, once again, “effort brings
success.”
In our last column, we announced that we
had finally located Wendell Palm. We met
Wendell for lunch in Flint on November 6,1993.
We learned that he had roomed with Bill Swank
and Myron Shetler during his sophomore year
at Wooster. His schedule allowed little time for
social activities, but he asked about a number of
Wooster people, and we were able to bring him
up to date. After his graduation from Lexington
High School in 1931, he attended Ohio State U
for one year. Money was scarce (the Depression,
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you remember), and he spent the next two years
back home working on the farm. In 1935, he was
hired by Buckeye Stages in Wooster, and since
one of the requirements for employment was
that he be enrolled at the College, he joined our
class as a sophomore.
When he was hired by Greyhound the fol
lowing year, he moved to Columbus, and for the
next 30 years, he continued working in various
cities with Greyhound. He retired in 1964 and
for the next two years devoted his time to the
Fraternal Order of Eagles (FOE). In 1966, he
went into business for himself, as the owner of
the National Travel Service, handling
Greyhound charter bus travel. He moved to
Atlanta, GA, in 1973, where he opened a travel
office for Greyhound, and in 1975, he retired
once again. He now lives in Florida and contin
ues to devote much of his time to the FOE. He is
a past regional grand worthy president of the
East Central Region, and at the time of our lun
cheon date, he was attending a regional meeting.
His wife, Pauline, does not like cold weather, so
she does not accompany him when he travels to
meetings in Ohio and Michigan.
After our meeting with Wendell, we tele
phoned the home of Bill Swank and learned that
Bill had died on November 3,1992 (see obituar
ies). His wife recalled that he had roomed with
his brother, Raynard ’34, as a freshman and had
shared cooking privileges in a rooming house as
a sophomore.
Wendell’s other rooming house compan
ion, Myron Shetler, moved from Tennessee to
741 Orville Ave., Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221, in
December, 1993, so that he and his wife could be
near a daughter. Myron made the move reluc
tantly but notes that as time goes by, “the lawn
gets too big, garden too large, hills too steep.”
To all who included us on your Christmas
mailing list, a sincere thank you. From your
cards, we gleaned the following news items.
George Wesp lives at 1237 Camino San
Carlos, Buellton, CA 93427. His wife, Charlotte,
died in 1990, following heart surgery, and
George decided to move to California rather
than endure the climate of Connecticut without
Charlotte. He owns a house jointly with his
daughter, Bonnie. George sings in St. Mark’s
choir, does some yard work, and makes furni
ture. He was in touch with Ralph Immel during
Ralph’s convalescence from knee surgery.
Merton Sealts and his wife, Ruth, moved
into a retirement center in Madison, WI. They
live in a 15-story apartment building, adjacent
to a private dining room and a chapel/auditorium. The hard part in leaving their home of 28
years was dispersing a lifetime of accumulations
Their address is 6209 Mineral Point Rd., Apt.
1106/08, Madison, WI 53705 (tel. unchanged).
Mert has “a few lectures and publications sched
uled, and, health permitting, we expect to
resume a certain amount of traveling. And we
want to keep in touch!”
George Peters’ current address is 2156
Trousdale Dr., Burlingame, CA 94010, in a sub
urb where he was a pastor for 14 years
(1951-65). He writes that he has done a fair

amount of traveling and has reached a stage
where he is happy to stay home, “knowing
where the bathroom, the drugstore, and the best
restaurants are.” We (the Van Bolts) feel the
same way, which is fortunate since we no longer
go on exotic birding trips.
Walter and Martha Curl Moore have
elected to stay at home in Marian this winter
instead of taking their usual Florida break.
Hill (’34) and Mim Siegfried McDonald
have made the same decision. Attending the
sports activities of grandchildren is a priority,
and they enjoy spending time with granddaugh
ter Morgan, a first-year student at Wooster. (At
the moment, we know of only one other ’37
descendant currently enrolled: a granddaughter
of Wally Creighton is a sophomore.)
Just to read the 1993 Christmas letter
from Jim (’39) and Ruth Thompson Evans
makes one breathless. Visits with family and
friends took them coast to coast and crisscross
ing back and forth until time for their 12th full
summer at Snowmass Village, CO, to attend the
Aspen Music Festival, followed by a four-week
cruise departing from Vancouver which took
them through the Inland Passage and then the
Panama Canal. Our advice to the Evanses: don’t
slow down. Once you lose momentum, you can’t
quite get it back.
A note from Tom Palisin says he is
pretty much a couch potato but still enjoys play
ing summer golf. He and Arlene are greatgrandparents.
Violet South Tolly credits her good
health for making it possible to enjoy a full and
active life. She reads, plays the piano, sells Avon
products, and spends time care-giving to
friends who are not as fortunate as she.
Our long anticipated luncheon date with
Pat and Jim Reid keeps getting delayed, for, as
Jim claims, “Pat keeps working eight days out of
seven,” so maybe we will have to arrange a meet
ing for just the three of us.
Norvin Hein reports that the book of
memoirs about Grindstone Island which he
edited and helped publish for an old friend is a
hot-seller in the bookstores along the St.
Lawrence River. Adele Buckwalter Youngs ’35
wrote to us after reading a reference to the book
in our column. She has fond memories of sum
mers on Grindstone Island and wanted to know
how to obtain a copy of the book. Roger was
happy to pass the information along.
We bought a copy of the book, Cinnamon,
Mint & Mothballs, written by Betty Olson
Tiller’s daughter Ruth, enjoyed it, and passed it
along. A review in The New York Times points
out that the text is in haiku, a fact we had not
noticed, so now we will have to retrieve our copy
and re-read it. We spent many pleasant hours on
our bus trips in Japan, trying to write haiku.
Martha Reis Gee, our class representative
in Surrey, England, writes that she and Noel are
in general good health and had some great 1993
family gatherings. Their son, Bob, who had
worked for a time on the Channel tunnel, is
working currently in the U.S., but in February he
will be back in England, working on a Heathrow
Airport tunnel. We find his line of work fasci-
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nating and like to keep current on where he is
tunneling.
Martha Condron Bennett continues to
be one of our most faithful correspondents. We
sent her, on loan, a copy of our freshman Index,
which she enjoyed, and now she has our senior
Index to leaf through. If you would like to bor
row one of our copies (we have two full sets), we
will be glad to fill your request.
Earl (’39) and Ruth Lyle Relph are busy
keeping up with the challenges of the modern
age. (Does that mean they have mastered a tele
phone answering machine, a cordless phone, a
computer? We have avoided all of the above.)
Ruth is coping with macular degeneration, but
otherwise she and Earl maintain a full schedule
of activities.
Mitch Young Mills passes along these
news items: Kay Huston Recker spent a busy
pre-Christmas season rehearsing a Christmas
musical program which she wrote and directed.
Eighteen senior citizens were in the cast. Kay has
written and directed a program every Easter and
Christmas since she moved to Hoosier Village in
Indianapolis, IN. Betty Gillam Fuller and her
husband are again spending the winter at Myrtle
Beach, SC. Atherton is recovering from disc
surgery in the neck and who better to provide
his physical therapy than Betty? The Fullers will
return to Maine in March. They have nine
grandsons, two married granddaughters, and
two great-grandchildren. Hugh Gunn preached
at the Sebring Presbyterian Church on January
2. Mitch says he was also a guest preacher there
last summer.
We were pleased to hear from Ralph
Eshelman. He continues to play in a kitchen
band, a hobby he developed in the days when he
and his late wife, Gail ’38, spent winters in
Florida. He says that he “takes his pills, breathes
well for an old codger, and may stick around
another 100 years or so.”
Luella Sillaman Moffat’s husband has
retired after 53 years in the ministry. Their two
sons are both United Methodist ministers, and
all the Moffat men graduated from the same
seminary in Dayton.
Margaret Pierce Griffin’s sister, Jean
Gow ’45, informed us that Marge’s husband, Jay,
died suddenly in Dallas, TX, on December 26,
while visiting their only son, John. Jean attended
the memorial service in Kilgore, TX, and spent
three days visiting with Marge at the private
nursing home where she lives in Kilgore. Jean
reports that Marge is sweet and loving, and she
seemed to know her sister was someone impor
tant in her life. Marge is loved and respected and
receives much attention from friends.
We talked with Art Taliaferro, whose
Wife, Jane, died on December 18,1993, following
a stroke. She was buried in Wooster on
December 22. After their 58 years together, Art
is having a hard time coping with Jane’s death.
He suffers from emphysema and says that a jog
around the track is out of the question.
Agnes Morgan Hagmaier, who has
rrtaintained a close friendship with the
Taliaferros since Wooster days, attended the
wake for Jane in Cleveland, became ill, made a
brief trip to a hospital, returned to Art’s home
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and after the funeral was again hospitalized.
This time emergency surgery was performed for
a bleeding ulcer. Aggie returned to Erie, PA, in
early January, where she continues to recover.
According to Art, Bob “Bouncy”
Taliaferro’s nemesis is arthritis. Bouncy’s
superb athletic ability was remembered vividly
by Wendell Palm during our great visit.
We have had inquiries about how to send
in memorial gifts to our Class of 1937 Financial
Emergency Fund. For those who would like to
pay tribute to Nunny Bodley’s devoted service to
our class, checks should be made out to The
College of Wooster, 1937 Class Fund, with an
attached memo indicating the name of the per
son being honored. Envelopes should be
addressed to Martha Giet, Gift Recorder, Gault
Alumni Center, The College of Wooster,
Wooster, OH 44691.
P.S. We are happy to report that many
tests later, there seems no explanation for
Roger’s backward fall in the hall last October. If
he had been 28 years old, we would have chided
him for being clumsy. But at age 78, it seemed
reasonable to undergo all possible tests, all of
which were negative. Best of all, he is driving his
own car again, so we are both back on our usual
busy schedules. Thank you for asking.
Editor’s note: Thanks to the eagle-eyed
Mollie Van Bolt, the error made in reference to
’37 in the ’36 class column last issue was caught.
It was the Class of 1938, not 1937, that made
contributions to the renovation of the Gault
Alumni Center.
Secretaries: Roger & Mollie Tilock Van Bolt,

2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, MI 48503.
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Col. Bill Hezlep and his wife, Elizabeth,
had an enjoyable transcontinental Amtrak trip
from their home in Ft. Belvoir, VA, to Seattle,
WA. The Hezleps went sightseeing on the
Olympic Peninsula, visited the rain forests of the
Olympic Mountains, and took the ferry across
Puget Sound to Victoria. Their train trip home
was cut short when they had to change trans
portation to a plane in Denver, CO, in order to
cross the flooded Mississippi lowlands between
Omaha, NE, and Davenport, IA. Incidentally,
Bill’s letter was enclosed in a Christmas greeting
featuring his own black and white print of a
scenic old mill in a snowy landscape.
Dr. Cullen Ewing is using a walker to get
around after an operation to relieve pressure on
his spinal cord, but that didn’t stop him and his
wife, Rene, from flying from their home in
Pittsburg, KS, to Boise, ID, for the high school
graduation of their granddaughter and a family
reunion. The Ewings recently celebrated their
53rd wedding anniversary.
Roger Curfman and his wife, Althea, are
well and happy and still living in Sun City West,
AZ, where I (Ralph) visited them two years ago.
The Gillmans are again spending a couple of
winter months at nearby Paradise RV Resort.
Editor’s note: We regret the error made in
the ’36 class column of the Winter issue. In the

reference of the classes who made contributions
to the renovation of the Gault Alumni Center, it
was the Class of 1938, not 1937, who did so.
Secretaries: Harriet Knight, 905 Portage Rd.,
Apt. 41, Wooster, OH 44691; J. Ralph Gillman,

565 Malvern Rd., Akron, OH 44303.
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Alexandra Babcock Marshall’s son,
Carlile ’71, was installed recently as a deacon at
Central Presbyterian Church, Summit, NJ,
where he serves on a number of boards and
committees.
Secretary: William Burger, 1300 South Border

Ave., #264, Weslaco, TX 78596 (Oct-May); P.O.
Box 350, Farmington, ME 04938 (Summer).
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h 60th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
The home stretch is upon us as we antici
pate our 60th anniversary reunion! By now
you’ve received various mailings. Do come if you
can! Please fill out and send in the questionnaire
if you have not done so. At our 55th, many per
sons enjoyed reading the news from classmates.
No response yet to the challenge to list the
secretaries who have served through the years.
Can you name the presidents? I’d like to honor
all those who have served us, including Paul E.
Smith, who has been class agent and a long
time helper in the College fund-raising process.
Helen Hayward wrote, “I wonder how
many will turn up at the reunion.” She’s been
recruiting and says that Ethel Colbrunn,
Dorothy Darrow Flower, and Helen Cellar
Maclnnes all plan to attend, as does Helen her
self. She visited Ethel for two weeks in Florida,
arriving home in the midst of Ohio’s big freeze!
Helen also sent word of the death of
Wadena Miller Raine, on January 5, 1994.
Despite failing eyesight, Wadena had continued
as volunteer at the Middletown Hospital, where
she contributed a phenomenal 20,000 hours.
Death does come to all of us; we cherish the
memory of each classmate, now adding Wadena
to that list. Our sympathy goes to her family.
Also add Frances Yocum Weisenbach.
(You’ll remember her nickname “Tat.”) A won
derful letter came from her son, Robert, about
his mother’s death in December, 1992. After
moving from her home of 30 years, she had been
living happily in Chambrell, an independent liv
ing complex in West Akron and was very active
there and at her church. Poor circulation
became hazardous; she refused to be main
tained by a machine and soon died peacefully.
Two sons, Bob and George, will miss her. Our
condolences to them.
Joe Allen brilliantly described their
round-the-world trip over Christmas and New
Year’s 1992-93, under the title, “Travel and
Travail.” Grace has had prolonged trouble with a
broken arm, and Joe with “a definite drop in
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physical strength.” His brother died and also his
best friend, Dwight Lamale. Some of you may
remember Dwight and Helen Humes Lamale’s
brave attendance at our 55th, as he suffered
from Parkinson’s Disease. We send sympathy to
you, Helen.
Lauradell Amstutz Peppard, of Pleasant
Hill, TN, still plays the piano at church and, with
a partner, in two-piano concerts. She and her
husband, Don, volunteer in the nursing unit,
and he helps students at a local elementary
school learn about computers. They are “grate
ful to be in good health.”
A note from Esther Larr Darrow in
Florida, says she and Bob ’37 hope to attend our
’34 gathering. They spend half the year in
Florida and half in Columbus — no doubt the
best of all possible worlds!
Fred and Mildred Schuenemann
Johnston sent a picture of themselves in
Austria, smiling, slim, and vibrant, looking
younger than their years! Mil has had some
health problems but is “still in there swinging
and singing!” Excited about the reunion, she
adds, “Imagine being with a gang of 80-yearolds! Who would ever have thought of this back
in 1934!” She wrote the jingles to accompany the
card. Knowing all their activities to help others,
I chuckled at the ending: “Be good and jolly/in
nineteen ninety-four/Avoid things ungodly/
which you abhor.” Oh Mil! We’re all trying to
avoid ungodly, abhorrent things at our age! But
I’ll nominate you for the class poet. Laureate?
Well, let’s not be hasty!
Greetings from Eunice Nichols, who
remains well and enjoys activities at her nursing
home, especially the candy jar her niece keeps
fdled. Although I was her Holden roommate for
two years, I don’t remember her having a sweet
tooth! An acquired taste, maybe?
Esther Emerson Freunsch is fine and
basking in Florida, but she may make it to
Wooster. I hope she brings her husband, Walter.
He’s such a gentleman; I’d like you all to meet
him, a retired newspaper editor.
The much-traveling Mildred Lobban
Robson Seaton sent a picture of a colorful tou
can, given to her and her husband, J. Ev, as a
gesture of international friendship. They visited
Ev’s school in Costa Rica, and a sixth-grade
boy/artist responded with a gift of his drawing
and his hope for peace. What a heart-warming
experience! They also had a quick trip to
Cleveland when their newest granddaughter was
baptized in the early Coptic Christian tradition.
The Seatons planned to be in Malibu for
Christmas and to have a Robson reunion at Lake
Tahoe for New Year’s. In case you’re wondering,
they do have a home in North Carolina.
On her way to visit a new great-grandson,
Kay Hunter Lanz was my guest over Christmas.
She’s awaiting an apartment in a retirement
complex in a San Diego, CA, suburb, after living
some delightful years in Honolulu. She’s near
her former church and is revitalizing friend
ships. Kay loves to travel and will do so “as long
as money and health hold out.” It was fun to
catch up on family news.
The reunion committee awaits your nom
inations for president and secretary. Write
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Franklin S. Barlow at 200 Laurel Lake Dr.,
W314, Hudson, OH 44236, or write to me. This
is my last column for the class notes; the sum
mer one is a collaboration with the new secre
tary. It’s been fun, and a real privilege to hear
from so many of you. I marvel at your many
activities and maturity, and I am grateful for our
mutual good start at the College on the Hill. I
salute you great folks of the Class o f’34!
“Thanks for the memories!”

Secretary: Elizabeth Lapham Wills, 3873
Montevista Rd„ Cleveland, OH 44121.
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By the time this Spring issue reaches you,
I hope it is not the misnomer that it is today
with snow and ice covering every surface visible
from my window.
Christmas brought news from classmates,
proving once again that we are keeping busy and
involved. Ed (’35) and Emily Koester Foster are
busy and enjoying the activities in their retire
ment home. Family get-togethers at
Thanksgiving and Christmas made their holi
days memorable.
Bob and Alice Morris Crothers write
that they “keep moving but less swiftly.” (Sound
familiar?) They cruised the Alaska Inside
Passage in July, vacationed in New Hampshire
with daughter Kathy and her family in October
and, while there, celebrated several family birth
days, including Bob’s. Alice remarked that “color
was at its peak and so were tourists!”
Along with holiday greetings, Sal Collier
Havis wrote that Mil Fowler Bole was taking a
13-day trip to Europe in December. Sounds like
a great way to spend the holidays.
Glenn Vogelgesang has ample reason for
paternal pride these days, as daughter Sandra
has been nominated as Ambassador to Nepal.
Sandra has had a distinguished career in the
State Department, serving in numerous capaci
ties, as well as finding time to write two books:

The Long Dark Night of the Soul: the American
Intellectual Left and the Vietnam War and
American Dream/Global Nightmare: The
Dilemma of US. Human Rights Policy.
Sadness seems to creep into the Class
Notes all too often. Teddi Breitwieser Thomas
lost her long battle with heart problems in
December. We know her family and friends will
miss her. Many of us have such good memories
of working with Teddi in various organizations,
sharing the ups and downs of daily life on cam
pus, and benefiting from her unfailing good
humor and good judgment. Her obituary was in
the Winter 1994 issue.
News has been received that Adelaide
Colmar Bruhn has died but no information
concerning the date is available. We send our
sympathy to her daughter, Elizabeth Chance ’72.
Polly Deal Baker-Rhodes was such a
vivacious person that everyone knew her in the
three years she spent at Wooster. In our fresh
man year, she was the instigator of so many
hoaxes and pranks in Hoover Cottage that when
something out of the ordinary happened it was

natural to suspect that Polly was responsible. On
December 26,1993, that fun-loving spirit was
stilled by death. We send our sympathy to her
husband, Edward Rhodes.
Bob Brown, whose parents were mission
aries in Mexico and who lived at the Inky, died
in September, 1993. We also received word of
the death of Lois Helena Lyon Christoffersen,
who was with our class during freshman year.
Further information on these classmates will be
found in the Obituary section.
The sympathy of the class is extended to
Ethel Grubb Martin on the death of her hus
band, Kleo ’30, on January 19,1994. His obitu
ary is also in this issue.

Secretary: Ethel McCullough Schmidt, 100
Brookmont Rd., #346, Akron, OH 44333.
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The Christmas season brought several
good notes and letters. Thank you, one and all.
Mary Crede Smith spent Thanksgiving
with her girls in Denver, CO, and planned to be
with her brother for the holidays.
“Do enjoy my life here in Westminster
Village,” wrote Helen Shields Harrison. She
flew to Kansas City, MO, to spend Thanksgiving
with a grandson and there learned that she will
become a great-grandmother in June. Christmas
was spent in Texas. She added, “Actually my
health has been good in ’93 except for that ‘devil
arthritis.’”
Did you know that Mary Fletcher was
seated at the head table with the Gaults and
Copelands at the dedication of the Gault Alumni
Center? Flo Kurtz Gault ’48 had been a student
of Mary’s.
Shirley Gardner Seaman was planning
to visit a son in Connecticut for the holidays.
Mary Oberlin had three big items of
news. The first was her move to a senior com
plex: 1592 First St. NE, Apt. D, Massillon, OH
44646-4083. Secondly, after giving a speech
about her experiences in the WAVES at a DAR
meeting, she was surprised to receive these hon
ors: a certificate from the DAR, a plaque from
the Ohio House of Representatives, a special
honor from the Ohio Senate, and a U.S. flag
flown over the U.S. Capitol during Constitution
Week. How about that? And the third item is the
publication in June of her book, 100 Years at Five
Oaks. Congratulations, Obie!
Another retirement move was made by
Roberta Gibson Woodall, who now resides at
Copeland Oaks, #1008, Sebring, OH 44672. “I
still don’t know where everything is,” she writes.
Two of her four children live nearby. Roberta
says that the ’32 round-robin is still alive.
Adelaide Yawberg Talbot and Sally Wishart
MacMillan are gone, but Jim MacMillan ’33
continues writing. In fact, he and his wife visited
Roberta. Elizabeth Hodge Stanley, who lost
her husband, is working on disposing of things
accumulated over the years. Gracella Miller
George lives near her son in Flat Rock, NC. The
sister of Jo Wishart, who lived next door to her,
has passed away. Jo has some nieces and
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nephews in the Columbus area. 1 mentioned
Mary Crede Smith and Helen Shields Harrison
earlier, so that rounds out the “Robins.” Thanks,
Roberta.
A Christmas letter from Harriet Painter
Hopkins tells about spending Christmas at the
farm with snow, moonlight walks, and cross
country skiing. The family was reminded of
last February when they gathered to say farewell
to Dean.
With all our snow, ice, and earthquakes
(Shillington had two before California’s big one),
spring will be welcome.
Secretaries: Roenna Kamerer Koste, 500 Gregg
St., Shillington, PA 19607-1334; Ralph Liske,‘ "
1195 Fairchild Ave., Kent, OH 44240-1811.
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Craig Stockdale “took down the shingle”
on his law practice on December 1,1993. When
your secretary (Hal) talked to him in late
January, Craig reported that he is still busy clos
ing out some old cases, but when these are fin
ished, he is planning on doing some serious put
tering around. At this point in time, he is not yet
ready to render a verdict on the joy of early
retirement.
Trevor and Del (Rice ’32) Gross are in
their new home at 1675 Sonoma Ct, Montrose,
CO 81401, and love it!
Jeannette “Parky” Parkhurst died of a
massive stroke on January 26, 1994, in Judson
Retirement Community in Cleveland. Parky
taught commercial subjects at West High School
in Cleveland and moved to Judson in 1984. She
was a loyal member of our class and a hard
worker for the College. A memorial service for
her was held on February 2 in Bellevue, her
hometown. On February 4, J. Russell
Cunningham ’29, Ruth McBride Jenkins ’30 and
Betty Francis Spahn attended the lovely service
held for Parky at Judson.
Secretaries: Hal C. Teal, 43 Pocono Dr.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15220; Virginia Bourns Jeffery,
1507 Avalon Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.
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An informative letter from Fred Behner
sketches his life and times since college days.
Fred was forced to leave Wooster for health rea
sons in his sophomore year, but returned later.
After college, he was associated with business
schools in West Virginia, Ohio, and Michigan.
Then he was involved with the travel and insur
ance business in Monroe, MI, until he “semiretired” to Green Valley, AZ, in 1970.
En route, Fred collected numerous cita
tions, awards, committee assignments, and hon
orary and Who’s Who mentions, for his profes
sional activities in the travel industry and part'cipation in civic and community affairs in both
Michigan and Arizona. Now, at age 86, he claims
|o be retired from most community activities,
ut he still plays a round of golf and is active in
he travel field, specializing in cruises of most
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world cruise lines and representing most indus
try-related services for a Tucson travel agency.
After more than thirty cruises, often as
the official escorts, Fred and his wife, Wilma,
whom he married in 1930, are now thinking, he
says, of a retirement village in the Green Valley
area. Good to hear from you, Fred, but we doubt
you have time for full retirement.
I (Bernice) am sorry to report that not
much news came my way. I can report, and am
proud to say, that I survived Ohio’s onslaught of
cold weather and snow this winter.
I did see one other survivor in our class,
but she quickly left. Anna Snively Wainger
spent two weeks in Ohio at Christmas time. She
wanted me to return to Tucson with her, but I
declined; thus, I missed their beautiful warm
weather in January. She was even able to drive
up the mountain to visit her summer home.
Peg Reed Frey has a new address: 130
Burgess Dr„ #290, Zelienople, PA 16063.
Secretaries: Tom Mills, 3183 N. Quincy St.,
Arlington, VA 22207; Bernice Rees Snively, 816
Phillips Rd. NE, Massillon, OH 44646.
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=aJ65th Reunion/June 2-5,1994
Although she didn’t graduate from the
College, Helen English Brown says she will
always think of Wooster as her alma mater. “The
professors were an inspiration to me and the
Chapel services are a fond memory. There were
nine classmates who contributed to a roundrobin letter for over 60 years. Those were lasting,
priceless friendships which have endured
through the years.” Helen received her B.A. from
the U of Miami, in Coral Gables, FL, and a B.L.S.
from Drexel U.
From Evansville, IN, Bob Gregg writes
that his favorite memories of Wooster include
roller skating parties, athletics, going to Greek
class in the dark, Chapel services, and fellow
ship. After 41 years, Bob retired as an executive
for the Boy Scouts of America. He and his wife,
Mary, have been married for 65 years and have
four children.

Mildred Cabut Landis still enjoys travel
ing, especially when accompanied by one of her
sons. She and son Dale took a fall foliage tour of
New England. Mildred still lives in her home
and is able to drive. Her son Bob lives across the
street and does her outside work, and Mildred is
thankful for that arrangement. All three of her
sons were with her for Christmas for the first
time in years.
Our sympathy goes to Mary Kohr, whose
sister, Helen ’22, died in October (see obituar
ies). She and Mary had lived together for many
years at their retirement home in Olympia, WA.
Irene King Parker writes that her life is
pretty tame compared with that of her son,
John. He happened to be in his office on the
93rd floor of the World Trade Center when the
bomb exploded there. Son Walt is back from
Poland, where he helped a college organize
Adult Education and night school classes.
Martha Napier Nolan is our perpetual
traveler. She took short trips to Canada, senior
trips to interesting places in Washington and
Oregon, and a trip to Palm Springs. All this in
spite of some arthritic slow-down. She was
expecting 24 guests for Christmas.
Lucile Hamilton Carr reminds us that
she is now 88 years old and still busy. She was
looking forward to the wedding of her grand
daughter, who graduated with honors from
Princeton U and writes for television.
Mary Jean Buccalo has a new address:
2566 Treasure Dr., Box 230, Santa Barbara, CA
93105. She sends greetings to classmates.
Helen Fretz Jarrett writes with her
never-ending enthusiasm for life. “Like the
Energizer Bunny, I keep going and going. There
are six or seven projects facing me right now.
My son never says, ‘Now take it easy, Mom.’ He
says, ‘Good!’”
As I write this, on February 14, the weath
er is, of course, the chief topic of conversation,
but classes are open on campus, and, although I
did see some students in shorts, most are
dressed for the temperature readings, which
must be a relief to parents.
Secretary: Florence Painter Griffith, 1577
Cleveland Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.
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Sympathy of the class is extended to
Jeannette Lane Cruikshank, on the death of her
husband, John W. Cruikshank (see obituaries).
Jeannette lives at 1140 Lee Rd., Northbrook, IL
60062.
We also send our condolences to the fami
lies of Helen Pancoast Hoot and James A.
Miller (see obituaries).
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We did not have many communications in
December, so those which did come were dou
bly appreciated by your secretary.

A welcome Christmas note from Beulah
Adams, who recently celebrated her 90th
birthday, states that, although she no longer
drives, she is able to live alone in a three-room
apartment and do most of her own work.
Although her hearing is failing, her general
health is good. I’m sure that she would appreci
ate hearing from you at 4955 Higbee NW, # 205
Canton, OH 44718.
Katherine Welty Jones died of cardiac
arrest on October 7,1993, while visiting a
daughter in Louisiana. She is survived by 18
grandchildren and 39 great-grandchildren! A
memorial service was held in her home church
in Titusville, FL.
Secretary: Margaret Koester Welty, Rt. 5, Box
180, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666.
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After the California earthquake, we
received a call from Estella Goodhart King. She
and her daughter’s family live in Woodland Hills
which was near the epicenter of the earthquake.
China was broken and books were upset in
Estella’s home. She also was concerned that her
grandson and other children were missing class
es, as the schools were closed for an indefinite
time. Wooster friends send you our best wishes,
and we hope that your life will soon return to
normal.
Mac McNutt is a good correspondent.
Last April 6th, he joined our 90th birthday
group, and he and his Rio Rancho, MN, friends
celebrated at the Best Western Inn. Because his
vision is not good, Mac no longer drives a car
and aims to revise his life pattern without the
convenience of a personal car. Good luck, Mac.
In a round-robin letter, Helen “Shuie”
Shumaker Macmillan wrote that she spent an
enjoyable summer at her cottage on Crystal
Lake, MI, and hopes to go again this year. She
keeps busy but at a slower pace. She writes, “My
church, school, and friends are so thoughtful
that I keep up on all activities I can handle.”
Come back to Wooster soon, Shuie, and we’ll
take you on a tour.
Your secretaries are going to be in
Chautauqua the last week in July and would be
glad to make contact with other Woosterites
who may be there.

Secretaries: Sarah Painter, 1577 Cleveland Rd„
Wooster, OH 44691; Edna Kienzle Comin, 1138
E. Wayne, Wooster, OH 44691.

MARRIAGES
’64 James Switzer and Gretchen Laatsch, June
26, 1993.
’73 Laura Wessell and Mark Bunnell, June 12,
1993.
’85 Joellyn O’Loughlin and Michael Haddad,
September 25,1993.
’86 Sandy Marcy and Joe Martin, September
25,1993.
’87 Lois Palin and James O’Donnell,
September 11, 1993.
’88 John Hemann and Kathleen Frost,
September 25,1993.

BIRTHS
' l l To Cathy and Karl Lohwater, twins, Jamie
Leigh and Alex John, August 1, 1993.
’80 To Jim and Marie Kelly Sullivan, son,
Devon, January 6,1994, joining brother,
Trevor (2).
’82 To John and Jennifer Bennett Johns,
daughter, Maggie Johns, September 8,
1992, joining brother, Samuel.
’83 To Jon Marks ’78 and Jennifer Chandler,
son, Owen Chandler Marks, August 14,
1993.
’87 To Stephen and Amy Smith Saunders,
daughter, Katherine Rose, June 24,1993.
’88 To John and Lauran Burden Kuzmishin,
daughter, Gwendolyn, December 6,1993,
joining sister, Alexandra.

19 2 4
OBITUARIES
Virginia Pope Reither writes from Silver
Spring, MD, that she received her B.S. from
Carnegie Institute of Technology and her M.A.
from Western Reserve U. She taught junior and
senior high school home economics for 13 years.
A retired physician, David Steiner has
spent a lifetime breeding and raising
Standardbred horses. He is a member of the
Ohio Harness Horseman’s Association and is
active in racing at county fairs and raceways.

Secretary: George McClure, 1255 South
Pasadena Ave., #1119-B, St. Petersburg, FL
33707.
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A happy spring to classmates. Please
remember to write to your secretary.
Secretary: Marian Atkins, 720 Steubenville Ave.,

Cambridge, OH 43725.
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x’22 Mildred Palmer Jones, of East
Williston, NY, November 1,1993, after a long ill
ness. She received her B.A. from Western
Reserve U and was a homemaker. She married
David H. Jones in 1926, and they lived for 38
years in Princeton, NJ, where he was a professor
of music at Princeton Theological Seminary.
After her husband’s retirement in 1970, the
Joneses moved to Tamworth, NH, where they
had spent many summers. Mildred traveled
often and was a member of the Presbyterian
Church, League of Women Voters, and the
Princeton College Club. In addition to her hus
band, surviving are three daughters, Kathryn
Johnson ’51, Ellyn Jones ’55, Jane Smith; six
grandchildren.
’22 Helen E. Kohr, October 5, 1993, of
cancer, at her home in Lacey, WA. Her sister,
Mary J. Kohr ’27 writes: “Daughter of a minister,
she grew up in a home with a spiritual atmo
sphere and much good reading matter. She
looked gratefully on her years at Wooster as a
period of enrichment and enlightenment and
was always loyal in her support of the College.
Following graduation cum laude, she interrupt

ed a teaching career to earn her diploma in
English literature at King’s College, London
University, and then an M.A. at the U of
Wisconsin.” Helen taught English and Latin in
Orrville, Mulvane and Peabody, KS, Council
Bluffs, IA, and Pasadena, CA. Mary remembers
her sister as “a people person, not a joiner,
although she did belong to some organizations.
Helen was a tender-hearted person of good
judgment to whom people came for advice and
help.” A former student wrote about Helen: “She
was the most tolerant human being I ever met,
concerned about all people — Indians, Jews,
Blacks — everyone. She saw value in everyone
and everything. She taught me to look for the
best in everyone.” In addition to her sister, her
sister-in-law, Louise Kohr, survives. Her brother,
Harold ’20 died in 1992.
x’23 Ruth Graber Haidet, of Desert Hot
Springs, CA, October 25,1993, at Palm Springs
Health Care in Palm Springs. She was born on
November 22,1898, in Orrville. In 1945, she and
her late husband, John, founded Haidet’s
Hardware in Desert Hot Springs. The store is
one of the oldest family-owned businesses in the
town. She was a member of Community United
Methodist Church, the Women’s Club, Veterans
of Foreign Wars Auxiliary No. 1534, American
Legion Post Auxiliary #763 , the Soroptimists,
and Desert Hot Springs Improvement
Association. Her husband predeceased her in
1959. Surviving are her son, Jim, three grand
children; two great-grandchildren; and two
great-great-grandchildren.
’23 Kathryn Helm Turner, retired nurs
ing supervisor, teacher, and administrator,
November 8,1993. She was born on January 2,
1901, in Tokyo, Japan, where her father was
associate national secretary of the Japanese
YMCA, and grew up in Greencastle, IN. She
received her R.N. from St. Luke’s Hospital in
New York City and served with the American
Red Cross in Haiti as supervisor and instructor
at the Haitian General Hospital. In 1927-28, she
was head nurse of the infirmary at The College
of Wooster.
After serving as director of nursing at var
ious hospitals in Ohio, she joined the Army
Nurse Corps in 1942. She was assistant chief
nurse at Walter Reed Army Hospital and later
procurement officer for the corps. In Europe,
she was principal chief nurse of the 128th
Evacuation Hospital and was with the first
group of nurses to land in Normandy at Utah
Beach on D-day plus four (June 10,1944). She
also served as principal chief nurse of the 254th
General Hospital. She received five battle stars
and the Bronze Star Medal.
From 1947 to 1954, she was associate
director of nursing at St. Luke’s Hospital, retiring
as director in 1959. She served as assistant to the
director of the Tenacre Foundation, a philan
thropic organization serving Christian
Scientists, in Princeton, NJ, front 1962 until her
marriage to William F. Turner in 1969. In addi
tion to membership in professional organiza
tions, she was a member of the Princeton
Business & Professional Women’s Club, serving
as president for two years, and a member and
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officer of Pilot International in Columbus,
Washington, DC, and New York City. Her church
affiliations included the United Methodist
Church, United Presbyterian Church, Protestant
Episcopal Church, and Church of Christ,'
Scientist. Surviving are her sister, Margaret
Starn ’28; two nieces, one nephew. Her husband
predeceased her in 1988.
’24 Cecil N. Hinman, December 10,
1993, at Bradley Road Nursing Home of Bay
Village. He received his M.B.A. from Harvard U
and began his teaching career at Adelbert
College of Western Reserve U. Later, he taught at
Findlay College, Bowling Green State U, Kent
State U, and retired in 1967 from John Carroll U.
He served his apprenticeship for the Ohio CPA
degree with Price Waterhouse and Company
During W.W. II, he was a member of the adviso
ry committee to the governor of Michigan on
the commercial preservation of food products.
He was a member of the Fairmount Presbyterian
Church, a Mason, and a 25-year member of
Rotary. His wife, Josephine (Kirkpatrick ’24),
died in 1980. Surviving are two sons, Cecil N. Jr.,
and A. Kirk; four grandchildren; one greatgrandson.
’25 M. Jane Whiteman Moore,
September 15,1993, at Elmwood Presbyterian
Lodge, Erie, PA. She was born on December 3,
1903, in Greenville, PA. A homemaker, she was
formerly active in the Hamilton School PTA and
the Girl Scouts of America. She was a member of
the Bronte Society of Haworth, England, the
DAR, Thiel College Women’s Club, Erie Yacht
Club, and Mount Calvary Lutheran Church. Her
husband, Frank, whom she married in 1929,
preceded her in death. Surviving are one son,
Richard W. ’57; one daughter, Margaret Nelson;
four grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
x’26 Gerald L. Curtin, June 8,1993, at his
home in Tottenville, NY, where he had lived
since 1991. Previously, he had lived for 10 years
on Staten Island. He worked as a telephone
switchman for New York Telephone in the Bronx
for 30 years. In 1956, he was promoted to a posi
tion at Ar&T Bell Laboratories in Manhattan,
where he worked on automatic long distance
dialing systems. He retired in 1969. His hobbies
deluded reading and gardening. His wife,
Assunta, died in 1979. Surviving are his son,
°avid; daughter, Ellen O’Flaherty Pratt ’61; one
grandson.
’26 Francis H. “Heinie” Langell, retired
chemical engineer, November 7,1993, in
houlder, CO. He received his M.S. from the U of
Michigan and spent his career with Dow
Chemical Company, retiring in 1965. He began
his work with the company as a technical fore
man and served as superintendent of the major
bromine department from 1931 to 1942. In
3, he became plant manager for a defense
PHnt corporation installation in Ludington, MI,
ending that position in September, 1944.
eginning in 1947, he spent four years as techniCa expert in chemical engineering and develop
ment, helping to write a biography of the com
pany founder. In 1951, he became the first plant
!?anager for Dow Chemical at Rocky Flats, CO.
e plant was owned by the U.S. Atomic Energy
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Commission and operated by Dow Chemical.
From 1961 until his retirement, he worked in the
nuclear field for the company.
He was a member of the First
Congregational Church, an emeritus member of
the American Chemical Society, and a former
member of the Rotary Club. His wife, Mildred,
whom he married in 1930, died in August, 1982.
A grandson also preceded him in death.
Surviving are two daughters, Linda Elvey and
Sandra Brown; seven grandchildren; 13 great
grandchildren.
26 Pauline Gruber Ruch, November 9,
1993. She was a resident at Bradbury Oaks
Retirement Village, Duarte, CA, for the past
year. She had taught English from 1926 to 1935
in North Canton and at McKinley High School,
Canton, before receiving her B.S. in library sci
ence in 1936 from Western Reserve U, where she
worked as a librarian until 1945. When she and
her husband, Lowell, moved to California in
1946, she soon became a librarian at Long Beach
Public Library (1947-50). She served as head
librarian at South Pasadena Public Library from
1951 until her retirement in 1966. Her husband
predeceased her in 1992. Her brother, Nelson
’29, survives.
x’27 Elizabeth “Tatt” Ballantyne Fisher,
October 30,1993, in Ventura, CA, where she had
lived since 1988. Formerly of New Cumberland,
WV, she attended Marshall College and taught '
fourth grade for many years at the New
Cumberland School. She was a member of the
New Cumberland First Presbyterian Church.
Her husband, Fred, predeceased her in 1963,
and her daughter, Diane Kirkpatrick, in 1992.
Surviving are her son, John; two daughters,
Natalie Erickson and Mary Jean Matthews; 10
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
’27 Eleanor Prosser Moffett, of Penney
Farms, FL, November 5, 1993. After graduation
from Wooster, she received her B.S. in library
science from Carnegie Library School and
M.R.E. from New York Theological Seminary.
She married James M. Moffett x’27, a Presbyte
rian minister, in 1936, and aided him in serving
parishes in Newark and Succasunna, N.J.,
Wyalusing Valley, PA, Oyster Bay, NY, Glen Cove,
NY, and Bethlehem, PA. They retired in 1983 to
Florida. He predeceased her in 1986. Surviving
are four children, R. Blair, James S., Margaret
Doscher, and Nelle; seven grandchildren.
’28 John W. Cruikshank, December 11,
1993, in Northbrook, 1L, where he had lived for
38 years. Following graduation from Wooster, he
associated himself with The Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Company During his 43-year career
with the company, he held a variety of positions:
assistant tire adjuster, Pittsburgh, PA; district
manager of truck tires, Louisville, KY, and
Cincinnati; manager of industrial products, St.
Louis, MO; manager of railroad sales, Chicago,
IL, from which he retired in 1971. During 1942
and 1943, the rubber division of the War
Production Board asked Goodyear for a loan of
his services.
He enjoyed selling, and during his career
he developed many close relationships with his
customers and Goodyear associates. In 1968, he
was honored by Goodyear for his outstanding

contribution to railroading, which included the
invention of a new product for insulating rail
road highway crossing signals. He received the
Charlie Goodyear Award for outstanding sales
achievement in 1970. For many years, he was
active in the American Railroad Engineering
Association and chaired one of the Association’s
committees. He credited this involvement with
generating many of his successful engineering
ideas.
While at Wooster, he lettered in baseball
and was the business manager of the 1927 Index.
He was active in recruiting for Wooster most of
his life and relished the opportunity to entertain
prospective students in his home. His barbecue
specialties helped put a favorable spin to his
enthusiastic presentation of the advantages of a
Wooster education.
He married Jeannette (Lane ’27) on
October 10,1931, and they celebrated their 60th
wedding anniversary in 1991. While they were
raising their four children, John was president of
Parent Teacher Associations in Northbrook and
Belleville and was elected president of the
Belleville School Board. He and Jeannette devot
ed a great deal of their time to family activities,
especially an annual family vacation which they
arranged for the children and grandchildren.
An active Christian layman, John was
ordained as an elder in the Northbrook Village
Presbyterian Church, served on the session and
as a trustee, and was chairman of the board of
deacons. He represented his denomination as a
commissioner to two General Assemblies. In
1973, he was chairman of the General Assembly
committee on communicating faith. In the
Presbytery of Chicago, he was chairman of the
ministerial relations committee and was a com
missioner to the Synod of Lincoln Trials. He
served his community as a director of the
Northbrook Historical Society, director of the
Northbrook United Fund and chairman of its
allocation committee, and director of North
Shore Senior Center. In his later years, he salved
his competitive juices and gregarious spirit
through the sport of curling and was a member
of the Wilmette Curling Club. In addition to his
wife, surviving are four children, John, Robert,
Virginia Lacy ’63, and Sally Anello; eight grand
children.
x’28 Helen Pancoast Hoot, of Akron
November 5, 1993. She received her B.A. from
Lake Erie College and was a school teacher until
her marriage to Forest E. Hoot on October 3
1931. Through the years, she did volunteer work
in her church and community. In addition to her
husband, her son, Forest S., survives.
28 James A. Miller, Jr., professor and
chairman emeritus of anatomy, Tulane Medical
School, January 27, 1994, in Falmouth, MA,
after a long illness. The son of Presbyterian mis
sionaries, he was born on June 21, 1907, in
Peitaiho, China. He graduated cum laude from
Wooster, and taught biology at Assiut College,
Egypt, until 1931. He received his Ph.D. from
the U of Chicago and taught at Ohio U, U of
Michigan School of Medicine, U of Tennessee,
and Emory U. In 1960, he became chairman of
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the anatomy department at Tulane U, retiring
in 1973.
He did extensive research abroad under
Fulbright and National Science Foundation
awards, and a von Humboldt Fellowship.
Primarily, his research dealt with hypothermia
and tolerance to anoxia. His studies demonstrat
ed that exposure to cold during asphyxiation
and drowning can be a life-saving procedure. He
presented invited lectures worldwide on his
research and was the author of numerous scien
tific papers and chapters in monographs,
including “ Hypothermia and Asphyxia of the
Newborn,” pp. 53-76, in Physiology of
Prematurity, J.T. Lanman, Ed., 1959. Miller was
featured in the article “To Make A Break
through” which appeared in the February 1961
Wooster Alumni Bulletin. The July 1987 issue of
The American Journal of Anatomy is dedicated
to Dr. Miller and contains 10 papers by his stu
dents and his students’ students.
In retirement, he served as visiting pro
fessor and acting chairman of the department of
anatomy at the U of South Florida, as visiting
professor of anatomy at Tufts U Medical School,
and as a member of the Academy of Senior
Professionals at Eckerd College. He had been an
affiliated summer researcher at the Marine
Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole since 1936.
He was a member of several scientific and
professional organizations, including the
American Association of Anatomists, Marine
Biological Laboratory Association, and Phi Beta
Kappa, the founding president of the Southern
Society of Anatomists, and former president of
Sigma Xi.
A loyal and prominent Woosterian, he
received his Honorary D.Sc. from Wooster in
1961 and the Distinguished Alumni Award in
1977. He was a member of John Wesley United
Methodist Church in Falmouth and a former
member of its choir. Internationally-minded, he
learned to speak Chinese, French, German, and
Arabic. He also collected antique pewter vessels,
plates, and stamps, especially those from the
U.S. and Egypt. An avid tennis player, he played
doubles in the Men’s Senior National competi
tion, held in Boston in 1987.
His wife. Faith (Stone), whom he married
in 1935, died in 1971. Later, he married Frances
B. Ross, a friend whom he had met in China. She
died in 1977. Surviving are his wife, Mary Alice
(Lehman ’29); one son, David; one daughter,
Janet Levie ’63; four grandchildren.
x’29 S. Mildred Rinehart Johnson, for
merly of Wheeling, WV, December 10,1993, in
Sherwood Oaks Continuous Care Center, Mars,
PA. She received her B.A. from Waynesburg
College and taught school for seven years before
her marriage in 1936. While living in Wheeling,
she was affiliated with Vance Memorial
Presbyterian Church. She was a member of the
Order of the Eastern Star, King’s Daughters, and
the Oglebay Park Garden Center. Her husband,
Rollin x’29, died in 1985. Surviving are two
sons, Rollin, Jr. ’60, and Charles; five
grandchildren.
x’29 Mabel Bradfield Walker, a native of
Wellsburg, WV, January 4,1994. For the past
year, she had resided with her family in
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Randolph Township. She attended West Liberty
State College and had taught school in Friendly
and Wellsburg for a number of years. She gave
private piano lessons to area students. She was a
member of the First Presbyterian Church,
Wellsburg, where she taught Sunday school and
worked with the youth group for many years. A
talented portrait artist, she participated in many
art shows and was a charter member of the
Wellsburg Art Association. She was also a char
ter member of the Ohio Valley Medical Center
Sycamore Twig and a member of the Wellsburg
Women’s Club. Her husband of 52 years, C.F.
Walker, preceded her in death. Surviving are two
sons, Curt and C. David; four grandchildren;
one great-granddaughter.
’30 Dorothy Kerr Inglis, of Amherst,
MA, November 7, 1993. She was born on
December 20,1908, in Mansfield. At Wooster,
she majored in mathematics and was a member
of Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Sigma Iota. She mar
ried David R. Inglis on March 26, 1934, in the
College chapel. In addition to her husband, her
sister, Kathryn Lucas ’33 survives.
’30 Kleo D. Martin, retired high school
principal, January 19,1994, at Doctor’s Hospital,
Montclair, CA, after a brief illness. He received
his M.A. from Columbia U and did further
study in counseling and administration at
Stanford U, the U of California, and the U of
Colorado. In 1930, he began teaching mathe
matics and physics at Lodi High School. Later,
he taught in Mansfield and Bowling Green, and
in 1949, he became an instructor at Chaffey
College, CA. He was also a teacher, counselor,
and principal of Chaffey High School in Ontario,
CA, retiring in 1972, after 38 years in public
education.
He enlisted in the U.S. Naval Reserve in
1943 and served as an instructor of air naviga
tion at Whiting Field, Pensacola, FL, before see
ing active duty in the Pacific as a line navigator
with the Naval Air Squadron II in Honolulu, HI.
After the war, Lt. Comdr. Martin continued as
an instructor of navigation, retiring from the
Navy in 1968.
He was active in church and community
affairs and held membership in the Ontario
Lions Club, where he served as president and
was named Lion of the Year 1970-71; Citrus Belt
League of High Schools; Western Association of
Schools and College Accreditation Team;
Ontario Public Library Board of Trustees;
University Club of Claremont; and Retired
Officers Association, Mount Baldy Chapter. He
was also a 35-year member of Phi Delta Kappa.
During his retirement, he became inter
ested in genealogy which led to extensive travel
and research. He compiled and published histo
ries on several lines of his family. Surviving are
his wife, Ethel (Grubb ’33), whom he married
on August 16,1932; two daughters, Mary
Stewart and Suzanne Lindley; seven grandchil
dren; 10 great-grandchildren; one brother, Dr. L.
H.; one sister, Lovina Parmenter.
x’30 Mary Patterson Woodbridge,
November 2,1993, of cardiac arrest, at the
Hamlet Hills retirement community, where she
had been a resident for three months. She was

born in Pittsburgh, PA, and was a resident of
Shaker Heights for many years. She received her
B.S. from Western Reserve U and was an ele
mentary school teacher in Cleveland before her
marriage in 1933. During W.W. II, she rolled
bandages for the American Red Cross. She was a
member of the Candy Circle at Plymouth
Church of Shaker Heights, United Church of
Christ, and the Canterbury Golf Club. Her hus
band, William P. ’29, died in 1988. Surviving are
two sons, William and Frederic; four grandchil
dren; one sister, Helen Simon ’27.
’31 Jeannette Parkhurst, retired teacher,
January 26, 1994, in Cleveland. Jeannette, or
“Parky,” as she was known to her wide circle of
family and friends, was born on April 10,1910,
in Bellevue. Parky grew up in an atmosphere of
family love and devotion to the ideals of the day.
After graduating from Bellevue High
School, she entered Wooster in the fall of 1927
and quickly made many friends. She was an
active member of the Castalian Literary Society,
a student organization involved with drama, lit
erature, and music. She also became engrossed
in the International Club whose program was
dedicated to the cause of peace in the world.
During her sophomore year, she lived with Jean
McCuskey ’31, at Goodhart’s, an off-campus stu
dent residence. Jean recently wrote, “Parky and I
were well acquainted, indeed. She was always so
much fun to be around, and years later her gen
erosity to the College was exemplary.” Parky
graduated with honors, majoring in English and
possessing a loyalty to Wooster that never
deserted her.
She attended the library school at Western
Reserve U and the Spencerian Business College
in Cleveland. For 14 years, she taught commer
cial subjects at Cleveland’s West High School. In
1939, she earned her M.A. in education from
New York U.
In 1949, due to the serious illness of her
mother, Parky obtained a year’s leave of absence
from the Cleveland School System and returned
to Bellevue. Eventually, she decided to remain
there to take care of her father and mother. She
soon became involved in community projects
which demanded leadership and talent, of which
she had plenty. Her many activities included
being a board member of Bellevue Hospital and
YWCA; a member of the City Board of Health,
the library advisory committee, and Bellevue
Schools advisory committee; an active member
of the Congregational Church; and a Welcome
Wagon Hostess. She was an avid traveler and
over the years she visited many far-off places
with friends and Wooster alumni. Her mother
died in 1950, and she cared for her father until
he died in 1955.
Staying in touch with her alma mater,
Parky once wrote for the Alumni Magazine, “I
have decided that being without an eight-to-five
job leaves one open to countless activities —
clubs, social welfare, substitute teaching, etc.
The whole town is conspiring to keep me from
growing stale.”
For 10 years, she served as the 1931 class
agent. Her classmates still recall her no-non
sense annual appeals for contributions to the
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Wooster Fund. Their response was in keeping
with the serious intent of her entreaties. In the
early ’60s she wrote to the Alumni Magazine, “I
am the busiest unemployed, unassigned,
unattached, and unclaimed individual on the
horizon.” The town of Bellevue was in the palms
of her energetic and capable hands.
In 1984, she moved to the Judson
Retirement Community in Cleveland, where her
leadership capabilities continued to thrive. Russ
Cunningham ’29, who lives in the Judson com
plex, writes, “She became a very active resident
soon after she came to Judson and made herself
known to many people in generous ways. She
served on committees for various projects that
were of benefit to all of us. When it became
known that there was a plan to increase the size
of Judson Park, she became active in pushing for
a new swimming pool for all to use. And so, on
the top floor of the new addition there is a brand
new pool. It is used every day for classes in
water therapy or by those who just wish to pad
dle around. When a petition to name the pool
was circulated, there was an enthusiastic
response, and now we have the Parkhurst Pool.”
As always, Parky saw a need and did something
about it.
Never wavering in her loyalty to the
College, she seldom missed her class reunions
and had frequent visits with Wooster friends,
including the writer and his family. In 1981, she
became a major contributor toward the Class of
’31’s 50th reunion project, the Charles B. Moke
Memorial Lecture Room in the renovated Scovel
Hall. Parky also established the Parkhurst
Family Scholarship Fund at the College.
Betty Francis Spahn ’31 reported that the
memorial service held for Parky at Judson Park,
recognized her true worth and her firm belief in
friends and projects close to her heart.
Once again the portal has been crossed by
another respected and accomplished graduate of
the College. Parky loved people, thus reminding
all of us that the “test of our love for God is the
love we have for one another.”
by Ed A m '31
x’32 Fanchon E. Hamilton, a retired
training specialist for the national office of the
Girl Scouts in New York City, January 3,1994,
m Cincinnati, where she had resided for the last
20 years. She was born in Wapakoneta and was
a third-grade teacher in the Wyoming District
during the 1930s. Her 32-year career with the
Girl Scouts involved many staffing and supervi
sory duties. “As author of dozens of Girl Scout
Publications, as trainer to trainers here and
abroad, and as a singular enthusiast for the vital
mission of the organization, her professional
Peers held her in the highest regard,” said her
nephew William Hamilton. Surviving are two
sisters, Annette Wilbur ’41 and Eloise
Alvord ’26.
’33 Robert A. Brown, September 13,
1993, in San Antonio, TX. Bob was born in
Coyoacan, Mexico, where his parents were mis
sionaries. In college, he majored in history and
Vvas on the cross country team. After graduation
from Wooster, Bob went to McCormick
Theological Seminary, where he earned his B.D.
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Throughout his more than 55 years of ministeri
al service, he served Spanish-speaking congre
gations. Early pastorates in Colorado and in El
Paso, TX, were followed by service as a chaplain
in the U. S. Navy during WW II. At the end of
his navy service, he became the minister at the
Divine Redeemer United Presbyterian Church of
San Antonio, TX. He also served as the superin
tendent of the House of Neighborly Service,
which was affiliated with the church. He
remained as pastor of Divine Redeemer until he
retired in 1977.
After retirement, he served as interim
minister of three other San Antonio churches. In
1934, Bob married Agnes Gifford ’37. They had
four sons, Stuart, David, Paul, and Robert; and
three daughters, Helen Brown San Roman,
Margaret Brown McLean, and Kathy Brown
Lozano. Throughout his ministry, Bob was
active in community service. He was the presi
dent of the Latin American Ministerial
Association of San Antonio, national president
of the Council of Hispanic-American Ministries,
and president of the Rocky Mountain Staff of
Presbyterian Workers. Several times he served
as moderator of the Alamo Presbytery. He is
survived by his wife and children; sister, Gladys
E. Brown ’35; brother Stuart C. Brown ’38; 16
grandchildren; 6 great-grandchildren.
x’33 Pauline Deal Baker-Rhodes, of
Carlsbad, CA, December 26,1993. Polly was
fun-loving and excelled in dramatics. She left
Wooster after two years and after receiving
teaching credentials at Kent State U went to
Boston U School of Speech and Drama. Using
the professional name of Jane Weaver, Polly
broadcast programs over radio station WTAM
and for seven years was director of women’s
activities on that station. She and her husband,
Joel Baker, left Cleveland to reside for a time in
Mexico. In 1946, they returned to the U.S. and
lived in California. There, Polly was active with
the local newspaper and free-lance writing.
Several years after the death of Joel Baker, Polly
married Edward Rhodes, who survives her. In
addition to her professional employment, Polly
was active in local, regional, and national public
relations of the Soroptimist Federation of the
Americas, Incorporated.
x’33 Lois Lyon Christoffersen, August
28,1993. After one year at Wooster, Lois earned
an R.N. at Manhatten State Hospital School of
Nursing in 1935. In 1943 she earned her B.S. and
in 1951 her M.A., both from Teachers College,
Columbia U. She served as principal of the
School of Nursing, Creedmoor State Hospital in
Jamaica, NY. As a nursing administrator, she
retired from the New York State Department of
Mental Hygiene in 1973, continuing as a mem
ber of the Central Finger Lakes Health Systems
Agency. She married H. Thomas Christoffersen
on July 15,1942. She is survived by her husband
and her brother, Charles W. Lyon.
x’34 Virgil P. Dull, April 19,1993, at his
home in Canton. He received his B.S.E.E. from
Indiana Institute of Technology and retired from
the Ohio Power Company after 37 years of ser
vice. During W.W. II, he served in the U.S. Air

Force. He was a member of First Baptist Church
and several Canton-area historical societies.
Surviving are his wife, Helen, and son, Michael.
’34 Wadena Miller Raine, January 5,
1994, at Middletown Regional Hospital. She was
born in Fostoria and had lived most of her life in
Middletown. A retired eighth-grade English
teacher, she had taught at Roosevelt Junior High
School from 1953 until her retirement in 1973.
In her retirement, she did volunteer work as a
member of the Middletown Regional Hospital
Auxiliary. In 1989, she was honored for giving
20,000 volunteer hours to the hospital auxiliary.
She was also a member of the Middletown Fine
Arts Center and First Presbyterian Church. She
was preceded in death by her husband, Robert,
in 1949, and a son, David, in 1992. Surviving are
two sons, R. Stephen and Peter; six grandchil
dren; one sister, Alice Bauer.
’34 Frances Yocum Weisenbach,
December 15,1992, in Akron. She had lived in
Silver Lake Estates, near Akron, for 30 years
before moving to Chambrell, an independent
living complex. She was active in the Church of
Silver Lake, was involved with a number of char
itable groups at Chambrell, and participated in
the activities of that community. Surviving are
two sons, George ’62 and Robert; one sister,
Kathleen Bullock ’30.
’37 Charlotte “Nunny” Fader Bodley,
retired social worker and volunteer, January 3,
1994, in Cincinnati, where she had lived since
1971. She received her M.S.W. from Case
Western Reserve U and began her career in
social work at the Cleveland YWCA. From the
mid-’50s until the early ’60s, she was a social
worker for six years at the Florence Crittendon
Home for Unwed Mothers in Toledo. She then
worked seven years during the ’60s for Youth For
Understanding, an international exchange pro
gram for high school students headquartered in
Ann Arbor, MI.
Her love for travel developed as she and
her husband of 54 years, Lewis, a YMCA execu
tive, provided consultation to YMCAs in other
countries. In Cincinnati, she was a volunteer to
local organizations, including the YWCA board
and Mercy Hospital-Anderson. She served as
president of PEO Sisterhood chapters in
Cincinnati, Toledo, and Ann Arbor. She was also
a member of the Cincinnati Women’s Club and
the Hawthorne Club, of which she served as
president. From 1987 until 1992, she served
faithfully as Class of 1937 secretary. She is
remembered by her family and friends as a car
ing and supportive woman. In addition to her
husband, surviving are two sons, Rollin and
William; one daughter, Bette Chambless; five
grandchildren; one sister, Ruth Peirce ’39.
x’37 William H. Swank, of Stanwood,
MI, November 3,1992. He received his B.S. from
Michigan Technological U and was a metallur
gist with Republic Steel in Warren before joining
U.S. Steel in Michigan. He retired in 1980.
Surviving are his wife, Verna; two daughters;
one brother, Raynard ’34.
’38 Dave P. Goodall, Sr., January 12,
1994, in Panama, where he had taken ill while
on a cruise ship. He suffered from cancer.
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A retired park ranger for the U.S. Park Service,
he was a resident of Cave Creek, AZ. He received
his M.S. from Lehigh U and was a petroleum
engineer for many years. During his career, he
worked for the Standard Oil Company and Cities
Service Oil Company in Pennsylvania before his
retirement in 1968. Surviving are his wife,
Claire; three children, Jean Ellen, David, and
Thomas; eight grandchildren.
’38 Frederick F. Tooker, of Fayetteville,
AR, December 22,1993, after a long battle with
cancer, at Butterfield Trail Village health care
unit. The son of Presbyterian missionaries, he
was born in Siangtan, Hunan, China, on May 6,
1915. He joined the force of Moral Rearmament
in 1939 and worked for that organization for 29
years. He then moved to California, where he
was the owner of a stamp and coin store. In
1979, he married Janet Basham, and they moved
to Fayetteville. He was for many years a member
of the Rose Bowl Civitan Club in Pasadena, CA,
serving terms as president and secretary. In
Fayetteville, he was a member of the Civitan
Club, receiving an honor key for his years of ser
vice; a member and former president of the
Fayetteville Stamp Club, and a member of the
First United Presbyterian Church. In addition to
his wife, surviving are two sisters, Alice ’35 and
Delmer ’39; several nieces and nephews.
’39 Richard L. Franz, a retired budget
officer with the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), January 13, 1994, at the
health care center of the Westminster
Retirement Home in Lake Ridge, VA. He had
suffered from Parkinson’s disease. A former resi
dent of Arlington, VA, he had lived in the
Washington, DC, area for 47 years. He served in
the U.S. Navy in Cuba and in the North Atlantic
during W. W. II. After more than 31 years of ser
vice, he retired as Captain from the Naval
Reserve in 1973, receiving the Meritorious
Service Medal. He spent the first 20 years of his
federal career as a budget and personnel officer
with the U.S. Trademark and Patent Office. In
1979, he retired from the Broadcast Bureau,
after 13 years with the FCC.
He was a member of Arlingtonians for a
Better County, treasurer of the Arlington
Symphony Association, president of the
Arlington County PTA Council, and treasurer of
the Fairlington Civic Association. Active in his
church, he was an elder, trustee, and treasurer of
Fairlington Presbyterian Church and a commis
sioner to the church General Assembly in 1988.
He ran in 10k races and won trophies for his age
category Surviving are his wife, Elizabeth (Day
’41); one son, Terry; two daughters, Barbara and
Susan; three grandchildren; sister, Dorothy
Fudge ’27.
’46 Margaret S. Ronaldson, January 3,
1994, of a heart attack, in Sun City, AZ. A
Presbyterian minister, she received her M.R.E.
from New York Theological Seminary and her
M.Div., M.Th. from Princeton Theological
Seminary. For 10 years, she served with the
Board of National Missions of the Presbyterian
Church, visiting mission sites in Puerto Rico,
Alaska, and Kentucky. She served as director of
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Christian education at First Presbyterian Church
of Abingdon, PA. In 1973, she was ordained as a
minister at the College Hill Presbyterian Church
in Cincinnati. From 1972 until 1979, she was an
administrator for Ohio Presbyterian Homes. She
then served as interim pastor at the First
Presbyterian Church of Georgetown, in Ohio.
From 1983 until 1987, she was parish associate
and minister of visitation at the First
Presbyterian Church of Newark, DE. Retiring to
Sun City, she served as a pastoral counselor in
that city and in Scottsdale. Her volunteer work
in Sun City included the Order of St. Luke,
Hospice, Singles of Faith, Ecumenical Council
Education Committee, Habitat for Humanity,
and UNA. She was chairperson of the Presbytery
evangelism committee, supplied pulpits in the
Sun City area, and helped organize the first
Kirken of the Tartan in Sun City. Her sister,
Agnes Pool, survives.
’57 Mary Christine Unger Wright,
November 17,1993, in Ft. Myers Beach, FL,
where she had requested to be for the last weeks
of her life. She passed away after a heroic fight
against ovarian cancer. She was born on October
7,1935, in Columbus and graduated from
Lakewood High School in Lakewood. After
receiving her B.S. in economics from Wooster,
she worked at several jobs in retailing and
accounting until 1985 when she passed the
Certified Public Accounting exam and estab
lished her own independent practice. Her clients
were select, and she provided a full range of
financial counseling, as well as estate planning
and income tax preparation.
A resident of Arlington Heights, IL, Chris
was involved in many civic and public issues,
including social service. She spearheaded a pro
gram for low income housing, and her effort was
recognized by CEDA NW, a not-for-profit social
service agency in Northwest Chicago. Recently,
the agency named a low income family housing
facility in her honor. The Wright House will
house 11 families in the northwest suburbs of
Chicago. At memorial services held at
Southminster Presbyterian Church, Arlington
Heights, IL, and Lakewood Presbyterian
Church, Lakewood, testimonials were given by
ministers, civic leaders, and personal friends
who witnessed her contributions to her profes
sion, community, and religion. She is interred in
the Wright family plot in Wooster. Surviving are
her husband, Wilson ’57; two daughters, Kari
Sealund and Janice Altmeyer; one granddaugh
ter, Kristin Marie Sealund; brother, Fredrick B
’62; sister, Elizabeth Mangan ’67; parents,
Fredrick W. and Mary Branson Unger ’30s.
’67 Pamela Hill Griffith, December 22,
1993, the result of a car accident near Fort
Collins, CO. She was born in El Paso, TX, and
graduated from Burris High School in Muncie,
IN. She received her M.A. in microbiology from
Ohio State U. On September 7,1968, she mar
ried Michael L. Griffith ’67. A resident of
Colorado since 1977, Pam had worked in the
microbiology department at Colorado State U
since 1979 and had been an instructor for the
past three years. She taught numerous laborato
ry and lecture courses and was a dedicated

adviser to undergraduate students and to pre
medical students who were majoring in micro
biology. In addition, she served as the recruit
ment and retention representative for the micro
biology department.
An active member of her community, she
chaired the Poudre R-1 District Parent Advisory
Board for two years and was a member for three
years. Dedicated to her family, she was involved
in her children’s lives. She was secretary of
Rocky Mountain High School’s Parent Forum
and had served on the Parent Advisory Boards
for both Boltz Junior High School and Beattie
Elementary School. With her husband, she was
co-secretary of Rocky Mountain High School’s
Parent Athletic Club. She had been a Cub Scout
den mother and president of the Village Green
Swim Team Board. She was a member of the
American Society for Microbiology, Junior
League, and First Presbyterian Church.
The warmth and sincerity of Pam’s per
sonality, as well as her leadership ability, was
evident while she was a student at Wooster. She
was secretary/treasurer of the freshman class,
served as a junior resident, was president of
KEZ, and was a member of Women’s Primary
Court. For her contributions to Wooster, she was
chosen as the 1966 Homecoming Queen.
In addition to her husband, surviving are
two children, Colleen and Benjamin, parents,
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hill, Jr.; brother Gregory
’71.

FAMILY NOTES

J. Arthur Baird, emeritus Synod
Professor of Religious Studies, died May 2,1994,
in Wooster. He was born in Boise, ID, to Jesse
Hays Baird and Susanna Bragstad Baird. After
graduating from Occidental College in 1943 and
serving in the U.S. Navy (commanding an LCI in
the Pacific Theater in WWII), Baird began
attending classes at San Francisco Theological
Seminary, of which his father was president, in
1946. He and Mary Chapman met there, and
they married in 1947. At the seminary, he was
caught by the subjects and the methods of theol
ogy, and he went on to take a B.D. there and
become ordained (1949) and to earn a Ph.D. in
theology at New College, U. of Edinburgh
(1953). His dissertation, at more than 600 pages,
was the longest accepted to that time, and its
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merit led to Baird’s being recommended to Dean
William Taeusch at The College of Wooster,
when there was an opening in the College’s
department of religion (now religious studies).
Baird visited Wooster in 1954.
Appointments being much simpler matters then
than now, he signed a contract on the spot after
meeting with Professor Eugene Tanner, the
department’s chair, Dean Taeusch, and President
Lowry. Getting off the plane back in California,
he said to Mary, “They’ve got the neatest ninehole golf course,” and she remembers thinking,
“We’re sunk.” A California resident who had
grown up in Japan, she could only say, “But Art
Ohio.”
“Oh, it doesn’t matter,” he replied. “I’ve
only signed a two-year contract.”
But he soon discovered that teaching —
and teaching at Wooster in particular — was just
what he liked.
Theology caught Baird in San Francisco,
but he had fallen in love with the sea during his
navy tour. Fond testimony to that other enthusi
asm, the Iona, has resided in the garage on
Gasche Street for many years. Her hull was built
in England, where the Bairds found it after a
long, not-terribly-directed search. In Japan, for
example, they spoke to the Mitsubishi Co., which
told them politely, “We only deal in ocean lin
ers. Also in Japan, they discovered over tea that
the Yokohama Yacht Company manufactured
ferry boats.
But then on the Isle of Wight, they found a
fibreglass hull molded to just the maximum
width allowed by U.S. traffic laws and of an
appropriately impressive length. They bought it,
and it was sent to Cleveland lashed to the deck of
a freighter, so that it arrived still filled with salt
water. Baird worked on the boat in the garage for
four years, and its maiden voyage was on Lake
Erie. It moved, then, to docks in Boston Harbor
and New Haven during summers when Baird
had offices at Harvard and Yale.
But it turned out that, though built in
England, the hull had been designed in Maine,
by Farnham Butler. And after some considerable
correspondence about its construction, Butler
Wrote to Baird that, since the boat had been
designed to sail in Maine waters, perhaps the
Bairds had better bring it to Maine to try.
They did so, spending seven summers liv
ing on the Iona at a rented dock in North East
Harbor, on the sourthern coast of Mount Desert
Island. There, too, Baird finally arranged an
office, this time in the Fur Ness Room at the
town library (said out loud, the name reveals its
joke).
Off Mount Desert Island, as elsewhere,
Perhaps sitting on the Iona’s hatch watching the
sunset or the stars, Art would say, “Stop, Mary.
This is a golden moment. We must capture it!”
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He was consumed, always, by energetic
optimism. While their overburdened car lurched
up the highway from flat tire to flat tire, the huge
boat straining behind them, Art might say, “I
don’t know why everyone doesn’t pull a boat to
Maine.”
Mary knew. As she put it, “I used to say,
‘You’re the salmon, jumping the falls. I’m like a
leaf, just floating down the river.”
In the classroom, it was Baird’s habit to
make sure that many sides of an issue received
fair consideration. Fie worried on occasion about
what he called “liberal fundamentalism,” a tun
nel vision of the left, and he tried to be sure that
he never put himself out of reach of the toughest
questions. He loved teaching; he loved having
students grapple with ideas that mattered; and
he never took personally things said in the heat
of argument about ideas. He saw the process as a
search for truth, and he was confident that truth
would appear in response to the most rigorous,
objective, fair-minded investigation.
Because he was so determined to let vari
ous points of view flourish in the classroom, he
came to cherish his Sundays, on most of which
he preached — often in interim or supply capac
ity — in some neighboring church. It was a won
derful luxury to be in a position from which he
could argue vigorously for his own views.
At Wooster, Baird was instrumental in the
establishment of the Lay Academy of Religion
and the Clergy Academy of Religion. With Mary,
he inaugurated the Study Travel Seminar series
when they took a group of students to Israel. He
was a pioneer in computer-assisted Biblical
research and was founder and editor of the
Biblical Research Association. He published six
books and numerous articles.
Henry Copeland said at Baird’s memorial
service in McGaw Chapel, “His courses in the
New Testament, the Gospels, and Christian
Ethics are legendary, and many graduates to this
day define their experience at Wooster in terms
of their experience with Art Baird. Art also par
ticipated in a number of interdisciplinary cours
es and particularly enjoyed the course in
Contemporary Problems of Christian Theology,
which he team-taught with faculty members like
Ron Hustwit (philosophy), Don Jacobs (physics),
Don Wise (biology), Gordon Collins (psycholo
gy), Hank Loess (psychology), and David Guldin
(sociology). He was one of the College’s best
teachers.”
Baird was convinced that the heart of the
New Testament’s truth resided in the words of
Jesus. In his vision, the stories of the events of
Jesus’ life had formed around the words Jesus
spoke, somewhat removed from and therefore
more arguable than the actual teachings. Then in
another outer layer, well away from the heart,
formed the various church traditions. As one
moves further away from the words, naturally,
agreement becomes more difficult, and Baird
believed that the way toward resolving contro
versy was always to refer back to the words Jesus
spoke. He thought only they had a chance to
bring everything together.

That concern with the words combined
with his determination to conduct theological
investigation and argument in the fairest, most
objective way, led Baird to the application of
quantitative methods to the study of the
Synoptic Gospels in a series of works culminat
ing in A Comparative Analysis of the Gospel
Genre ( 1991). In controversy with modern skep
tical themes in Biblical studies, Baird’s methods
provided him with evidence for the particular
character of the Synoptic Gospels. Moreover, as
he wrote, “I am optimistic concerning our ability
to discover a sufficient amount of bed-rock his
tory to enable us to return from the abyss of his
torical skepticism which has so plagued Synoptic
scholarship for two generations___Now we
must move on in the continuing quest for the
historical Jesus.”
Baird retired from Wooster in 1986
because he wanted to work full time on a host of
book projects. At the onset of his final illness, he
had finished a new manuscript and was doing
final editing in an office crammed with books
and file cabinets and card files. Of his retire
ment, he said that it was like a continuing
research leave.
Baird demanded of his doctors that they
be “perfectly honest” about the inoperable can
cer that overtook him. “Now tell me,” he said.
After they had given him the perfectly honest,
perfectly bad news, he said, “Thank you for hav
ing the courage to tell me. But I’ll fool you. I
don’t believe you.”
For a happy eight months’ remission, he
did “fool” them, but they were right in the end.
He died in his own home in his own bed, under
Wayne County Hospice care, his family with
him. He is survived by sons Andrew ’84 and
Paul 86 and by Mary, his wife of forty-seven
years.

EDITOR’S CORNER
Information in the Class Notes has been
compiled from reports by the class secretaries,
newspapers, press releases, and letters to the
Alumni Office or the editors. Class secretaries
— please note the following deadlines for each
issue of Wooster:
Fall:
August 18
Winter: October 22
Spring: February 2
Summer Non-reunion Classes; May 13
Summer Reunion Classes:
June 13
If you plan to have your wedding photo
graph appear in Wooster, consider having a cou
pie of black and white prints made when you
make arrangements with your photographer.
You will be pleased with the result.
You may send information via e-mail to
marlene@acs.wooster.edu or Fax to 216-2632427.
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Is Sportsmanship
Dead?
by William McHenry
After the piece reprinted here had
appeared on the Scripps-Howard news wire
and in the NCAA News, Wooster’s athletic
director Bill McHenry received a carload of
approving mail. We thought our readers who
did not see the original would enjoy an essay
which obviously struck a nerve in the world
o f college sports — and which remains topi
cal, one hopes not forever.
— Ed.
portsmanship may not be quite
dead in America, but it is certainly
lingering on the critical list.

S

The recent figure skating fias
co is the latest and most glaring example of
athletics seemingly gone mad. In some
ways, contracting a “hit man” to disable a
rival competitor could be viewed as the log
ical consequence of the current climate in
competitive sports.
In virtually any athletic event on
almost every level these days, you are liable
to hear examples of what is commonly
known as “trash talking,” the verbal taunt
ing of an opponent. Increasingly, these ver
bal jabs turn into actual punches so that
bench-clearing brawls are no longer
extraordinary events. And that’s just the
pre-game warm-ups! Victory celebrations
are often not complete until the winning
team has rubbed enough salt in the oppo
nents’ wounds. Although we often chalk up
this “in-your-face” character of athletics to
the high intensity levels necessary to com
pete, much of what passes for intensity or
emotion is simply meanness.
If not plain mean, a good deal of the
behavior is plain silly. On a given Saturday
or Sunday in the fall, we are treated to the
spectacle of a second-string linebacker cele
brating a tackle when his team trails by
three touchdowns in the fourth quarter. The
cameras are rolling, and it’s now an accept
ed part of the game. There was a time when
behavior of that sort would simply not be
tolerated.
This might sound hopelessly oldfashioned and impossibly naive, but what
we have lost is any sense of decorum.
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That often happens when money is at
stake, though, and money is the root of the
problem in athletics as it is in many other
areas of life. Fueled by outrageous television
deals and billion dollar professional con
tracts, the pressure to succeed in athletics is
overpowering. Success, in this case, is mea
sured only one way: finishing first. When
winning brings the financial rewards it
does, the games change.
The money is not going to disappear,
and even if it did, the win-at-all-cost men
tality is now ingrained in our sports culture.
That shifts the burden to those of us who
are in charge — to the owners, the general
managers, the athletic directors, the game
officials. We have to take a stand. We have
to make certain our coaches are men and
women who understand what constitutes
sportsmanship and will teach it. Then we
have to empower our coaches and make
them authority figures again.
We have to teach our athletes at every
level that intimidation, always a part of
competitive athletics, need not mean point
ing a finger in an opponent’s face or slam
ming a football at his feet. (I have always
subscribed to the old adage: “Let your play
ing do the talking.”)
We have to continue to strengthen the
rules that punish unsportsmanlike behavior
and thereby make it unacceptable for ath
letes to engage in the kind of tasteless antics
that are now so common. The NCAA’s foot
ball rules committee took such a step in that
direction recently with new guidelines for
cracking down on fighting. Making the rules
is one thing; now we must have the courage
to enforce the rules we create. We have to
find and then support officials who are will
ing to take control of the contests, who will
toss a high-profile player out of a game for
breaking the rules. We have to have commis
sioners, owners, and athletic directors who
will stand behind unpopular decisions.
No one wants to eliminate spontane
ity from athletic performances. The joy of
victory should be unbridled. But all too
often it seems that part of the joy comes
from heaping indignities on the vanquished
opponent. It’s unnecessary. It should be
unacceptable.

Clearly the exposure that today’s
high-profile athletes receive initiates a trick
le-down effect. The tactics employed by
professionals are adopted by collegians,
then by high school players, all the way
down to the schoolyard. Today’s youth, so
impressionable and so influenced by what
they see of professional and college athletes,
are bound to imitate these actions. It has
gotten to the point where learning to cele
brate touchdowns and demean opponents
becomes just as much a part of the basics of
a sport as knowing how to dribble a basket
ball or catch a football.
As someone who has been involved in
organized athletics all my life and who has
spent more than thirty years now as a coach
and athletic director, I worry about where
we are headed in athletics. It’s not too late to
change direction. Maybe the figure skating
debacle which captured our attention earli
er this year can serve as a wake-up call.
Tonya Harding’s involvement in the
attack on her skating rival, Nancy Kerrigan,
can be traced to the pressure to be No. 1
and to benefit from the financial rewards
that come with that status.
No one wants to finish second. But
anyone who believes it is necessary to belit
tle, let alone injure, an opponent to achieve
success has not achieved anything of real
worth. It is time our athletes were made to
understand this before it’s too late.
iES

Wooster’s athletic director since 1990, Bill McHenry
herejoins Nan Nichols (women’s athletic director) at a
lacrosse match this spring.

At left, Rebecca Mullins '94 interviews with
Joanne Miller of Beacon Graphics. Mullins did
not get this job, but she was offered another one
— in admissionsfor an Ohio college — which
she decided not to take because the fit was not
right. /4s Tanya Blaich '94 points out in her story
(pagefourteen), it's that first real offer that
makes you believe in yourself. While working at a
bookstore in Indianapolis this summer, Mullins
continues to interview, confident site’ll succeed
before nextfall.
On the back cover, Laura Belluscio '95,
thinking ahead, pauses infront of the alwaysbusy Career Services bulletin board in Lowry
Center. (Career Services used to be called Career
Development and Placement; see Traci Wagner’s
I '941 story on page ten for the explanation.)
What happened to the “D”in "Development"?
Well, we had a hard winter, this year. Hither that,
or someone really needed it.

